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FOREWORD 

Preparation of Input-Output Tables for India began soon 
after Planning exercises started in the SO's. The Centre for 
Research in Planning and Development in the Institute, spon
sored by the Planning Commission, has been one of the three 
Centres in the country where such Tables have been prepared 
from time to time. 

The present study·brings together all the Input-Output 
tables prepared for the period 19Sl-1963, in order to assess 
the validity. of the underlying assumptions of the input
output model based on Indian .experience and analyse the 
intertemporal structural changes that have taken place in 
the economy. The study finds that most input-output coeffi
cients were reasonably-stable for about 8 years; beyond this, 
changes were significant. Of course not all coefficients 
were equally stable: some exhibited a t.rend, while the values 
of some others did not show any particular pattern, which· 
makes continuous evaluation of these coefficients necessary. 
The development of various linkages have been traced. The 
study indicates definite structural changes in the economy 
by the end of the SO's. 

It is hoped planners and students of the structure of 
the Indian economy will find this study useful and relevant. 

Gokhale Institute 
of Politics and Economics 
Pune 411 004 
4th August, 1984 

N. Rath 
Director 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

~ The input-output system is a convenient means of re
presenting a huge mass of heterogenous data into a coherent 
whole such that the structural relationships underlying the 
economy are meaningfully revealed. The system is widely 
used in the planning exercises of many countries. The 
heart of the framework of reasoning consists in applying an 
input-output model for estimating consistent output levels. 
The model has varied uses and its rich information content 
yields answers to several economic aspects such as equili
briu~prices, maximal growth possibilities etc. The cons
tancy of the technical coefficients of the model over time 
however is the crucial assumption in the analysis. 

In Indi~ the work on the preparation of input-output 
tables started in the early fifties and tables for di·ffer
ent years are constructed and are widely used in preparing 
t~e five year plans. But as yet there has been no systema
tlC attempt in analysing the intertemporal structural 
changes in the inp~t-output frame as also to assess the 
extent of the validity of the underlying assumptions of 
the input-output model based on Indian experience. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the structural 
~hanges that have taken place in the Indian economy cover
lng the period 1951 to 1963 i.e. the initial decade of the 
plan period using the available input-output tables and to 
further examine the changes in input-output coefficients 
over the period and assess the impact of these coefficient 
changes on the projections of output levels. 

Subsequent to 1963 three more input-output tables for 
1965, 1968-69 and 1973-74 have become available. The 1965 
table was constructed by the Gokhale Institute of Politics 
and Economics (Venkatramiah, 1980) and the other two by 
the Central Statistical Organization, Government of India 
(1978, 1981). Some analysis for this study was already 
underway by the time these tables became available, but 
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more importantly consideration of too long a time period, 
it was felt, would perhaps confound the input-output co
efficient changes, which is the main purpose of this study, 
with those of long term inherent struc"tural _c;:hanges. Hence 
these subsequent tables were not included. · 

Thus the study, analysing the interindustry data of 
the 1951-63 vintage, apparently gives the look as an 
exercise in economic history of the recent past. But the 
latest input-output data available for the Indian economy 
is for the year 1973-74. In fact the "Technical note on 
the Sixth Plan of India (1980-85) is based on the updated 
version (1979-80) of the 1968-69 input-output table, noted 
above (Planning Commission, 1981). Even so, this is not 
the orientation of the present study at all, as the more 
important purpose was to bring together and empirically 
test the methodology of analysis of structural change in 
input-output framework by using the Indian input-output 
tables. However, this should not be mistaken to be a study 
only on the methodology of analysis of structural change in 
input-output framework, with the empiTical data used merely 
for illustrative purposes. Though of the recent past, the 
results of the analysis are important per se and also because 
of the importance of the said time vintage when the tradi
tional Indian economy launched the process of modernisa
tion and industrialisation through planned effort and the 
results of the analysis embody the impact of the said plann
ing process of the initial decade. Thus the two strands 
viz. methodology and empirics run side by side throughout 
~the study equally importantly. 

1. 2 The Data 

The data base for this study consists of five input
output tables for the years 1951-1952, 1952-1953, 1959, 
1961 and 1963. The first two tables were constructed by 
the Indian Statistical Institute, the 1959 table is cons
tructed by the Planning Commission, Government of India, 
the 1961 table is by Manne and Rudra while the 1963 table 
was constructed in purchaser prices at the Gokhale Insti
tute. Before these tables can be used for the analysis 
they need to be made comparable. Chapter II deals with the 
details of data adjustments to make the tables comparable 
and outlines the limitations. Differences existed in re
gard to the sectoral classification, in the use of pro
ducers' or purchasers' prices in evaluating inputs and out
puts and finally in the price systems used for respective 
years. After examining the individual sectors of each 
of the tables, a uniform 18 sector classification was evol
ved and all the tables were cast into these 18 sectors, of 
which one belongs to Agriculture two to Mining, 12 to 
Manufacturing and the rest three'to the 'Other Industries' 
and Transport. The service sectors do not figure in the 
tables. Thus the economy that is analysed pertains mainly 
to the materfal production sphere and excludes the ::;<'rvil"l' 
sector segment. The description of tho S<'ctor::; is giv<'n in 
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Table 2.2.1. The 1963 table was converted into producer 
prices. Finally all the inputs and outputs in each of the 
tables were evaluated at 1952-53 prices by price indices 
constructed for this purpose. The comparable 18 sector 
input-output transaction matrices at 1952-53 prices, for 
each of the five time periods are given in Appendix, Table 
Nos. A2. 4.3a to e. The corresponding column coefficient 
matrices and their Leontief Inverses are presented in 
Appendix Table B3.3.Ia toe anft B3.4.2ato erespectively. 
The row coefficient matrices are also evaluated and 
presented in Appendix Table B3.3.2a to e. 

3 

In spite of all these adjustments the input-output 
tables are not S!_!ictly comparable as the methods. of_ cons
truction differ in-details in estimating some of the indivi
dual coefficients as these tables were constructed by 
different agencies. While construction of input-output 
tables by a single agency with uniform methodology has its 
merits, it also suffers from the undesiral;>ility of built-in 
stability of the coefficients in the estimation as one is 
prone to base the later year's estimate on that of the 
earlier year in cases where basic data gaps exist~ The 
present data base of our study at least does not suffer from 
such bias while such difference in details of estimation 
that could not be adjusted would affect the comparability. 
To check whether these tables provide truly a checker board 
description over time as 5 point snapshots of the economy, 
.the value added estimates derived from these tables both in 
current and constant prices were compared with those derived 
from the national income accounts and the limitations of 
our data thrown from such comparison were noted. Overall we 
found that the worked out comparable input-output matrices 
depicted the underlying structure of the respective years 
reasonably well. . 

1. 3 Structural Change in the Eaonomy as a WhoZe 

. Chapter III deals with the structural changes in the 
lnd1an economy as a whole leaving the consideration of 
s~ctoral changes for the subsequent chapter. After a re
VIew of_li~erature on the techniques to study structural 
change 1n 1nput-output framework the three following aspects 
were examined. 

a) What is the change in the nature of interdependence 
amongst various sectors? 

b) How is the technology changing over the period? 

c) \\hat is the effect of technological change and 
that of final demand change on production levels? 

1. 3.1 Change in the Interdependence AnDngst Sectors 

Over the period 1951-1963 it was found the propor
tion of inter-industry use to the total outp~t in the 
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economy was around 34 per·cent and this proportion was 
almost stagnant or at best showed only a marginal increase. 
If we exclude agriculture, both from the rows and columns 
of the transaction matrices a different picture emerges. 
The proportion of non-agricultural products that went into 
inter-industry use showed a gradual rise, 'increasing from 
24 per cent in 1951 to 37-~er cent in 1963. 

The changes that have taken place in the individual 
sectors and their contribution to overall inter-industry 
use were analysed by the well known Chenery-Watanabe method 
of four-fold categorisation of the sectors based on the 
strength of forward and backward linkages in section 3.2.2 
of the third chapter. The analysis showed that there is a 
significant shift. of the sectors from intermediate primary 
production to intermediate manufactures over the time. Non
ferrous metals (12) was the only sector which 'had high for
ward and backward linkages in the year 1951-52. By 1959 
Non-metallic minerals (8), Chemicals (9), Iron and steel 
(11), and Machinery (13) were found to have moved into inter
mediate manufactures category thereby showing that the out
put of these sectors had become more sophisticated, under
going increasing quantum of processing. The Second Five 
Year Plan which laid greater emphasis on industrialization 
did have a significant impact on the character and quality 
of the industrial base of the economy. 

1. 3. 2 Technological Change 

// Intertemporal changes in the technology as revealed by 
the changes in the input-output coefficients are examined 
in section 3.3 of chapter III. 

Using the Tilanus method of coefficient of variation 
over the five time points it was observed that 81 per cent 
of the input coefficients with magnitude less than 0.05 
exhibit a coefficient of variation more than 100 per cent. 
Relatively fewer coefficients of larger magnitudes have 
high coefficient of variation. Thus there exists a negative 
correlation between the size of the coefficient and its 
temporal change as exhibited by coefficient of variation. 
The behaviour of the distribution (row) coefficients is 
found to be similar. 

The changes in the input coefficients between two time 
points for the economy as a whole, which is a measure of 
the technological change, were worked out using Maria 
Augustinovic formulation. If there is no technological 
change at all the measure has a zero value and the upper 
limit of the measure is 2 indicating that the technologies 
are entirely different. As the time gap between two input
output tables increases, as is to be expected, the techno
logical change from time gap of one year to 12 years 
increases but with two exceptions. These exceptions occur 
when comparisctns are mac.le with the table for 1959. Tht' 
said exceptions, however, muy be treated either ns aberra
tions in view of thC' numerous dntn adjustments. thnt l~t'r~ 
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made or as indicating a significant structural change around 
the year 1959. Subsequent analysis in chapter IV does seem 
to justify the later conclusion. 

To get some idea about the direc~ion in whi<h tec~no~ 
logical change was taking place Leont1ef's method of f1tt1ng 
a frequency distribution to the relative change_index of 
input coefficients was used (3.3.4). We have f1tted two 
such distributions, one to compare the years 1951-1952 and 
1953-1954 and the other to compare the years 1951-1952 and 
1963. The statistical means and standard deviations of the 
two distributions are calculated. The distributions were 
found to be nearly normal and the means of the distribu
tions give a measure of the magnitude of overall change. 
It was seen that from 1951 to 1953 the input coefficients 
for the economy as a whole increased on the average by 3 
per cent. The average increase was of the order of 6 per 
cent during the period 1951 to 1963. Increased input use 
signifies lower productivity. While in a developed economy 
the inputs in the later period are expected to be less than 
the former, in a developing economy a greater input usage 
for the economy as a whole indicating the entry of newer 
products in the domestic manufacture, is to be expected. 
The standard deviation of the distributions also showed an 
increase from 0.1709 in 1951-1953 to 0.7383 in 1951-1963 
indicating that the growth of the sectors was not uniform. 

1. 3. 3 Impact of Technological Change and of Final Demand Change 
on Production Levels 

The change in the production levels between two time 
periods is because of two effects. One effect is due to 
the change in technology i.e. change in the input-output 
c?efficient matrices and the other due to changes in the 
f1na1 demand vectors. What is the contribution of each of 
these factors? Section 3.4.1 deals with this ~spect. 

We have observed that final demand changes h·ave a 
larger impact than technological changes. For as large a 
gap as that of 8 years, when output changed by 24.1 per 
cent in the mining and manufacturing branches of the eco
nomy the technological change accounted for only 5.5 per 
c~nt and the rest of 18.6 per cent is due to changes in 
f1nal demand. If Agriculture (1) is also included, the 
output changes by 28.8 per cent from 1951 to 1959 and only 
2.4 per cent of it is due to technological change. These 
low values iRdicating high stability of technology are to 
an extent due to positiye changes in some sectors being 
compensated by negative changes in other sectors. If this 
factor is allowed for by considering absolute changes 
ch?nge in technology was found to.account for 14.2 pe; cent 
W~lle final demand changes account for 21.8 per cent for a 
}1me &?P of 8 years, considering only the mining and manu-
a~tu:lng branches of the economy. If Agriculture (1) is 

abo 1ncluded, up to a time gap of 8 years, the technologi
cal change accounted for about 6 per cent of the output 
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change while final demand accounted for over 26 per cent of 
the change. Further the output changes due to technology 
changes which were found to hover around 6 per cent up to 
a time gap of 8 years sharply rose to nearly 15 per cent 
for a time gap of more than 8 years. Earlie~ it was observ
ed that there was some evidence to suggest a significant 
structural change around 1959. The sharp fise in output 
changes due to technological change for a gap of more than 
8 years strengthens this conclusion. The use of an input
output table for more than 8 year vintage would therefore 
lead to sizable errors in forecasting production levels. 
The Indian experience from 1951 to 1963 indicates that the 
crucial assumption of the constancy of input-output co
efficients in the Leontief model can be considered as valid 
for a period of 8 years. The evidence of the Western 
industrial economies suggests that the input-output co
efficients change relatively slowly over time and consequ
ently little error is introduced if input-output tables of 
older vintages are used to generate gross outputs. It was 
found in the case of Soviet Union that over the seven year 
period the overall material input-output ratios did not 
change drastically. 

Thus the Indian experience reveals that the final 
demand changes are more important than technological changes, 
the constancy of input-output coefficients appears to be 
reasonable up to an eight year time period and the Indian 
economy has experienced a significant structural change 
around 1959. 

1. 4 Sector Level Changes 

Sectoral changes in the economy forms the subject 
matter of the fourth chapter and the following questions 
are dealt with. 

1. How is the relative position of the sectors changing 
over time in gross output, final demand and inter
industry demand? 

z~ What is the magnitude of the linkages, forward and 
backward, of different sectors and how have they been 
changing during the period? 

3. What is the technological change in the different 
sectors of the economy? 

4. What is the impact of changes in technology on sectoral 
production levels? 

1. 4. 1 Relative Position of Sectors 

Agriculture (1) and agro-hased industries of Food, 
drink and beverages (4), and Textiles (5) are found to he 
the most important sectors in that order contributing mor~ 
than 70 per ce~t output und remain so throughout the pcrioJ 
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under consideration. The share of Agriculture (1) which 
increased from 55.8 per cent in 1951-52 to 59.2 per cent in 
1959 declined to 53.6 per cent in 1963, Food, Drinks and 
Beverage (4) sector's share in output showed a continuous 
decline while the share of the Textiles (5) sector fluc
tuated in the range 6.4 per cent to 8.9 per cent. The 
shares of the output of the rest of the sectors increased 
from 1951-52 to 1963 with the exception of the Transport 
sectors (16,17) and that of gther Mining (3). 

In the final demand the share of Agriculture (1) and 
Textile (5) sectors had increased over the period while 
that of Food, Drinks and Beverages (4) sector had gone down. 
A sharp increase in the trend of final demand shares was 
observed in the Metallic Products and Machinery (13) sector. 
On the contrary Construction (14) sector showed a sharp 
decline. The Transport sectors (16,17) also showed a 
decline after 1959. The shares of the rest of the sectors, 
with the exception of Mining (2,3) sectors which suffered 
large fluc~uations, showed a slight increase in their per
r.entage share of final demand over the period. 

The ratio of inter-industry demand to 
Agriculture (1), Textiles (5) and Metallic 
Machinery (13), declined over the period. 
the sectors the interindustry demand share 
showed an increase by and large. 

1. 4 • 2 Linkages 

gross output of 
Products and 
For the rest of 
of the output 

The backward and forward linkages are inducement 
mechanisms that may encourage production activities and 
the measures of linkages and their role in the development 
strategy is widely discussed in the literature. After a 
review of the literature, the forward and backward linkages 
for different sectors are presented in Table 4,2.1 (a) .. 
Food, Drinks and Beverages ( 4) , Non- ferrous Netals ( 12) , 
and Textiles (5) had very high backward linkages while the 
Mining sectors (2,3), Non-metallic Minerals (8), Railway 
Transport (16) and Agriculture (1), had low backward link
ages. While Cement (10), Non-ferrous ~letals (12), Iron and 
Steel (11) had high forward linkages, Other Transport (17), 
~letallic Products and ~lachinery (13), Food, Drinks and 
Beverages (4) had relatively low forward linkages. The 
intertemporal rank correlation coefficients of the ranks of· 
sectors were found to be high and positive. Between the 
two linkage t.ypes, the said correlati-on coefficients weTe 
~ound to be of a higher order for forward linkage ranks 
lndicating that the forward linkage structure had remained 
more rigid than the backward linkage during the period. 

. Over the time period, it was ·observed that Non-metallic 
~l1nerals (8), Chemical and Petroleum (9), Cement (10) ,. Irori 
and Steel (11) and Netallic Products and Nachinery (13) 
sectors had an increasing trend of backward linkages while 
showing a declining trend in forward linkages. It is these 
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sectors which have shifted their position in the tetrapar
tite Chenery Watanabe classification from 1959 onwards from 
intermediate primary production category to intermediate 
manufactures, with the exception of Metallic Products and 
Machinery (13) which moved to final manufactures. 

The ordering of the sectors based on tne direct and 
indirect backward linkages based on Leontief Inverse was 
found to be quite similar to that of direct backward link
ages. 

The intertemporal comparison of the rank correlation 
coefficients of direct and indirect linkages showed that 
they were the lowest when compared with the year 1959. 
This is in tune with the conclusion reached earlier that the 
year 1959 seems to indicate.that perhaps it was sort of a 
watershed receiving old trends and transmitting new depar
tures. 

1. 4. 3 Technological Change 

Technological change in each of the sectors was meas
ured by using the measures developed by Chenery, Maria 
Augustinovics and Leontief. The basic notion of differences 
in the current input coefficients as a measure of techno
logical change is common to all these measure, while the 
differences pertain to the weights attached to the indivi- · 
dual cell level coefficients. The Leontief measure indicates 
the direction of the change also. 

It was observed that the traditional sectors of Food 
(4), Textiles (5), Paper.and Printing (6), and Leather and 
Rubbe_r ( 7) experienced re la ti ve ly low technological change. 
The Mining sectors (2,3) showed a technological change 
greater than that of the economy as a whole and in the 
direction of increasing input usage. This seems to indi
cate the phenomenon of decreasing returns in the mining 
sector. The modern sectors of Chemicals and Petroleum (9), 
Non-ferrous Metals (12) and the sector of Metal Products 
and Machinery (13) were surprisingly found to occupy border 
line positions with respect to the level of technological 
change. . . · 

Considering the direction-of technological change dur
ing the period the Leontief Index revealed that in all the 
binary comparisons most of the sectors showed greater input 
usage. The exceptions were Agriculture (1) which showed 
input reduction between 1953-59 and 1951-59, Coke and 
Coal (2), Food, Drinks and Beverages (4), Paper and Print
ing (6), Non-ferrous ~letals (12) and Electricity (15) which 
exhibi~ed decreased input consumptions in one or two binary 
compar1sons out of the six comparisons attempted. 

For the economy as a whole it was noted earlier that 
larger the time.gap greater was the change in the techno
logy. In 9 out of 14 sectors it was observed that initi
ally the magnitude of technological change increases anJ 
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then shows a decline. One possible explanation of the 
later decline might be due to the changes in vertical inte
gration of processes that might ~ave taken p~ace.in these 
manufacturing sectors or due to 1mport subst1tu~1ons. 
Juxtaposing the different measures of technolog1cal change 
one gets an idea of the nature of technological c~ange. In 
Other Mining (3), Textiles (5) and ~hemic~ls and_Petroleum 
(9) the major inputs seemed to be e1ther 1ncreas1ng or 
constant while the minor inputs were found to be declining. 
On the other hand, relative deCline in respect of major 
inputs was noticed in Metal Products and Machinery (13) and 
Food, Drinks and Beverages ( 4). The sectors of Paper and 
Printing (6), Leather and Rubber (7), Cement (10), Iron 
and Steel (11), were seen to experience the said relative 
decline in respect of both major and minor input items. 
The abrupt change in the direction leading to decline in 
technological change noticed in case of the 9 sectors 
takes place when the calculations involve the calendar 
year 1959 which the earlier analysis shows as a sort of 
demarcating year for structural change. 

1. 4. 4 Impact of Technological Chaljge on Sectoral Output Levels 

The impact of technological change and final demand 
changes on the sectoral output levels is discussed in 4.5. 
The impact of technological changes on the sectoral outputs 
of Agriculture (1), Food, Drinks and Beverages (4) and 
Metal.Products and Machinery (13) was within 10 per cent 
limits in all the binary .comparisons between time points. 
For the Textiles(5) sector also it was within 10 per cent 
limits except when comparisons involved the·year 1963. 
These being final demand goods, changes in technology have 
obviously only minor impact on their production levels. 
The sectors of Coke and Coal (2), Non-metallic Minerals 
(8), and Cement (10), showed more pronounced impact of 
technological change on their output levels wh~never com
parisons were made with 1963 technology and the impact was 
positive in the sense that the use of these inputs in other 
industries had increased. In the case of Paper and Print
ing (6), Leather and Rubber (7) and Electricity the use of 
their outputs as inputs showed an increasing trend from 
1951 to 1963. It might be possible to forecast these in
puts by fitting an appropriate trend. In the case of 
Chemicals and Petroleum (9), Iron and Steel (11), and Non
ferrous ~letals (12) no uniform pattern of impact was observ
able. Estimation of output levels based on input-output 
tables of earlier vintages for these sectors results in 
large errors.· The output flows of these sectors into 
different absorbing sectors of the economy needs serious 
~ttention while using an input-output table for forecast
lng purposes. 

The question whether changes in final demand and 
changes in technology complement or off set each other in 
influencing output levels was examined. The analysis sugg
ests that the behaviour is gene'rally complementary as was 
found out to be the case with .U.K. and U.S.A. data. 
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1. 5 Limitations 

The structural change was analysed only in the input
output frame. The study does not throw any light on the 
role of changing relative prices, substituti~n between 
labour and capital, etc., which revolve about knowledge of 
production functions. Even within the input-output frame, 
the changing product mix and the role o£ capital coeffici
ents, could not be considered. 

Changes in the input -output flow coe·fficients were 
equated with technological change while in reality techno
logical change is a much broader concept. Many data ad
justments that were made for making the input-output tables 
comparable, add further limitation. The conclusions drawn 
are based on the data for 1951 to 1963 and all the tenden
cies observed may not remain valid for other durations-of 
time as history rarely repeats itself in all its manifes
tations. 



CHAPTER II 
INTERINDUSTRY DATA 

DATA ADJUSTMENTS AND LIMITATIONS 

2. 1 Interindustry Data 

In India the preparation of.interindustry tables 
started on the eve of the formulation of the Second Five 
Year Plan of the Government of India, around 1954 
(Mukherjee, 1967). In the following table we ~ist the 
different interindustry tables consulted for th1s study 
according to the data year to which they refer. 

Table 2 .1. 1 : INTERINDUSTRY TABLES OF INDIAN ECONOMY 

Sr. No. Dat:a Year Interindustry Table 

1. 1948-49 23 sector Table by T.P. Chowdhury ( 1954) 
2. 1949-50 4 sector Table by H. Mukherjee ( 1954) 

3. 1949-50 15 sector Table by Uma Dutta ( 1954) 
4. 1950-51 12 sector Table by Godwin and 

Chowdhury ( 19 55) 

s. 1951-52 36 sector Table by lnd ian 
Statistical Institute ( 1960) 

6. 1952-53 19 sector Table by Indian 
Institute of Public Opinion (1954) 

7. 1953-54 36 sector Table by Indian 
Statistical Institute ( 1961) 

8. 1951-52 to 
1953-54 

4 x 5 Tables by W. Halenbaum (1955) 

9. 1955-56 36 sec tor Table by lnd ian 
Statistical Institute (Saluja, 1980) 

10. 1959 29 sector Table by Planning 
Commission (Artha Vijnana,1967) 

For the purpose of our study we have selected those 
Tables that have a larger disaggregation into sectors of 
the economy. But we could not lay our hands on the 36 
sector Table of Indian Statistical Institute for the year 
1955-56. Als~ the 66 sector Table of the Planning Com
mission is not published though the technical coefficients 
matrix updated to 1973-74 at 1971-72 producers' prices got 
published after the bulk of our analysis for this study 
was completed. M.R. Saluja's 77 sector transactions matri~ 
for 1964-65 is based on the 1961 norms and hencL we have 
not used it. Thus our analysis of the structural changes 
in the Indian economy is based on the following input
output tables listed in Table Z.l.Z and covers the period 
from 1951 to 1963 i.e. from the start of the First Five 
Year Plan till the middle of the Third Five Year Plan. 
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Table 2.1.1 INTERINDUSTRY TABLES OF INDIAN ECONOMY (Contd .. ) 

Sr. No. Data Year Interindustry Table 

11. 1960-61 30 sector Table by Manne and-·"Rudra ( 1965) 
12. 1963 84 sector Table by Gokhale' 

Institute of Politics & Economics 
(Venkatramiah, 1972) 

13. 1964-65 77 s.ector Table by M.R. Saluja (1968) 
14. 1965 66 sec tor Tab I e by Planning 

Commission ( 197 3) 

The ISI Table~ for 1951-52 and 1953-54 have an iden
tical scheme of sector classification. In these tables, 
the economy is mainly divided into four parts viz. primary 
industries, large scale manufacturing, small scale manufac
turing, and tertiary activities. The large scale manufac
turing covers in 14 sectors all production activities com
ing under the Indian Factories Act, 1948 including both the 
Census and sample sectors. The small scale or the un
organised production is covered in 7 sectors. The tertiary 
activities, covered in 10 sectors, comprise railways and 
communication, other transport, trade and distribution, 
bank, insurance and co-operative professions, construction, 
residential property, public administration, defence materi
als, and unclassified of large scale sector. The Tables 
are at producers' prices for the specific years. 

The sector classification of the 1959 Table of the 
Planning Commission is different from the ISI Tables. It 
does not maintain the distinction between the registered 
factory sector and the small scale, unorganised sector. 
Though this Table has larger number of sectors for agri
culture and mining than the ISI Tables, the manufacturing 
sector is less disaggregated and the other 3 sectors cover 
only the transport and distribution activities. This 
Table does not cover construction activity. It is given 
at 1959 producers' prices. 

In the 1960-61 Table prepared by A.S. Manne and Ashok 
Rudra, though the number of sectors for manufacturing acti
vity is the same as that of the 1959 Table the definition 
of individual sectors in terms of their comp9sition is not 
the same in all cases. The distinction between the orga
nised and unorganised sectors has been done away with in 
this Table also. 

In addition, this table does not cover the Paper and 
Paper products sector. Further, it gives only the rows for 
"industries not included elsewhere" and trade, transport 
and indirect taxes. This table does not give the cellwisc 
break-up of the transport rows. The table is at 1959-bO 
producers' price~. 



Table 2 .1. 2 : SELECTED INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES 

Sr. No. Data Year Author/Organisation 

Agriculture 

1. 1951-52 Indian Statistical 3 
Ins t i tu te ( I S I ) 

2. 1953-54 - do - 3 

3. 1959 Planning Commission 6 

4. 1960-61 Manne and Rud r a 6 

s. 1963 Gokhale Institute of 11 
Politics & Economics 

Number of Sectors 

Mining Manufacturing Others 

2 21 10 

2 21 10 

3 17 3 

3 17 4 

9 59 5 

Prices used 

Total 

36 Producer 

36 Producer 

29. Producer 

30 Producer 

84 Purchaser 

0 

~ 
> 
> 
0 
<.. 

'c: 

"' -1 
:X .., 
z 
-1 

"' > z 
0 

.... 
:X 

-1 

~ 
0 
z 
"' 
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Th~ Gokhale Institute 1963 Table is the most dis
aggregated of the five input-output tables considered 
here. Also this is the only table at purchasers' prices, 
used in this study. It identifies 59 sector~ in the manu
facturing division at the 3 digit level of Arinual Survey 
of Industries (AS!) classification, but it~covers only the 
organised (Census and sample) sectors of the manufacturing 
activity. Happily for us, for the same year 1963, a 33 
sector transaction matrix for the unorganised sector is 
available (Kamath, 1971) which has 26 sectors ~or· manu
facture, 3 for mining, 2 for transport and 1 each for agri
culture and trade, margins. 

2.2 Data Adjustments 

/ From the salient features of the input-output tables 
noted earlier it is clear that they have different sector 
classifications and coverage and are evaluated at differ
ent price systems. It is necessary, therefore, to make 
these tables comparable before we use them for our study.· 
In the following we briefly narrate the adjustments we 
have made for this purpose. 

The first adjustment is to recast these tables to a 
uniform sector classification by redefining the sectors. 
Scrutinising the fables, for the minimum number of sectors 
for any particular activity, we have taken the minimum 
number of sectors available in that table and by aggrega
tion we have derived the corresponding sectors for the 
particular activity in the other tables, keeping in mind 
that the activity o~ industry-mix of the sectors remains 
the same. However, though all the tables have more than 
one sector for agriculture, the classifications of these 
are such that it is not possible to recast them into more 
than one sector. We have, therefore, reluctantly aggre
gated all agricultural sectors in the different tables 
into a single sector covering agriculture, animal husbandry, 
fisheries and forestry. This is highly aggregative indeed, 
and may colour our subsequent analysis. Besides agricul
ture, we have adopted one sector for construction, 2 
sectors for mining and transport and 12 sectors for manu
facturing industries. The trade margin sector is 

n?t taken into account in this study. The following table 
gives the 18 sector classification into which the 5 input
output tables were uniformly recast for the purp'ose of our 
study . 

. The principal effect of aggregation on the variability 
of Input-output ~oefficients ls that, aggregation generates 
both the tendencies to make coefficients more stable as 
also more variable in the input-output model (Per Seveldson, 
1970; Vac~ar?,19?0). Even so, our recasting the dis
ag¥r~gated five Input-output tables, into an a~~regated 
uniform 18 s~ctor basis is not a voluntary choice. 1lo1~ev~r, 
we propose to co~sider the possible effects of such an 
aggregatio~ as and when they cro1 up during the course of 
our analys1s and colour our r~sults. 
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Table 2.2.1 : COMMON SECTOR CLASSIFICATION ADOPTED FOR RECASTING 
THE DIFFERENT TABLES 

Sector 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 

18 

Name of the Sector 

Agriculture 

Coke and Coal 

Other Mkllng 

Food, Drinks and Beverages· 

Textiles 

Paper and Printing 

Leather and Rubber 

Non-metallic Minerals 

Chemical and Petroleum 

Cement 

I ron and Stee 1 

Non-ferrous Metals 

Metallic Products and Machinery 

Construction 

Electricity 

Railway Transport 

Other Transport 

Other Industries 

Our second adjustment related to the coverage in 
different tables. As noted earlier in 1959 Table does not 
have the Construction sector and the 1960-61 Table lacks 
the Paper and Paper products sector. It may be noted that 
in the input-output current flow matrix the row for cons
truction normally ·does not exist. But it is difficult even 
to estimate a column for it for the current flow matrix. 
So, no correction has been attempted by us in this regard. 
But we have inserted the Paper and Paper products sector in 
the 1960-61 Table with the help of M.R. Saluja's Table 
(1980). As Saluja's Table for 1964-65 uses the 1960-61 
input norms, we have used the same to construct the input 
structure for Paper and Paper products sector, with appro
priate adjustmen~ in the aggregation of sectors. For esti
mating the sector's output for 1960-61, we have deflated 
the 1964-65 output by the production index at 1960-61 base, 
as given in the Monthly Statistics of Production of Selected 
Industries (C.S.O. MSPSI). This output estimate has been 
converted to 1960-61 prices by using the wholesale price 
index for the sector. (Economic Adviser, 1962, 1966). 

As regards the non-coverage of the unorganised manu
facturing sector in the 1963 Table, we have noted that a 
separate 33 sector Table constructed hy Kamath J. for un-
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organised manufacturing sector is available for the same 
year. We have used this table to correct for the under
coverage by appropriate aggregation after abridging the 
sector classification of the 1963 Table for organised manu
facturing sector, as agriculture and mining ~~tivities have 
full coverage in the main table for 1963. · 

Our last adjustment relates to the_different pricing 
systems adopted in the Tables. In particular we need to 
recast the 1963 table to the producer price basis to make 
it comparable with the others. Since this table is avail
able only in the form of technical coefficients matrix, the 
first step was to convert it to the transactions matrix 
form and aggregate to 33 x 33 order. As the producers' 
price represents that price which is less than the pur
chasers' by the amount of trade and transport margins, we 
have subtracted sectorwise the trade and transport row 
from the associated output v~ctor giving us the sectoral 
outputs at producers' prices. The ratio of output at 
producers' price by that at purchasers' price thus obtained 
is assumed to be the producer/purchaser price ratio for in
puts as well, at the sectoral level. These ratios were 
applied rowwise to the abridged 33 x 33 transactions matrix 
of 1963 table and the cellwise difference in the two input 
values was calculated and summed up columnwise. This total, 
which comprises the transport and trade margins at producers' 
price, is split up into transport and trade margin compo
nents on the basis of the proportion observed in the 1963 
table at purchasers' price. The transactions matrix, now 
obtained, is at producers' prices. But this adjustment 
gives the matrix covering only the organised manufacturing 
sector. However the unorganised sector table does not have 
the producer-purchaser price distinction. 1 Assuming the 
same at producers' price, cellwise addition of the two 
matrices has given us the 1963 transactions matrix at pro-
ducers' price. . 
2.3 A Cheak for Consistency with National Aaaounts 

If the above tables, duly adjusted and made mutually 
comparable by recasting them into a uniform sector format 
and pricing system, are to be used for our study of struc
t~ral change in the Indian economy, the first thing is to 
ftnd out whether these tables exhaustively cover all the 
activities and provide truly a checker board description 
over time as 5-point snapshots of the economy. We propose 
to c~eck ~hese tables by comparing the value added estima
tes 1.e: ~ncome ¥enera~ed by the input-output tables with 
the offtctal nat1cnal 1ncome estimates as that is the only 
set of statistics with which a compari~on can be made. In 
~act there ~s a c~osc relation between input-output account
log and.nattonal 1ncome accounting. Though both of them 
arc der:vc~ from th~ same or similar sets of prin1ary data, 
any devtat1ons or d1screpancics in the numerical values of 
these estimates n,~cd net be taken to mean that. the estimates 
derived from the input-output tables arc wron~ as Jivcrso 
data arc used u~d assumptions mudc in both the estimates 
at least in certain segments of the economy to cover 1~ 
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the statistical deficiencies and data gaps. Our principal 
aim in comparing the value added estimates of the input
output tables with national income estim~tes is not to find 
out their numerical tally but to find out whether such a 
compar1son or contrast will show us the limitations of our 
tables which we can bear· in mind in our subsequent a:nalysis 
and qualify the results appropriately. 

Since.the estimates of national income by industry of 
origin are not as disaggregated a~ ~he sector classifica
tion of our input-output tables, the comparisons had to be 
carried out at a very aggregate level. Secondly, in respect 
of certain activities for which the coverage etc. is known 
to be different in both the sources, ·the said comparison 
could not be instituted. The following tables, 2.3.1 (a) 
and 2.3.1 (b) present the estimates of value added by 
industry of origin as per input-output tables and the 
official estimates of the same from national income statis
tics. Table 2.3.1 (c) gives the detailed sectoral estima
tes of value added derived from the input-output tables. 

It is observed from the tables that the value added 
estimates from both the sources are broadly comparable for 
agriculture, mining and manufacturing activities, giving 
deviations of a small order. However, the order of devia
tion for the m~nufacturing activity is more pronounced than 
the other two. It seems that this pronounced difference 
between the estimates for manufacturing activity is likely 
to be due to the data base, estimation and integration of 
the the unorganised manufacturing sector, in-the manufactur
ing segment of our input-output tables. This is evident 
from the fact that the order of difference drops down to 
1.4 per cent for the 1963 table which incorporates a sepa
rately compiled input-output table for the unorganised 
sector, and further except for the unorganised, the primary 
Table 2.3.1(a) : ESTIMATES OF VALUE ADDED AS PER INPUT-OI:JTPUT 

TABLES 

(In crore Rs. at Current Prices) 

Name of Sector 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

Agriculture 5127 5336 5912 6752 9199 
2 Mining 123 108 134 140 216 
3 Manufacturing 1067 1067 1812 1546 2637 
4 Cons true t ion 343 355 623 311 
5 Transport 339 360 584 551 397 
6 Electricity 26 30 71 66 104 
7 Others 167 133 42 553 

Total 7192 7389 8555 9678 13417 
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Table 2. 3.1 (b) : ESTIMATES OF VALUE ADDED BY INDUSTRY OF ORIGIN AS 
PER NATIONAL INCOME STATISTICS* 

(In crore Rs. at Current Prices) 

Name of Sector 1951-52" 1953-54 1~59 1960-61 1963 

Agriculture 5020 5310 6250 6821 8357 

2 Mining . 90 100 140 144 204 

3 Manufacturing 1590 1670 ·2180 1856 2600 
' 4 Transport 1670 1680 2030 569 787 

Total 8370 8760 10600 9390 11948 

'I; cso (1964) 

data baS.e for the ·organised (factory) ~egment of. the manu
facturing activity is the same for the estimation of national 
income· and compilation of input-output tables. We shall 
bear this result in mind as we proceed with our analysis 
and qualify the r~sults as more applicable to large scale, 
organised, factory sector than to the unorganised small 
scale manufacturing sector. But it may also be noted that 
the proportion of unorganised in the total manufacturing 
activity is declining ~ver the years. (Rao, V.K.R.V., 1979.) 

The estimates in respect of transport activity are 
not comparable as the coverages of this activity are 
different in both the sources. · Similar i• the case in 
respect of the residual sector of "others". Also we could 
not compare the e~ti'mates in respect of 'construction! and 
'electricity' as published estimates of the same are not 
available in the national income statistics prior to 1960. 

Thus we .take our tables as depicting a reasonably true 
picture of the·economy, structurally ·at least, in respect of 
the primary and secondary activities, covering about 80 to 90 
per cent of the total value added of the sectors considered 
here, bearing in mind that what.we have attempted to compare 
here is an accounting entity at the margin of our input-out
put tables, that too in a highly aggregative way. 

2. 4 Corrmodity Price Adjustments by Deflation 

Before we proceed to analyse the input-output tables to 
study structural change by comparing them over time, one 
more adjustment, perhaps the most important, complex and 
~difficult is necessary. This refers to the elimination of 
the dissimilarity and changing character of the prices 
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Table 2.3.1(c) : SECTORAL ESTIMATES OF VALUE ADDED FROM INPUT-
OUTPUT TABLES 

(In 1akh Rs. at Current Pri~s) 

Sector 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

1 Agriculture 512673 533581 591200 675200 919942 
2 Coke and Coa I 4803 5765 7790 8920 14594 

3 Other Mining 7517 5021 5590 5070 6980 
4 Food, Drinks & Beverages 33005 35521 57380 27120 44735 
5 Textiles 29301 28395 39410 32560 62485 
6 Paper and Printing 3549 3357 6600 8428 9694 
7 Leather & Rubber 6041 6441 7680 7200 20544 
8 Non-metallic Minerals 10247 11319 10760 19800 27704 
9 Chemicals & Petroleum 9524 6137 15300 18660 21203 

10 Cement 1084 1132 2060 1950 3311 
11 I ron and Stee 1 5474 5443 9380 11080 21079 
12 Non-ferrous Metals 574 535 640 1280 2724 
13 Metallic Products and 

Machinery 7997 8413 31980 26570 50228 
14 Construction 34339 35464 62310 31128 
15 Electricity 2552 2957 7120 6550 10399 
16 Railway Transport 25714 24403 32450 37800 14986 
17 Other Transport 8205 11609 25930 17290 24688 
18 Other Industries 16660 13250 4160 55335 

Total 719259 738743 855430 967788 1341759 

endowed in the input-output tables of different vintage, by 
/~e-pricin~ them to a constant base, to satisfy the require

ments of 1nput-output theory which is cast in terms of 
volume coefficients in constant prices of a base year or 
even in physical coefficients in contrast to value co
efficients at current prices.2 

The task of-eliminating the price components from the 
analysis of structural change by deflating the input-output 
tables cannot be satisfactorily attained by using a set of 
sectoral gross output deflators, which are used uniformly 
across the row. It is necessary to derive price deflators 
appropriate for each cell of the input-output table. This 
becomes all the more necessary in the case of an aggre
gative input-output model which leaves a considerably larger 
room for variation in the composition of commodity basket 
that a given producing sector provides to different consum
ing sectors. For instance the output of chemical sector 
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entering as input into agriculture sector is fertilisers, 
insecticides and pesticides, while that entering as input 
in the construction sector is paints and varni~hes etc. 
Obviously, the price deflators for these con~uming sectors 

. will be different as also for the producing sector's out
put. It becomes important, therefore, to eerive price 
deflator for each cell of the input-output table, which 
represents as far as possible the particular commodity 
composition of the given cell. This is,highly tedious, time 
consuming and data-intensive, indeed. The data necessary 
for this purpose are not available. Therefore, in practice 
price deflation at so detailed, cell-by-cell level is not 
usually possible' and one has to be contented with a vector 
of price deflators (Reiner Staglin, 1972). 

The input-output tables in our present study cover 
the period from 1951-52 to 1963. We have re-priced by 
deflation the transaction matrices of the five input-output 
tables to the 1952-53 commodity price base as the 'Revised 
series' of the index number of wholesale prices in India 
are available with that base (Economic Adviser, 1962, 1966). 
Further, in view of lack of detailed and adequate data we 
have derived a vector of general price deflators instead of 
a price deflator matrix covering each cell of the input
output table, thereby assuming that a sector's general price 
deflator remains·the same over all the consuming sectors. 
We give below a brief account of the procedure adopted by 
us in deriving the general price deflators for re-pricing 
the input-output tables from current price to 1952-53 
commodity price basis. 

The only data base for the derivation of the required 
vectors of general price deflators is the Economic Advi
ser's Index Number of Wholesale Prices, together with the 
weighting diagram and classification of the commodities, 
referred to earlier and reproduced in Appendix A Table 
A2.4.1. As many as 114 single and composite commodities 
commonly entering the wholesale trade channels of the 
economy are covered here and are grouped into 24 sub
groups .and 5 major groups. However, for ea~h commodity 
the weight given is, its weight within the major group and 
for the major group, within the economy. We have con
verted this weighting diagram deriving the weight of each 
commodity in the economy and have grouped them appropria
tely into our 18 sectors which are defined on the basis of 
production or industry of origin. 

For the purpose. of calculating the sectoral price 
deflators we have assumed. that the composition of the Whole
sale-price-index-number-commodities comprising a sector 
derived as above is the same or representatively similar 
in composition to that produced in a sector. It may be 
possible that the actual commodity composition of a sector 
may be different, both in terms of individual commodities 
and the weights•attached to them, from the one reprcst'n
tatively derived on the basis of wholesnlc-price-indt'x
nurnbor·cornrnodlty list. The validity of our assumption wns 
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checked with the help of 1963 input-output table, in which 
case alone this was possible as its sector classification 
is more disaggregated. For the chemical sector, for inst
ance, it was found that the actual price index of all 
inputs fell into two ranges viz.ll0-113 and 113 to 115. 
The calculated price index on the above assumption worked 
to 113.1 giving encouragingly close result. Similar check 
in respect of non-metallic mineral and other sectors showed 
nearby results. Thus, our assumption reasonably holds the 
ground and does not go wide apart from facts. Hence, using 
the Wholesale-price-index-number-series, and the sectoral 
composition of the commodities as noted above, we have cal
culated the average price index number for the sector as 
a deflator. 

The sector of construction and the service sectors 
such as railway transport etc. pose a problem as the 
commodity composition of their input consumption is not 
known. For these sectors we have borrowed from CSO the~ 
commodity composition of inputs consumeq together with 
their weighting pattern within the consuming sector as 
adopted in the Brochure on Revised Series of National 
Product for 1960-61 to 1964-65 (CSO, 1967)·. · Thus for con
struction weighted price index was obtained on the basis of 
major input consumption of cement, timber, iron and steel, 
bricks and tiles, fixtures and fittings. For road trans
port the weighted price index of petrol and diesel was 
assumed. A weighted average price index of electricity, 
coal and other fuels was calculated for the railway sector. 

Having derived the vectors of general price deflators, 
we have converted the adjusted input-output transaction 
matrices and the associated output vectors to constant 
prices of 1952-53 by using double deflation method i.e. re
pr~cing the intermediate inputs and the output to _a constant 
pr1ce base, separately. The procedure of deflation was row
w~se and was c~rried out at the given level of disaggrega
tlon for each 1nput-output table and later aggregated ~o the 
uniform 18 sector level. 

The deflator vectors used for each of the five input
output tables are given ~elow in Tables 2.4.2(a), (b), (c) 
and (d). The 18 sector lnput-output transaction matrices 
at constant prices are given in Appendix A in Table Nos. 
A2 .4. 3 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) and the related data 
vectors of gross output, interindustry demand and final 
demand are also ~iven in Appendix A in Tables A2.4.4 (a), 
(b), (c), (d) and (e). 

2 • 5 A Ftaothel' Comparison lJi th National Income Statistics 

A comparison of the value added estimates derived from 
the 18 secto~ input-outp~t tab~es, at constant prices with 
the same der1ved from n~t1onal Income statistics is attem~ed 
below to c~eck whether 1t throws any further limitationsfor 
our analys1s. 
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For this purpose the required national income statistics 
at constant price base of 1952-53 are not available. Instead 
they are available at constant price base of 1948-49 and by 
industry of origin. As the price deflators ror industry of 
origin level estimates are not available, a change of base 
method of computation has been adopted to arrive at the 
necessary income estimate. This requir~s the ratios of in
comes of an industry in 1948-49 and 1952-53 prices. From 
these data the following conversion ratios were obtained: 

Agriculture and allied activities 
Mining and manufacturing 
Other activities 

1. 045 
1.0759 
0.9944 

Applying these ratios to all the years, the official esti
mates at 1952-53 constant prices were obtained. 

Table Nos. 2.5.1 (a), (b) and (c) present the value 
added estimates derived from the input-output tables and 
the CSO estimates of national income, both in comparable 
categories and at constant prices to the 1952-53 base. In 
view of the nonavailability of published national income 
data for mining and manufacturing separately we had to put 
up with the clubbed estimates of these categories and carry 
out the comparison at a still more aggregate level than the 
one attempted earlier. 

It is observed from the two sets of estimates that 
those for agriculture as estimated from national income 
statistics are on the higher side than the ones derived from 
the input-output tables, giving however a percentage devia
tion of a smaller order, except for the 1963 input-output 
table estimates. · 

The percentage derivations from estimates of national 
income statistics are of a similar smaller order in respect 
of mining and manufacturing segment of the economy except 
for the 1961 and 1963 input-output table estimates. Lastly, 
for agriculture as also for the three sectors of the economy 
taken together deviations are observed to increase as we 
move away from the basi year of our price deflators. It is 
necessary to note here that our estimates of the value added 
derived from input-output tables at constant prices are 
based on the double deflation method noted earlier. The 
corresponding estimates derived from national income statis
tics are based on what is known as single-deflatiou method, 
with the exception of agriculture (CSO, 1967, 19801· The 
validity of estimates of net output or value added based 
on this method depends on the validity of the assumption 
inherent in the method that outputs and inputs, and espe
cially inputs of the main intermediate commodities, tend 
to vary in proportion to each other. In many cases this 
assumption is a 'easonable one, but clearly there arc 
exceptions. The estimates of net ouput or value added as 
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Table 2.4.Z(a) :SECTORAL PRICE INDICES FOR THE YEAR 1951-52 AND 
1953-54 

(Index for 1952-53 = 100) 

Sector 

Agrl culture 

2 Plantation 

3 Animal Husbandry 

4 Jute and Other Fibres 

5 Coke and Coa 1 -

6 All Other Mining 

7 Food, Drinks and Tobacco 

8 Cotton Textiles 

9 Other Textiles 

10- Paper, Printing and Stationery 

11 Leather and Rubber 

12 Glass and Ceramics 

13 Other Building Material 

14 Chemicals 

15 Cement 

16 I ron and. S tee 1 

17 Non-ferrous Metals 

18 Engineering 

19 Construction 

20 Electricity 

21 Railway and Communication 

22 Other Transport 

23 Other lndustr ies 

Index for 
1951-52 

113.9 

129. 1 

168.8 

137. 1 

100.0 

93.2 

113.8 

100.0 

110.7 

99.0 

131.3 
138.0 
105.6 

95.5 
96.6 

90.3 
143.0 
87.2 

96.0 
100.0 

91.2 
89.2 

113.5 

Index for 
1953-54 

108.9 

112.4 

96.6 

100.4 

100.0 

98.6 

108.5 

99.2 

99.2 
81.9 

101.3 
102.4 

94.3 
94. 1 

91.3-

107.2 

92.3 
98 •. 3 

100.7 

99.9 

102.0 
. 101.2 

105,7 
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Table 2.4.2(b) :SECTORAL PRICE INDICES FOR THE YEAR 1959 

(Index for 1952-53 = 100) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16. 
17 

. 18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 

27 
28 

29 

Foodgrains 
Cotton 
Jute 
Oi I Seeds 
Plantation 

Sector 

Other Agriculture 

Coal 
I ron Ore 
Other Mining 

Food Beverages and Tobacco 
Textiles 
Jute and Coi r 
Paper and Newsprint 
Rubber and Leather: 
Glass, Wood, Non-metallic Industries 
Chemicals 
Petroleum Products 
Fertilizers 
Cement 

I ron and S tee I 
Aluminium and Non-ferrous Metals 
Non-electrical Machinery 
Transport Equipment etc. 
Electrical Equipment 

Construction 
E I ec tr i city 

Ra i I way Transport 
Road Transport 

Other Industries 

Index 
.. 

10".3 
102.7 
117.8 
131.2 
127.6 
118.2 

134.0 
88.2 

101.5 

117.5 
104.6 
87.2 

115.7 
109.2 
121 . 1 
114.8 
162.8 
95.9 

129.2 

145.0 
123. 1 
105.8 
105.8 
105.8 

128.5. 
113.8 

105.7 
112.0 

115.5 
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Table 2.4.2(c) :SECTORAL PRICE INDICES FOR THE YEAR 1960-61 

(Index ~or 1952-53 = 100) 

Sector Index 

1 PI an tat ion 127.6 
2 Animal Husbandry 146.1 
3 Foodgrains 104.3 
4 Other Agriculture 118.2 
5 Forestry Products 124.7 

6 Coal 134.0 
7 I ron Ore 88.2 
8 Other M i nera Is 101.5 
9 Crude Oi I 101.5 

10 Food Industries 117.5 
11 Cotton and Other Textiles 104.6 
12 Jute Text lies 104.6 
13 Paper and Printing 115.7 
14 Leather and Leather P·roducts 108. 1 
15 Rubber Products 83.7 
16 Rubber 118.7 
17 Glass, Wooden and Non-metallic Mineral 

Products 121:1 
18 Chemical Fertilizers 95.9 
19 Petroleum Products 162.8 
20 Chern! ca Is 114.8 
21 Cement 129.2 

22 I ron and Stee 1 145.0 
23 Other Metals (Non-ferrous Metals) 123.1 
24 Electrical Equipment 105.8 
25 Non-electrical Equipment 105.8 
26 Transport Equipment 105.8 

27 Construction Urban 128.5 
28 Construction Rural 128.5 
29 Electricity 113.8 

30 Railway Transport 105.7 
31 Motor Transport 112.0 

32 Industries n.e.c. 115.5 
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Table 2. 4. 2 (d) : SECTORAL PRiCE I NO ICES FOR THE YEAR 1963 

(Index for 1952-53 = ioo) 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 

30 
31 

32 
33 

Sector 

Agriculture 

.Coa 1 etc. 
I ron Ore 
Crude Oi 1 

Food Industries 
Beverages 
Tobacco Manufactures 
Textiles 
Appare 1 s 
Paper 
Printing 
Leather P.roducts 
Rubber Products 
Wood Products 
Furniture and Mixtures 
Non-metallic Minerals 
Chemicals 
Petroleum Products 
Fertilizers 
Cement 

I ron and 5tee I 
Bas i c I ron and S tee I 
Non-ferrous Metals 
Meta 1 Products 
Non-electrical Machinery 
Electrical Machinery 
Transport Equipment 

Construction 
Electricity 

Railway Transport 
Road Tr.ansport 

Miscellaneous Manufactures 
Unspecified 

Index 

132.7 

159.6 
89.6 
130~ 1 

132.7 
115.4 
131.3 
127.3 
127.3 . 
112.4 
112.4 
117.8 
112.3 
149.6 
149.6 
119.9 
113. 1 
204.5 

91.9 
152.6 

161.9 
182.7 
139.7 
164.3 
122.6 
122.6 
122.6 

149.6 
127 .o 

12 3. 5 
258.9 

132.5 
132.5 
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Table 2. 5 .l(a) : ESTIMATES OF VALUE ADDED FROM INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES 

(In crore Rs. at 1952-53 prices) 

Narre of Sector 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

1 • Agriculture 4271 5174 5623 5920 7057 

2. Mining 183 165 115 118 178 

3. Manufacturing 1546 ''1545 2029 1794 2716 

4. Construction 460 460 706 293 

5. Transport 481 418 610 555 255 
6. Electricity 29 36 76 68 99 
7. Others 167 174 44 482 

Total 7137 7972 8497 9161 11080 

Table Z.S.l(b) ESTIMATES OF INCOME FROM CSO 

(In crore Rs. at 1952-53 prices) 

Name of Sector 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

I. Agriculture 4643 5208 5762 6180 6242 
2. Mining 163:. 1775 2120 2270 2625 
3. -Manufacturing 
4. Transport 1720 1820 2257 2446 2953 

Total 7998 8803 10139 10896" 11820 
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Table 2.5.l(c) ESTIMATES OF VALUE ADDED FROM INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES 

·Narre of Sector 

1. Agr i cu 1 ture 

2. Coke and Coa 1 

3. Other Mining 

4. Food, Drink and Beverages 

5. Textiles 

6. Paper and Printing 

7. Leather and Rubber 

8. Non-metallic Minerals 

9. Chemicals and Petroleum 

10. Cement 

11. I ron and Stee 1 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 

13. Metallic Products and 
Machinery 

14. Construction 

15. Electricity 
16. Railway Transport 

17. Other Transport 

18. Other lnduatries 

Total 

(In lakh Rs. at- 1952-53 prices) 

1951-52 1953-54 i959 1960-61 1963 

427093 517400 562337 592031 

5058 5930 5670 6536 

13244 10602 5844 5219 

50651 49940 65187 28641 

38943 41321 49273 40165 

5007 

5909 

10317 

16175 
1661 

7653 
867 

17442 

46003 

2853 

29555 
18567 

16710 

6201 

8337 
13846 

12255 

1965 

5764 
1596 

13248 

46000 

3553 
24427 

17365 

17410 

6651 

8413 

9510 

13954 
1625 

6459 

594 
41271 

7581 

34152 

26887 

4358 

8428 

13765 
19026 

20908 

1712 
.9632 

1228 

35869 

70638 

6751 

37342 
18123 

705690 

10076 

7735 
45089 

68491 

12148 

19195 

23513 
27840 

2663 

13666 

3623 
55416 

29247 

9866 

13273 

12249 

48242 

713708 797160 849766 916014 1108022 

Table 2.5.2: COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE DEVIATIONS OF VALUE ADDED 
ESTIMATES DERIVED FROM INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES WITH THE 
CORRESPONDING ESTIMATES FROM NATIONAL INCOME STATISTICS 

Table Year Agriculture 

1951-52 

1953-54 

1959 
1960-61 

1963 

Sector 

Curr- Cons-
ent tant 
Price Price 

-2 

-0.5 

+5 

+1 • 
-10 

+8 

-0.6 

+2 

+4 

-13 

Mining and Manufac- All three Sectors 
turing Sectors 

Curr- Constant 
ent Price 
Price 

+29 

+33 
+16 

+15 

- 2 

- 6 
+ 4 
- 1 

+16 

-10 

Curr- Constant 
ent Price 
Price 

+6 

+8 

+8 

+4 

-8 

+ 4 
+ 1 

+ 1 

+ 7 
-12 
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derived by using double deflation method, however, are based 
on both outputs and intermediate inputs specifically obtained 
by subtracting intermediate inputs at constant prices from 
gross outputs at constant prices. 

In view of the above, the important and pertinent 
consideration for our purpose here is to know in what way 
the earlier order of difference between the estimates at 
current price has been maintained-or altered by repricing 
the input-output tables at current prices to constant price 
basis. In the table below we present a comparison of the 
deviations of value added estimates derived from input-out
put tables with the corresponding estimates from national 
income statistics both at current and constant price basis. 

It is noted here with satisfaction that in most of the 
categories the deviations or descrepancy at current price 
basis observed earlier has decreased by and large. Broadly, 
our deflation procedure has slightly increased the differ
ences in agriculture sector and decreased them considerably 
in the mining and manufacturing sector. 

2.6 ComparabiLity of 1960-61 TabLe 

With all the adjustments relating to recasting into 
a uniform sectoral classification and repricing to a uni
form price system of all the input-output tables reported 
above we found that the 1960-61 input-output table could 
not be made fully and satisfactorily comparable with the 
other tables, for reasons noted earlier viz. its sectoral 
classification and the intrasectoral composition of indus
tries and lack. of presentation of certain requisite data 
in the Table. In view of this we have omitted the 1960-61 
input-output table in certain parts of our analysis. 



,CHAPTER I I I 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE. ECONOMY AS A WHOLE 

Having got our input-output data ready.. for analysis,. 
we explore in this chapter. the structural changes that · 
have taken·place in the Indian economy as a whole, leaving 
the consideration of sectoral changes to the subsequent 
chapter. We begin with a brief resume on the techniques 
to study structural change in input-output framework. This 
is followed by an analysis of the temporal changes in the 
pattern of sectoral interdependence in the Indian economy, 
a study of intertemporal changes in technology by analysing. 
the. changes· in indi'ITidual input-output coefficients and 
finally the impact of changing technology on production 
levels in the economy. 

3.1 A Brief Resume on the Techniques to Study St.ructuraZ Change in 
· Input-output Frame~ork 

Interregional and intertemporal comparisons of input
o·utput tables have been attempted in recent years and tech
niques of analysis developed, to explore structural change 
with a view to establish meaningful relationship between 
the overall degree of industrialization and its pattern. 
Even in time frame the basic approach is that of "compara
tive statics" (Samuerson, 1948, p. 8) in general and is con
fined, in particular to Leontief static model in the input
output framework. 

Comparisons attempted so far relate to the following 
aspects of the input-output model. 

1. The overall comparison of the structure of produc
tion on the basis of input-output coefficient 
matrices, (current flow). 

2. Comparison's of individual input-output coefficients. 

3. Overall comparison of direct· and indirect effects, 
based on the Leontief inverse of the A matrix i.e . 

. (1-A) -1. · .. 

In the foll.owing we. prese)lt a b·rief resume .of the 
techniques developed for the analysis-of structural change 

.by considering a few of the impprtant contributions in the 
literature·and summarising them. Since we are using :;orne 
of the tech~iques and measures and procedures discussed 
here iri our su~sequent·empirical work, this resume will 
serve the purpose of orientation as also a methodological 
back-drop.· . · · .. 

3. 1. 1 Overall comparison of the Production Structure 

The analysis• based on thi.ts type of approach is 
developed in three directions, mostly pioneered by Chcnery 
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and Watanabe (1958, 1964). 

In this analysis the nature of interdepe~dence ?f 
production sectors in the input-output model 1s stud1ed 
in two aspects: · 

-
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1. Types of production sectors in terms of statistics, 
U and W, as defin.ed and . 

z. The positions of the sectors in the triangular 
arrangement of the input-output matrix .. 

The types of production sectors are identified by. 
the ratio of intermediate input to total production: 

u. = E x .. ;x. 
J i 1J J 

and also by the ratio of intermediate demand .to total 
demand: 

wi = E x .. ;x. 
j 1J 1 

where Xij is the consumption of the jth sector of goods 
produced by the ith sector. According to the two-way U-W 
classification an individual production sector can be 
characterised as "Final Manufacture", "Final Primary 
Production", "Intermediate Manufacture" and "Intermediate 
Primary Production". By an application of this classifica
tion to actual input-output tables it is possible to assess 
the similarity or otherwise of the overall pattern of 
production between two regions or two time periods. 

The second approach based on triangularisation of the 
input-output matrix is to find out the existence of one-way 
interdependence such as sequences of raw cotton -·textiles -
clothing, etc. Although strict triangularity-cannot_ usually 
be obtained from the actual tables due to the existence of 
some degree of circularity as found in sequences like coal -
steel- coal, etc., a considerable degree of triangularity 
can be detected in the input-output tables, being compared. 

The third approach is by type of production, as 
developed by Chenery and Watanabe. This approach develops 
a measure which compares two input coefficient matrices 
taking the sum of absolute differences in all the co
efficients in e~ch column and relates this sum to the 
average total int~rindustry input of the sector. This 
ratio termed as "absolute column measure" is defined as 

be 
y 

~~a~.- a':-.1 
1 1J 1J 

( b c 1/2 I a .. +a .. 
i 1J 1) 
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where aij is the ijth element in the coefficient matrix 
and superscripts b and c refer to, say two time periods or 
two regions or countries. 

The higher the degree of similarity in the structures 
of production in two time points the smaller··--will be the 
ratio. A similar measure is used by Leonti.ef for single 
individual coefficients as will be noticed in sequel. If 
the inputs are completely uncorrelated;·the above measure 
has an upper limit of 2.0, and if the input structures are 
identical the measure will be zero. It may also be noted 
~hat this measure avoids the necessity of· choosing one 
time point as the basis of comparison. 

3.1. 2 Comparison of Individual Input Coefficients 

A pioneering comparison of this type was originally 
applied to the historical data within a single country by 
Leontief (1953) to study structural change in the American 
economy using the data of input coefficients for 1919, 19Z9 
and 19 39. He devised an index to show the de.gree of change 
for each input coefficient, and worked out a weighted 
frequency distribution of tne input coefficients showing 
different degrees of change. Leontief's relative change 
index of input coefficients is defined as 

b c 
aij - a .. 

aij l.J 
b a~-) 1/2 (a .. + 
l.J l.J 

Rasmussen's study for Denmark (1956), adopts the Leontief 
method for 1947 and 1949 data. The Japanese Government 
carried out studies similar to, but simpler than, those of 
Leontief and Rasmussen, for 1951 and 1954. 

Commenting on the above methodology Hatanaka notes 
that neither Leontief nor Rasmussen deal with the relative 
changes in the ·row coefficients and points out that "the 
effects on input coefficients of quality improvements and 
price substitution may be discovered with more facility by 
examining the input coefficients in the same row than by 
examining the input coefficients in the same column" 
( 1960, p. 70) • 

The above technique of analysis of coefficient change 
is applicable to situations where a two point comparison is 
involved. In situations involving more than two point 
comparisons, particularly temporal comparisons, the well 
known classical methods of time series analysis have been 
tried by Tilanus (1966) for the Netherland economy, 1948-61, 
and by Per Sevaldson (1970) for the Norwegian economy, 1949-
60, to study the temporal changes in individual coefficients 
by fitting trends by time regression methods, etc. 
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Tilanus' measurement of temporal change in input-output 
coefficients by the classical statistic, "the coefficient 
of variance'.-, i.e. the ratio of the standard deviation to 
the mean of the observations, is essentially a modified 
version of Leontief's relative change index, incorporating 
more than two temporal observations for each cell Gf the 
input-output coefficient matrix. Another modified version 
of Leontief's relative change index which combines all the 
cell level indices into a single measure is due to Maria 
AUGUSTINOVICS (1970, p. 261) and·is defined as 

.I a~j- a~j I 
b c 

(aij + aij) 

where abc is a measure of change in the matrix An,m.between 
periods b and c. This measure indicates "the average per
centage change in the coefficients, without weighting by 
the size of coefficients or the production level of the user 
or delivering sectors". 

3. 1. 3 Over-all Comparison in terms of Inverse .'•Ia trices 

The basic framework of input-output theory gives the 
relation 

,, Gb = (l-Ab) -l fb 

where gross production, Gb is the product of technology, Ab 
and final demand, fb at a point of time b. On the hypothe
sis of invariance of technical coefficients, one can project 
forward or predict backward in time, the gross output level, 
given the final demand. A comparison of gross output thus 
obtained with the actuals will show structural change and 
a comparison with those obtained on alternative models will 
show the prediction accuracy of the input-output model. 
This approach is due to Leontief (1960) who carried out 
backward predictions for the years 1919 and 1929 by using 
1939 technology matrix and compared the results with the 
projected gross national product (GNP) ~or the American 
economy. 

Literature on the subject, (Hatanaka, 1960) besides GNP 
projection or blow-up, which forecasts that the gross out
put of each industry will change from the base period in 
the same propo~tion as the GNP, provides two more bases for 
appraising the prediction by the input-output model. One 
such is the final demand projection or blow-up which fore
casts that the output of each industry will change from the 
base period in the same proportion as final demand for that 
industry. Another is the time series projection of output 
on_GNP or the multiple regression of output on GNP and time 
~h1ch forecasts that the gross output of each specific 
lndustry is linearly related to GNP and time. Arrow and 
Hoffenberg's study (1959) of the American economy for the 
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same period as that by Leontief but at a more disaggregated 
level, compares the input-output estimates with the above 
listed· models. Hatanaka (1960) has also·worked out 1951 
projections with 1947 input-output table fo~ the American 
economy. 

The above studies merely compare the gross output 
.estimates as o·btained from the input-output model with the 
actuals to estimate structural change. The following three 
studies attempt to factor out the total .structural change 
according to "causes of change" viz. technological change 
and final demand change. The methodological approach in 
these studies is largely the same. The first study is due 
to Vaccara 'and Simon (1968) for the American economy for the 

·period 1947-64, which uses 3 point input-output data for 
1947, 1958 and 1964 all valued at the 1958 constant price 
base and factors out structural change into components in 
two sub-perio'ds 1947-58 and 1958-64·. The second study is 
by Reiner Staglin and Hans Wessels (1972) for the German 
economy for the period 1954-64, which also uses 3 point 
input-output data for 1954, 1958 and 1962, all valued at 
1962 prices and structural change factored out also in two 
sub-periods., 1954-58 and 1958-62. This study further 
compares the results obtained for the German economy with 
those obtained in the first study for the American economy. 
T~e third one is by Alan Armstrong (1974) for the British 
economy fcir the period 1954-63, using again 3 point input
output data for 1954, 1960 and 1963 all valued at 1963 
.prices. 

. The mathematical formulation to factor out the changes 
·in gross output levels into components, in these studies is 
of the following type, for instance, in Staglin and Wessels' 
notation · 

• • • ( 1) 

where C represents the Leontief inverse of the technical 
coefficients matrix, Y, the final demand vector, and the 
superscripts 54 and 58 stand for the respective years 1954 
~nd 1958. In this formulation the terminal year technology 
~s taken as fixed and changes in gross production levels 
1s represented as the sum of final demand change weighted 
by_the terminal ~e~r:s technology and technological change 
we1~hted by th7 1n1t1al year's final demand. An equally 
val1d alternat1ve formulation by taking the initial year 
tech~ology as fixed, gives the structural change as the sum 
of f1nal demand change weighted by the initial year's 
technology and technological change weighted by the terminal 
year's final ~emand, viz. 
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CSBySB _ CS4y54 

,. ·c54(YS4_y58) 

+ y58(CS4_CS8) 
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• • • ( 2) 

. In each of the above formulations the two components 
of change together exhaust the total change in the gross 
production levels "only under the particular procedure" 
noted above. But "a procedure which employed the same set 
of weights for each factor would leave a residual or 'inter
action' factor" (Vac;cara, 1968, p.24), as for instance in 
the following formulation 

CSBySB _ CS4y54 

CSB(YS4_y58) + ySB(CS4_CS8) 

+ {CS4(YS4_y58)-CSB(YS4_y58)} .•• ( 3) 

Taking technology of the terminal year as fixed, this 
formulation decomposes the change in the gross production 
levels by weighting both the technological change and 
final demand change by terminal year values, thus giving 
rise to the interaction component as represented by the 
third term of equation (3) above, which measures the differ
ential effect on final demand change due to technological 
change. Alternately, it can be viewed as the differential 
effect of technological change due to change in final 
demand. 3 

This formulation also has its dual if the technology 
of the initial year is taken as fixed and the structural 
change decomposed into main effects by weighting them by 
the initial year values of technology and fina~ demand, 
leaving the residual term of interaction. 

However in the two earlier formulations (1 and 2) 
where· the two components together exhausted the total change 
without explicit appearance of the interaction component, 
tre method of measuring the relative importance of the two 
factors, i.e. from the stand point of fixed technocal co
efficients of the initial year or terminal year, does not 
lead to a unique solution, as the forward and reverse move
ments of technology, in all likelihood give different numeri· 
c~l results. _This is attributable to the implicit interac
tlon element confounded in the two main effects. 

This problem is not confronted by Staglin and Wessels, 
and Alan Armstrong as they use uni-directional formulation 
(1). But Vaccara and Simon average the bi-directional 
results by using formulations (1) and (2) by allowing the 
ful~ play of both the technologies of the years in their 
est1mate of the relative importance of technology and final 
demand in the total structural change. 
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In our methodological resume so far, we were consider
ing the impact of technological change o~ gross output 
levels given the final demand. But as commented by 
Vaccara (1970, p. 238), "because of the procedures employ-
ed -- application of the same set of final demands to . 
different inverse matrics -- it is generally to be expected 
that industries that sell-primarily to-final demand will. 
show smaller percentage changes over time in total output 
requirements than industries that sell primarily to other 
producing industries." In view of this she considers that 
"a more meaningful way to summarise the impact on produc
tion of changes over time in the various _input coeffici
ents, is to concentrate on changes in intermediate rather 
than in total output requirements". In her paper she 
presents results based on this line of analysis for the 
changes in input-output coefficients for the United States 
during the period 1947-1961. 

3. 2 Terrrpora'L Changes in the Pattern of Sectoral Interdependence 

The nature of interdependence exhibited in an economic 
system as built up in an input-output table throws a 
considerable amount of light on the way in which· the primary 
factors of production are related to the final outputs of 
the economic system. Had there been no dependence of one 
production sector on others by way of absorbing inputs 
from and making deliveries to them there would have been 
merely a direct link between the primary factors and final 
consumers. Since in actual fact a good deal of inter
industrial transactions exist in the economic system as 
revealed by the input-output tables the link between the 
primary fact_ors of production and the final consumers is 
not only direct but also to an extent indirect; so that 
one can speak about the deliveries among the productive 
sectors themselves as distinct from those made to and 
received from the categories of final demand and the primary 
factors. 

Therefore an important standpoint from which sectoral 
interdependence in the production in the economy can be 
studied would be to find out to what extent production 
involves indirect use· of the factors of production, that is, 
what proportion of the ultimate factors of production used 
to produce a given commodity is employed in the sector 
producing that commodity. Coupled with this is the extent 
of deliveries among the productive sectors themselves as 
distinct from those made to the final demand categories, 
constituting the indirect or intermediate demand. 

Combining the above two aspects of indirectness or 
round-aboutness in the production system of the economy 

as c~ptured in the input-output tables at different points 
of t~me one can s~udy the production system from the point 
of !lew of econom1c development, on the basis of the d~gr~c 
of lnte~dependeace or ~ndi!ectness. The process of develop· 
ment, s1mply stated, l1es 1n further processing of tho 
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primary products so that their use value gets enhanced to 
the final consurn~r. A commodity, which satisfies a given 
type of wants of a consumer, goes through an increasing 
number of processes as the economy develops. This means, 
that the proportion of commo~ities that go ~nto i~ter: 
industry use is expected to 1ncreas~ over t1me. How 1s 
this proportion changing in India? 

3. 2 • 1 Changing Proportion of Interindustry Use 

The table below presents the proportion of inter
industry use of gross production for different time periods 
covered by the five input-output tables. 

Table 3.2.1 : PROPORTION (%) OF INTERINDUSTRY USE TO GROSS PRODUC
TION IN DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS 

Year Total Economy Total Economy excluding 
Agriculture 

1951-52 33.73 24.08 
1953-54 34.71 25.93 
1959 34.52 26.26 
1960-61 N.A. 29.27 
1963 34.76 36.91 

Over the period 1951-63, the proportion of inter
industry use to the total output in the economy is around 
341 and this proportion is almost stagnant or at best shows 
only marginal increase. If we exclude agriculture, which 
forms the major bulk of total output in the economy, both 
from the rows and the columns of the transaction matrices, 
a different picture emerges. The proportion of non-agricul
ture products, particularly the manufacturing products that 
goes into interindustry use increases from 241·to 371 from 
1951 to 1963. This shows that the non-agriculture products 
are undergoing increasing processing over time. It may be 
noted that the above-mentioned proportion for non-agricul
ture subset of the economy is lower than that for total 
economy till the year 1963. This is because of the domi
nance of the agro-based industries in the manufacturing 
branch of the economy. 

3.Z.Z Chenery-Watanabe Categories Based on u-w Statistics 

Now we w411 elaborate the changes that have taken place 
at the sectoral level of the economy and their contribution 
to the above phenomenon. The well known Chenery-Watanabe 
U-W method is followed in the following analysis for this 
purpose, though the method was first developed and used for 
intercountry comparison. 

As narrated earlier, in this method the sectors of the 
eco~omy are classified into 4 categories on the basis of 
U-11' ratios. Uj is defined as t.he ratio of intermediate input 
of sector j to the total output of sector j whereas, Ki is 
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defined as the total intermediate demand for output of sector 
i to the total demand for sector i. U·s show the strength 
of the backward linkages and Wis, the ~trength of the for
ward linkages.~ The categorisation of sectors is given 
below. 

CHENERY-WATANABE TWO-WAY CLASSIFICATION OF 
PRODUCTIVE SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY BY TYPE 

By output use 

By input type 

Manufacturing 

High U 

Primary production 

Low U 

Final 

www 

Ill Final manufacture 
(High backward and 
low forward linkage) 

IV Final primary 
Production (Low back
ward and low forward 
linkage) 

Intermediate 

High W 

I I Intermediate manufacture 
(High backward and low 
forward linkage) 

I Intermediate primary 
production (Low backward 
and high forward 1 inkage) 

A categorisation such as this is useful as it serves 
to focus on the quite different roles played by the various 
sectors in the economy. In this categorisation "final" 
describes the sectors whose output has a low proportion of 
intermediate demand, and hence low forward linkage, while 
"primary" describes those with a low proportion of inter
mediate input, hence high value added and low backward 
linkage. Thus for instance, sectors in category IV are 
relatively independent of other sectors in the economy and 
provide a link between the final users and owners of pri
mary factors. On the other hand the sectors in category II 
are at the opposite extreme; the cost of their use of 
primary factors is less than the value of intermediate in
puts they consume and a very large part of their output 
goes to meet the intermediate demand of other sectors. The 
categories I, II and Iri cater to intermediate demand which 
contain sectors either of high intermediate input consump
tion or high intermediate demand generation, roughly re
present successive stages of a production cycle, with 
increasing processing at each stage. And category IV could 
be considered to embo~y all the three stages represented by 
~ther categories by using a high proportion for value added 
1nputs and producing commodities for final demand. 

From the point. of view of level of development of the 
economy as judged by the degree of intermediate use, at low 
levels of development there would be a heavy concentration 
of sectors in categories I and III. As the economy develops 
many of the products which are used in their 'raw' form 
would be processed further and as such sectors would move 
from intermediate primary production (I) to the interme
diate manufact~res (II) category. To illustrate, in the 
initial stages much of the "iron and steel" used in tht' 
economy consists of pig iron and nt lntcr stages "iron tllhl 
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steel" consists of more special types of iron and steel 
which need more processing than pig iron. The sectors 
which are initially in the final primary produ~ts cate~ory 
(IV) like agriculture are expected ~o move to 1ntermed1ate 
primary (I) category and so on at h1gher stages of develop
ment. 

3. 2. 3 Results of Chenery Watanabe Categorisation 

In the table below we show the classification of the 
sectors falling in each of the four categories for different 
years. The sector numbers follow the sector cl~ssification 
index as given in Table 2.2.1. Tab~es_3.2.2A and 3:2.2B 
give detailed estimates of U-W stat1st1cs for the d1fferent 
years. 

Table 3.2.2 :CLASSIFICATION OF 18 SECTORS IN CHENERY-WATANABE 
CATEGORIES FOR DIFFERENT YEARS 

Category 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1963 

2,3,8 to 2,3,8 to 2,3 & 15 2,3 & 15 
11.13 & 10 & 15 
15 

II 12 11 to 13 8 to 12 8 to 12 

Ill 4,5 ,7 & 4,5 & 17 4,5,6,7 4,5,7,13 
17 13 & 17 & 17 

IV 1,6,16 1,6,7,16 1 • 16 1 ,6 ,16 

Note : Sector 14 : 'construction' is omitted as no data are 
available except for 1963. Sector 18 'other industries' 
~eing heterogeneous is also omitted. 

The Table 3.2.2 shows that .there is a significant 
shift of sectors from intermediate primary production to 
intermediate manufactures over time. Non-ferrous metals 
(12) was the only sector with high forward and backward 
linkages in the year 1951-52. By 1959 Non-metallic 
minerals (8), Chemicals and petroleum (9), Iron and steel 
(11), ~etallic products and machinery (13) which includes 
both electrical and non-electrical machinery and transport 
equipment, have moved from category I to II showing that 
the outputs of these sectors have become more sophisticated, 
using increa•ingly larger number of processes and consuming 
larger quantities of intermediate inputs. The Metallic 
products and machinery (13) sector does not stop its shift 
up to intermediate manufacture, but it ultimately shifts to 
the final manufacture category. Thus the second Five Year 
Plan, 1956-61, which laid greater· emphasis on industrialisa
tion did have a significant impact on the character ~nd 
qua~ity of the industrial base of the economy. By 1960 the 
Ind1an economy developed a sound and sophisticated indust
rial base. 



Table 3. 2. ZA : EST I HAT I ON OF U J AND U FOR 1951-52, 1953-54, 1959 AND 1963 

Sector 
1951-52 1953-54 1959 1963 

UJ IOJ UJ IOJ UJ IOJ u 
J IOJ 

1 . Agriculture 28.89 173485 28.49 206130 28.94 229045 22.47 204467 
"' 2. Coke and Coa 1 20.06 1269 15.23 1065 19.94 1412 22.84 2983 -4 

"' • c: 
3. Other Mining 6.69 ·949 8.10 935 . 14.55 995 20.32 1973 n 

-4 

58.94 
c: 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 57.51 68565 71675 47.22 58319 67.51 93724 "' .:» 
5. Textiles 46.67 34092 47.19 36920 50.75 50782 54.44 8!863 

.... 
n 

6. 26.97 24.74 
:I: 

Paper and Printing 1849 2038 40.94 4611 37.47 7278 .,. 
z 

48.99 
., 

7. Leather and Rubber 38.13 3641 36.16 4722 40.19 5653 18435 rn. 
"' 

8. Non-metallic Minerals 21.98 2907 22.37 3991 39.03 6089 47.56 21321 -z 

9. Chemical and Petroleum 22.85 4791 37.85 7464 45.41 11605 45.81 23532 z 

10. Cement 35.47 913 36.96 1152 52.72 1812 56.27 3427 ~ ,. 
z 

11 • I ron and Stee I 32.55 3693 43.64 4464 60.42 9858 55.32 16919 rn 

47.89 
n 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 56.93 1146 49.98 1595 60.69 917 3330 0 z 

39244 
0 

13. Metallic Products and Machinery 31.42 7993 38.13 8164 33-70 . 20979 41.46 :>: -c 

14. Construction 34.70 24449 39.63 30203 43.86 31786 40.96 20294 

15. Electricity 33.65 1447 31.21 1612 30.76 3368 39.~3 6422 

16. Rai !way Transport 18.98 6923 21.39 6648 15.36 6!98 15. 16 2371 

17. Other Transport 45.07 15236 54.22 20567 44.60 21649 49.50 12007 

18. Other Industries 37.40 9982 45.40 14476 50.02 4361 38.97 30809 

Average U 37.15 363330 38.33 423821 37-09 469439 41.64 590399 

UJ 
~ ln~uts consumed bl sector J 

Domestic output of sector j !OJ= Total Inputs consumed by sector j 



Table .;.Z.ZB ; ESTIMATES OF Wi AND W FOR 1951-52, 1953-54, 1959 AND 1963 

1951-52 1953-54 1959 1963 
Sector 

w. Ii W, Ii w. I. w. I. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

I. Agr I cui ture 38.48 231077 38.40 277843 36.21 291360 30.95 281734 
"' 

67.14 4248 76.38 5343 87.36 6187 86.96 11356 
_, 

2. Coke and Coa I "' c: 
• 74.5? 10584 4686 86.67 8415 

n 
3. Other Mining 105.14 12130 68.52 _, 

c: 

Food, DrInks and Beverages 13.58 16186 12.30 14962 18.09 22340 22.69 31494 "' 4. > .-
5. Text lies 25.49 18614 25.53 19974 19.34 19347 36.17 54385 n 

::t: 

Paper and Printing 27.61 1893 28.81 2374 35.08 3951 40.53 7873 > 
6. z 

C> 

16.57 1582 19.43 2538 38.5~ 5420 32.54 12243 
... 

7. Leather and Rubber "' 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 63.06 8339 64.50 11505 65.00 10139 48.36 21683 z 

and Petroleum 71.72 15036 93.91 18518 110.63 28277 70.34 36133 
_, 

9. Chemical ::t: ... 
10. Cement 121.29 3122 125.41 3909 101.34 3483 109.20 6650 ... 

n 

I ron and Stee I 106.45 12078 106.12 10854 124.42 20302 80.92 24749 
0 

11. z 
0 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 113.86 2292 119.27 3806 183.32 2770 246.05 17108 
X 
-< 

13. Metallic Products and Machinery 58.34 14838 62.31 13341 31.93 19879 17. 11 16195 > 
"' 

14. Construction o. 19 92 > 
:c 

15. Electricity 51.77 2226 45.61 2356 8463 69.91 11387 
::t: 

77.29 0 .-
16. Rat lway Transport 18.33 6687 24.51 7616 25.48 10283 8029 

... 
51.32 

17. Other Transport 13.40 4531 11.27 4278 12. 14 5894 4.25 1031 
18. Other Industries 37.45 9997 39.12 12474 76.36 6658 5o.4o 39842 

Average W 43.51 363330 45.78 423821 46.53 469439 47.20 590399 

w, Inter lndustr~ demand In sector 
11 • Inter-Industry demand for I th sector ... • Domestic output of sector I ... 
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3. 2. 4 A Comparison of the Results with Developed Countries 

How does the Indian performance compare with developed 
countries? We now attempt a broad comparison of the 
developing Indian economy as it stood in 19~} with some .of 
the developed countries in respect of sectoral interdepend
ence. For this purpose we use the average results based on 
U-W statistics of Italy (1950), Japan (1951) and the United 
States (1947) as given by Chenery and Clark (1964, p.207). 

In the table below we reproduce the sectoral classifi
cation in the 4 categories as given by Chenery and Clark 
for the developed countries and list side by side, the 
comparable sectors of the 1963 Table results for India, 
given earlier in Table 3.2.2. It may be noted that the 
sector classification used by Chenery and Clark for the 
developed countries is a bit more disaggregated than ours. 
(29 sectors against 18 of ours). Even in respect of the 
comparable sectors, we are not sure whether the product-mix 
of the sectors shows one-to-one correspondence in almost all 
the cases. 

In spite of this limitation our broad comparison shows 
that,at least 10 out of the 18 sectors find placement in 
the same categories as for the developed countries. Of the 
remaining sectors, our highly aggregated sector of agricul
ture, (comprising crop production, animal husbandry, fish
eries and forestry) is the only important one which differs 
in its placement and still continues to stay in the rela
tively isolated category of final primary production. 
Perhaps, a disaggregation may show that some activities 
have already shifted to intermediate primary production, but 
on the whole the Indian economy has not yet reached the stage, 
where agriculture falls into intermediate primary category. 

We have not extended the above lines of analysis to
wards overall comparison of interdependence of production 
structure over time in terms of triangularisation of input
output matrices to examine the existence of one way inter
dependence etc. mainly because our sector classification is 
more aggregated so that further ana~ysis may not adequately 
identify the appropriate hierarchy of sectors indicating one 
way interdependence and circularity. 

3. 3 IntertemporaZ Changes in Techno logy 

Having noted the changing pattern of sectoral inter
dependence of the Indian economy for the period 1951-1963 
we now attempt to figure out these changes quantitatively 
by studying the changes in the individual input-output co
efficients. 

A change in the structure of an economy is the result
ant o~ changes in final demand and of changes in the input 
coeff1cients. The changes in input coefficients as mcasurrJ 
from input-oul!'put tables may arise on account of muny 
factors. It is necessary to distinguish technologicul 
change, i.e. change in the physical rcquircmrnts for specific 



Table 3.2.3: A COMPARISON BETIIEEN CHENERY RESULTS FOR DEVELOPED COUNTRIES* AND OURS FOR INDIA 1963 

By type 
of 

input 

By USB 
of 

output 

Manufacturing 
(High U) 

Primary Produc-
tlon (Low U) 

Ill 

• 3 
~ 
8 
1 
2 
5 
7 

15 
1~ 

10 

IV 

A 
6• 

B 

25* 
21 
26 

Final (Low li) 

Final Manufacture: 

Developed Co~mtries-

Apparel 5 
Ship building 
Leather and Products 7 
Processed food 
Gralnmlll Products ~ 

Transport equipment 
Hachlnery 13 
lumber wood products 
Non-metallic mineral 
Products 
Industry n.e.c. 

17 

Final Primary Production: 

Developed Countries• 

Co111110dltles 
Fishing 1 

6 

Services 

TranSport 16 
Trade 
Services 

Intermediate (High W) 

II Intermediate Manufacture: 

India l963 Developed Countries* 

Textiles 13* Iron and Steel 11 
22 Paper and Paper Products 

Leather and 28 Petroleum Products (9 
Rubber 
Food, Drinks 19 Non-ferrous meta Is 12 
and Beverages 16 Cheml ca Is 9 
Metallic Products 
and Hachlner·y 23 Coal Products 

11 Rubber Products (7 
12 Text lies 
9 Printing and Publishing 

Other transport 8 
10 

Intermediate Primary Production 

India l963 Developed.Countries* 

.17* Agriculture and Forestry 
Agriculture 27 Coal mining 2 
Paper and 20 Metal mining 3 
Printing 29 Petroleum and natural gas 

18 Non-metallic minerals 

Rly, transport 2~ Electric power 15 

India l963 

Iron and Steel 

Chern i ca Is and 
Petroleum) 
Non-ferrous metals 
Cheml ca Is and 
Petroleum 

Leather and Rubber) 

Non-metallic minera 1s 
Cement 

India l963 

Coa I and Coke 
Other mining 

Electricity 

• H.N. Chenery and Paul G. Clerk, Interindustry Economics, John Wiley and Sons, ·New York, 196~, Table 'No. 8.2. The values of 
U and Won which the above classification for deve·loped countries Is based ar~ the averages for Italy (1950), Japan. (1951) 
and the U.S.A. (19~7). The sectors of the developed countries are numbered In order of triangularity and the comparable · 
sectors for India 1963 are placed side by side. 
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goods and services used in producing a given unit or basket 
of goods from non-technological changes which are in no 
way related to the technological requirements of production. 
These non-technological changes embedded in the input co
efficients arise because of three circumstances namely, 
the economic reality, the theoretical requirements of 
input-output analysis and the empirical construction of the 
input-output model. For instance changes in input co
efficients can be caused by vertical integration of indus
tries overtime, often combined with changing product mix 
and shifts in industrial product composition. Further, the 
divergence of actual technical relationships from linear 
homogeneous function, and the strictly proportional rela
tionship between changes in inputs and outputs that it 
assumes, could cause differences in input relationships 
between two periods of time. The conventional procedures 
relating to the treatment of secondary production and 
competitive imports have a considerable influence on the 
stability over time of the individual input coefficients. 
The temporal stability is also affected by the level of 
aggregation in the input-output model. Finally, some of 
the differences in the coefficients may be due to random 
factors such as differences between the different input
output tables in data sources and statistical methods for 
estimating the technical relationships etc. 

A complete anlysis of changes in input coefficients, 
thus .involves factoring out of the various causes of 
change and relating them to the underlying forces such as 
changes in consumer tastes, relative prices and technolo
gical innovation etc. But this is a claim of a very tall 
order for us to attempt here. For the purpose of this 
study, having eliminated the different. price levels by 
deflation, we adopt the interpretation of co~fficient 
change as technological change, as many researchers in 
the field have done. Obviously as noted by Reiner Staglin 
and Hans Wessels "there are numerous doubts in this inter
pretation as 'technology consists of a vast body of 
scientific, technical and social knowledge that dictates 
~ow goods and servtces are produced'. But in empirical 
1np~t-output analysis it is not suitable to define techno
loglcal change in a purely technical manner, i.e. as 
chan¥e in quantities of specific goods and services 
requ1red to produce a given output unit (1912, p. 374). 

3.3.1 Changes in Individual Coefficients 

We define two types of coefficients from the input
output flow matrix, namely the column coefficient and the 
row coefficient or as Maria AUGUSTINOVICS prefers to call 
coefficient based on "input approach" and that based on ' 
"output approach" respectively (1970, p. 251). 

Let Xij be the flow of the ith producing sector into 
jth absorbing sector, then, we define, 

• 
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lt. . /x. 
l.J J 

as the column coefficient and 

R - I a .. - x .. x. 
l.J l.J ]. 

as the row coefficient. In the·input-output literature, 
the column coefficients or input coefficients, are con
sidered as technical coefficients and each such coefficient 
defines the quantities of specific goods and services 
required to produce a given unit of output and the whole 
matrix of such coefficients comprising different producing 
sectors is termed as technology matrix of the economy. 
Evidently, these technical coefficients should change when 
the technology of production changes. The stability of 
these coefficients is a much researched topic in input-out
put literature. But the row coefficients are only the 
distributive coefficients that define the proportion of 
output of a given sector going to different industries 
and the final demand categories. As such, there is no 
apparent technical reason f~r their stability. However, 
column coefficients are affected by changes in price struc
ture while row coefficients are invariant to them. In our 
analysis we use both types of coefficients and try to 
identify and interpret the changes in them. In Appendix 
Tables B3. 3.1 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), we present the 
set of five column coefficient matrices and in Tables 
B3.3.2 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) the set of five row co
efficient matrices based on the set of five input-output 
transaction matrices given in Tables A2.4.3 (a) to A2.4.3 
(e). This forms the data for our analysis. 

We seek to.examine the change in each individual co
efficient by calculating the coefficient of variation 
following the method of Tilanus noted earlier. Let aij(t) 
be the (ij)th element in the coefficient matrix forthe 
tth period for all i,j = 1,2, .... 18. Lett be represented 
in ordinal numbers as: 

1 1951-52 
2 1953-54 
3 1959 
4 1960-'61 
5 1963 

The mean and variance of the observations in each cell 
of the matrices will be 

5 
a .. = 1/5 t a .. (t) and 

lJ t=l lJ 

5 2 
1/5 t (a .. (t) - a

1
. J·) 

t=l l.J 
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Dividing the standard deviation, ~ = Sij by the mean, 
a. 0 we derive the classical coefficient of variation. 

1J 

v. 0 = s .. ,ra. 0 

1J 1J 1J 

We have calculated the coefficient of variation for all 
values of i, j = 1,2, ...• ,18. The average coefficient 
matrix i.e. matrix wit"h {ij)th cell as aij, has 270 non- · 
zero cells and hence we have only 270 values of Vij's. The 
computations are carried out for both column and row co
etficients and the estimated coefficients of variance viz. 
v .. and vR. are given in two matrices of 18 x 18 in tables 

1J 1J 
3.3.3 (a) and 3.3.3 (b) 

It is difficult to discuss the temporal change or 
variation as measured by us for each individual coefficient. 
To get an idea about the nature of the variation we have 
cross classified the estimates in different size groups of 
average value of coefficient by different size groups of co
efficient of variation in a two way classification as given 
in Table No. 3.3.4 and Table No. 3.3.5. 

It is observed that 81% column coefficients with size 
group less than 0.05 exhibit a coefficient of variation 
more than 100%. Exactly opposite picture is presented by 
coefficient with size group more than 0.05 and we find that 
72% coefficients have less than 100% coefficient of varia
tion. Thus it is seen that there exists a negative correla
tion between the size group of the coefficient and its 
temporal change as measured by the coefficient of variation 
i.e. the larger the size of the coefficient the smaller is 
its coefficient of variation over time. One of the reasons 
why the smaller coefficients have more variat~on is that 
the relative size of the absolute change gets magnified in 
those coefficients. Also for very small coefficients, say 
less than 0.00001 there is a chance of rounding error. 

Similar is the picture presented by row-coefficient 
as shown in Table No. 3.3.5. 

It is observed that 79% row coefficient with size 
group less than 0.05 show a coefficient of variation more 
than 100% and 721 of row coefficients with size group more 
than 0.05 show a coefficient of variation less than 1001. 
Thus in the case of row coefficients also there exists a 
negative correlation between the size of the coefficient 
and its temporal change. In general, therefore, the orders 
of magnitude of row and column coefficient variations are 
found to be similar. 

3.3.2 Changes in Sector Level Input and Interindustry 
Demand coefficients 

We will no: consider the changes in the sector level 
input coefficients (column) and interindustry demand co-



Table 3.3.3(a) : MATRIX OF COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF COLUHN COEFFICIENTS (Vclj) 

2 ] 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l4 15 16 17 18 

I. 31. 3~ 158.81 122 .~2 20.6~ ~0.28 38.79 12.75 ~9.10 51.78 122 .~3 10~.9~ 63.77 ~6.80 121.~2 121.~9 8~.36 99.95 
2. 58.60 ~7.80 22.90 21.~~ 83.02 75.69 53.35 38.H ~5.8~ 35.79 ~3.77 100. 11 22.65 17.71 122.58 75.8~ 

"' 3. 125.33 89. ~~ 80.02 7~.2~ 100.20 39.~2 10~.00 ~3.93 89.75 55.09 28.93 39:20 10~.86 100.03 11~.97 123.15 122.83 63.0~ .... 
"' ~. 15.25 131.02 ~0. 51 8~.13 58.8~ ~9.25 38.93 80.11 12~.~3 1~5.60 87.20 c 
n 5. 67.3~ 200.36 82.32 ~9.51 87.98 ~9.17 101. so 95.70 89.18 108.88 202.33 2~.~5 87.90 101.26 111.01 .... 
c 6. 123.97 80.2~ 32.00 28.01 ~8.~1 68.96 ~8.04 102.40 104. 17 127.06 74.23 101.80 101.72 95.25 163.42 ~ 7. 200.75 112.28 70.75 41.27 116.12 173.17 49.50 126.62 172.63 92.12 87.06 ,... 

8, 110.69 57.11 56.0~ 118.75 73.88 129.86 107.47 53.59 177.29 172.39 199.61 ~3.58 ~5.89 137 .~2 52.87 106.00 130.70 n 
:t: 9. 55.76 80.2~ 197.02 70.~8 37.88 19.88 ~1. 11 71.38 26.57 68.74 70.50 so .41 62.42 73.03 103.61 96.81 90.93 86.65 ,. 
z 10. 94.68 122.52 122.69 55.17 89.33 200.00 "' ,., 

11. 158.73 123.39 81.97 85.96 117.50 61.91 78.82 197.29 116.16 19.87 118.47 29.20 40.45 200.00 93.69 200.28 180. 11 "' 12. 99.72 189.19 127.29 151.63 66.61 67.60 58.50 22.75 40.87 126.75 106.46 173.75 z 13. 109.~1 26.84 22.18 52.10 135.10 113.67 125.96 134.34 111.10 200.38 169.59 170.85 62.67 70.76 122.52 75.55 57.34 61.37 .... I~. - :t: 
15. 61.22 36.77 115.~9 57.51 38.18 ~1.91 4~.86 92.37 53.25 ~2.52 55.46 66.23 ~2 .11 80.96 58.76 123.23 116.70 

,., 
,., 16. 81.27 133.99 172.73 70.78 73.18 69.~3 79.18 101. ~4 80.21 55.16 75.30 91.80 80.82 103.58 121.97 73.27 122.89 64.32 n 
0 17. 56.96 138.00 198.05 73.36 79.96 30. 13 8~.61 153.11 82.33 69.28 73.1~ 173.52 85.98 100.08 89.11 83.86 144.99 109.16 z 
0 tO. 38.0~ 129.55 172.32 122.12 137.59 88.30 20.69 56.65 105.89 94.52 119. 81 163.84 118.40 100.64 141.26 189.27 193.92 129.39 :z 
< 

Total 28.83 12.53 ~~.8~ 15.21 6. 79 18.92 11.60 30.37 23.61 20.22 20.10 8.65 12.01 8.33 14.17 12.01 11.66 l> 
17.79 "' (Vc ) ,. 

J ~ 
:t: 

R 14 - Based on 4 observations. 0 ,... ,., 
1. Agriculture 7. Leather and Rubber 13. Heta11ic Products and Machinery 
2. Coke and Coa 1 8. Non-metallic Minerals 1~. Construction 
3. Other Hining 9. Chemicals and petroleum 15. Electricity 
~. Food, DrInks and Beverages 10. Cement 16. Railway Transport 
5. Text lies 11. I ron and Stee 1 17. Other Transport 6. Paper and Printing 12. Non-ferrous Mtals 18. Other Industries 

... ..... 
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Table 3.3.3(b) : MATRIX OF COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF ROW COEFFICIENTS R 
(V ij) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

I. 31.37 171.35 92.59 23.66 41.56 45.33 47.50 80.16 63.90 126.58 66.96 163.42 123.08 83.40 58.88 
2. 151.40 58.73 24.37 17.19 33.81 61.37 90.84 56.63 42.21 51.94 ' 40.96 61.67 122.60 9.96 42.25 122.81 94.12 "' 3. 122.53 84.09 79.93 89.92 80.61 41.34 78.34 29.28 129.52 87.89 63.45 48.35 58.20 125.00 95.67 123.43 123.70 106.60 ... 

"" 4. 18.46 40.60 88.92 77.71 94.93 58.00 128.00 148.73 118.89 c: .., 
5. -s1.00 197.37 85.37 49.50 84.13 68.86 80.30 103.32 86.59 119.51 53.67 92.07 111.02 69.32 ... 

c: 
6. 89.32 125.85 52.37 21.81 28.88 59.76 68.22 47.07 105.69 101.39 144.17 90.55 123.29 118.65 116.09 99.86 ~ 
7. 129.00 201.34 98.39 79.15 41.27 108.84 170.14 51.37 124.52 182.25 42.21 103.96 r 
8. 115. 11 84.50 52.40 96.36 95.08 135.62 107.47 67.26 181.69 172.25 204.17 82.13 44.12* 79.31 99.13 129.69 .., 

"' 9. 43.62 71.26 190.23 46.50 39.62 24.07 42.1] 75.23 26.56 67.35 64.53 61.92 94.69 100.08 91.24 88.35 80.68 104.16 )> 
:z: 

10. 204.52 35.57 103.21 122.47 122.49 11.92* 109.29 199.98 "' '" 11. 133.42 82.75 94.83 84.77 116.97 61.61 77.6u 197.47 114.65 19.89 111.67 17.30 64.06* 200.07 117.68 200.00 195.24 "' 12. 138.65 186.50 61.80 148.23 85.10 85.07 57.15 22.75 41.56 123.46 122.98 94.66 177.68 :z: 
13. 115.75 23.61 63.63 36.19 135.89 183.40 106.15 139.23 111.29 166.42 110.94 62.67 102.92 125.85 109.48 75.96 91.50 
14. :z: 
15. 47.90 20.70 69.07 26.25 27.79 43.43 58.20 78.94 66.64 31.47 41.38 79.10 54.54 80.84 37.12 122.76 155.51 ~ 

16. ~ 70.55 102.70 114.00 29.65 21.75 14.93 30.54 88.99 92.53 100;40 106.67 36.77 67.87 108.78 147.00 47.89 106.56 55.85 ~ 
17 .• 27.70 100.74 168.84 43.30 50.44 54.03 84.48 101. 6o 41.96 20.47 39-92 119.94 85.60 100.38 121.36 60.96 121.63 56.56 '" .., 
18. ~ 105.83 ·103.33 100.62 16.99 140.44 49.28 64.59 55.50 132.31 85.26 166.37 57.72 158.10 100.09 173.21 126.99 100.78 52.87 0 z 

0 

Total 13.87 10.57 27.86 31.09 43.44 14.02 30.00 35.58 16.76 48.77 37.12 32.37 58.80 22.60 42.33 34.63 "' 30.60 -c 

ly. RJ 
J 

1. Agri eul ture 7. Leather and Rubber 13. Hetalllc Products and Machinery 
2. Coke and Coa I 8. Non-metallic Minerals 14. Construction 
3- Other Hining 9. Chemicals and Petroleum 15. E lectrl cl ty 
4. Food Drinks and Beverages 10. Cement 16. Railway Transport* 
5. Textiles 11. Iron and Steel 17. Other Transport* 
6. Paper and Printing 12. Non-ferrous Metals 18. Other Industries* 
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Table 3.3.4 

Size group of 
average value 
of column co-
efficient (aijJ 

Less than 0.02 

0.02 - 0.05 

0.05 - 0.10 

0.10 - 0.25 

0.25 - 0.50 

More than 0. 50 

Total 

Table 3. 3. 5 

Size group of 
average value 
01~ row co-
efficient (a .. } 

~] 

Less than 0.02 

0.02 - 0.05 

0.05 - 0.10 

o. 10 - o. 25 

0.25 - 0.50 

More than 0.50 

Total 

TWO-WAY FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF COLUMN CO
EFF I.C I ENTS ACCORDING TO SIZE GROUP OF AVERAGE 
VALUE OF THE COEFFICIENT (a .. ) AND COEFFICIENT 
OF VARI All ON (V~J) . IJ 

Size group of coefficient of variation Total 
c 

(Vij) 

0-20% 20-50% 50 to 100% More than 
100% 

9 20 71 91 191 

10 19 15 45 

7 8 16 

2 10 4 17 

I 

13 48 102 107 270 

TWO-WAY FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ROW COEFFICIENTS 
ACCORDING TO SIZE GROUP OF AVERAGE VALUE OF THE 
COEFFICIENT (alj) AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION (V~j) 

Size group of coefficient of variation Total 

(vi/ 
0-20% 20-50% 50-100% More than Total 

100% 

10 18 70 82 180 

2 15 20 II 48 

4 5 4 14 
2 12 3 4 21 

2 5 
2 

17 51 99 103 270 
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efficients (row) as we .are interested in knowing the 
changes that have taken place in the total input consump
tion by a sector as well as in the share.of its demand by 
industries. 

Let a: and s~ and a~ and S~ be the me;~ and standard 
. J J l. l. . 

deviation of column coefficient totals and row coefficient 
totals respectively. Then Vj and V\ ·are the respective 
coefficient of variation for total coefficients of column 
and row. ·These coefficients of variation are presented in 
Table No. 3.3.6 as abstracted from Table Nos .. 3.3.3(a) 
and 3.3.3(b). 

Table 3.3.6 :SECTOR LEVEL COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION FOR TOTAL COLUMN 
AND ROW COEFFICIENTS 

No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Name of the Sector 

Agriculture 

Coke and Coa I 

Other Mining 

Food, Drinks and Beverages 

Textiles (All) 

Paper and Printing 

leather and Rubber 

Non-metallic Minerals 

Chemicals and Petroleum 

Cement 

I ron and Stee I 

Non-ferrous Metals 

Coefficient of Coefficient of 
variation for variation for 
total column total row 
coefficient coefficient 

28.83 
12.53 
44.84 
15.21 
6.79 

18.92 
11 .60 

30.37 
23.61 
20.22 
20.10 

Metallic Products and Machinery 

Construction 

8.65 
12.01 

8.33 
14. 17 

17.79 
12.01 
11.66 

13.87 
10.57 
27.86 
31.09 
43.44 
14.02 
30.00 
35.58 
16.76 
48.77 

13.72 
32.37 
58.80 

Electricity 

Ra i I way Transport 

Other Transport 

Other Industries 

22.60 
42.33 
34.63 
30.60 
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Looking back to Tables 3.3.3(a) and 3.3.3(b) and com
paring the magnitude of coefficient of variation of the 
total coefficient of the sector with that of the individual 
cell we find that for column as well as for row, the co
efficients of variation for the sector level coefficients 
as noted in Table No. 3.3.~ are lower than those for the 
individual coefficients. This ·smaller magnitude of the 
coefficients of variation seems to show that there is no 
pronounced change of large magnitude in the sector level 
aggregate input consumption and interindustry demand 
generation over the years. 

Comparing the magnitudes of the aggregate column 
and row coefficients of variation between themselves, sector 
by sector, the sectors can be bisected into two groups one 
showing the sectors whose row coefficient of variation is 
smaller than the column coefficient of variation (i.e. 
vRi < vC ·) and the second showing the sectors whose column 
coefficient of variation is less than the row coefficient 
of variation (i.e. VjC<yiR). Considering the nature of 
the sectors falling ~n each of these groups it can be 
broadly inferred that the intermediate product manufactur
ing sectors show less variation rowwise than columnwise 
and the final product manufacturing sectors show less colu
mnwise variation than rowwise. 

The above results of the sector level analysis need a 
bit more deeper probing which will be attempted in Chapter 
IV. 

3. 3. 3 Estimates of Technological Change 

So far we have ~onside~ed individual cellwise and 
sectorwise change in the input-output coefficients over 
the period 1951-52 to 1963 as indicated by the coefficient 
of variation. But the coefficient of variation does not 
give us an average measure of the technological change. 
For this purpose we use the following measure defined by 
Maria Augustinovics (1970, p. 261). 

b,c 
a 

n,m 
1 n 

l: 
n,m i=l 

m 
l: 

j=l 
Ia~~) - a~~) I 

~] ~] 

. \ (a~~)+ a~9) 
~] ~] 

where ab,c is a measure of the change (difference) in A 
rna trix of size n x m be tween periods b and c. In this 
measure as noted earlier, the changes in the form of abso
lute differences in individual coefficients between two 
perio?s.of time are compared to the average of the said 
coeff1c1ents and the unweighted arithmetic mean of these 
relative changes is computed. If there is no technological 
change at all, a will give the value zero and if the two 
technologies are entirely different, the maximum value a 
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takes will be 2. This means that the lower values of a 
show little change in the· technologies of the two time 
periods and conversely. 

A limitation of this measure is that-it can be used 
to compare only two matrices at a time ... Therefore for our 
5 input-output tables we have SCz possible pairs of 
comparison. Since (i,J) and (J,i) give the same value of 
a, this reduces the number of possible pairs for comparison 
to 10. We have arranged the possible pairs of temporal 
comparisons such that a listing of them in terms of time 
gap, in years, in the values of a builds up a time sequ
ence for gap years from 1 to 12. Unfortunately we have no 
estimate of a for·the gap years 5 and 11. The a series in 
terms of gap years helps us to find out the overall change 
in technology over the years. We have built up the a series 
for the column coefficients and have presented them in 
Table 3.3.7(a). A similar series based on the row co
efficients, termed as to series, is given in Table No. 
3.3.7(b). 

Table No. 3.3.7(a) TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE SERIES, a (COLUMN CO-
EFFICIENT MATRICES) 

Comparing years Time gap years Technological change 

1 1959-60 1 0.6676 
2 1951-53 2 0.3152 
3 1960-63 3 0. 7359 
4 1959-63 4 0.8096 

5 195 3-59 6 0.9263 
6 195 3-60 7 0.9975 
7 1951-59 8 0.7472 
8 1951-60 9 1 .0187 

9 1953-63 10 1. 0079 
10 1951-63 12 1. 0424 

Table 3. 3. 7(b) TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE SERIES 1951-63, a (Row co-
EFFICIENT MATRICES) 

Comparing years Time gap years Technological change 

1 1959-60 1 0.6650 
2 1951-53 2 0.2799 
3 1960-63 3 0.7319 
4 1959-63 4 0.8488 
5 1953-59 6 0.9481 
6 1953-60 7 0.9742 
7 1951-59 8 0.9717 
8 1951-60 9 1. 006 2 
9 1953-63 10 0.9928 

10 1951-63 12 1.0037 
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As time gap between two input-output tables increases, 
a, the measure of technological change (in input coeffici
ents) increases, except in two cases. These may be 
treated as aberrations, especially in view of the innumer
able adjustments we had to make them to fit into ~ uniform 
pattern. Alternatively, one may be tempted to infer that 
the change between 1959 and 1960 involving a gap of 1 
year is 0.6676 as against the change of only 0.3152 between 
1951 and 1953 involving a gap ~f 2 years, is due to the 
fact that technology is changing more rapidly with the 
passage of time. But many more observations are required 
to make this type of inference with any confidence. The 
magnitude of a by itself indicates little. But the trend 
in the values of a helps us to infer that technology is 
changing with time. 

The magnitude and trend of the values in a series is 
almost the sa~e or similar to that of a over different gap 
years, indicating changing share of sectors in interindustry 
demand. 

3. 3. 4 The Direction of Structural Change due to Changes in 
Technical Coefficients 

In our exploration so far in the analysis of struc
tural change in the Indian economy from 1951 to 1963, 
particularly technological change due to changes in 
technical coefficients we have used different measures 
which ensure change but do not indicate the direction in 
which the change takes place. Below we have attempted to 
get some idea about it following the well known method 
used by Leontief, noted earlier. 

We have fitted a frequency distribution to the rela
tive change index of input coefficients defined as 

(b) 
(aij 

(c) 
aij ) 

where b and c refer to two time periods and aij are the 
respective input coefficients (column coefficients). On 
account of th~ absence of modulus in the numerator in the 
definition of the index it can be either positive or 
negat~ve and the boTders of it will also change from -2 
to 2 :n~tead of 0 to 2. By counting the number of input 
coeff1c1ents whose relative change_indices fall within 
e~ch prescribed range, the frequency distribution of rela
tlve change indices can be determined. 

But i~ is important to note that given the total 
number of 1nput coefficients, the industrial/sectoral 
classification used affects the frequency distribution 
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thus determined as it does not take into account the 
relative sizes of different sectors. In order to nullify 
the effects of sector classification on the frequency 
distribution, Leontief takes 

as weight of relative change in an input coefficient a .. , 
where Xij are the transaction values in periods (b) and lJ 
(c) of sector j from sector i 'in constant prices. We have 
also used the same weighting scheme. 

We have fitted two such distributions; one to 
compare the years 1951-52 and 1953-54 and the other to 
compare the years 1951-52 and 1963. The means and stand
ard deviations of the two distrib~tions are calculated 
by formulating 40 uniform class intervals of size 0.10 
and the above weights as frequencies in each class inter
val. The .relative change indices are presented in Table 
Nos. 3.3.8(a) and 3.3.8(b) for the two comparisons. 
Since the size of the frequencies is very large we have 
taken the average frequencies in each cell for plotting 
the distributions on the graph. 

The means and the standard deviations, as obtained 
from the above frequency distributions and presented be
low, reflect the change in technology during the decade 
1953-1963. . 

Mean 
Std. Deviation 

1951-53 
Distribution 

.-0.0319 
0.1709 

1951-63 
Distribution 

-0.0605 
0.7383 

Since both the distributions are nearly normal we 
can take their respective means as statistical measures 
of the magnitude of over-all change. It is seen that 
from 1951 to 1953 the input coefficients of all commodity 
for all industries.were on the average increased by about 
3%. But during the period 1951 to 1963 the average in
crease was of the order to 6%. This gives an idea of 
the rate of technical change during ·the period in the 
economy. While in a developed economy the inputs in the 
latter period are expected to be less than the former 
indicating increased productivity in the economy, in a 
developing economy, on the other hand, one expects a 
greater input usage indicating more and more round-about 
and refined processing. The above result~ thus corrobo
rate our earlier finding in Section 3.2.1 and more so 
with respect to the mining and manufacturing branch of 
the economy as noted from Table 3.3.9. 
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GRAPH NO. : 3. 3.1 

Frequency Distribution of Mean 
Transaction values (weights) according 
to Relative changes In Technical. 
Coefficients during 1951-53 & 1951-63. 
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Table 3. 3. S(a) RELATIVE CHANGE INDICES* OF INPUT COEFFII{IENTS 0;_.:1953-54 OVER 1951-52 
' · .. ..._ ,... . 

1 2 3 4 s 6 i· · " ).;. ~ -'!!' ,-::'' ~io 11 12 13 14 1s 16 17 18 
. .... . ,i;t ' • 

1. -o.oo66 -o.oo49 -o.4591 -0.0112 -o.o121 -o.1o3s -o.o1o9 ·:-o:.-499z-:::D~-~:o7 -o.oo85 -o.6212 +0.0553 -o.8o84 -0.3099 -o.o481 -o.3865 -o.6524 
2. +0.4o84 +0. 1891 +0.0116 -0.0135 +0.0905 +0.4563 +0.0099 -0.6897 +0.0860 -\.5101 +0.1799 -0.2839 -0.0928 -0.0031 -0.2590 -0.0965 -0.0821 
3. +0.3582 -0.0757 -0.2613 -0.1386 -0.1171 -0.1984 +0.2464 +0.0913 -0.8149 -0.2806 -0.6325 +0,0300 -0.4914 -0.0329 +0.1761 -0.1558 +0.1017 -0.0209 
4. +0.1688 +0.5387 +0.2006 -0.2021 +0.4522 +0.4691 -2.0000 -0.2274 -0.0180 +0.2621 -0.9940 -0.1793 
5. +0.!11504 -0.2759 -0.0089 +0.0438 +0.2295 t2.2966 . -0.0826 -0.5262 -0.4695 +0.1776 
6. +0.5316 +0.2657 -0.0199 -0.1978 -0.0017 -0.1199 -0.0961 -0.6464 -0.0961 -0.4527 -0.2875 -0.2833 +0.0458 -1.5267 -0.3203 
7. +0.3932 +2.0000 -0.3234 -0.0532 -0.6568 -0.6995 -0.4057 -0.4807 -0.4248 -0.4097 
8. -0.0038 -0.3974 +0.1025 -0.0420 +0.1834 +0.6895 -0.1490 -0.6229 -2.0000 -0.4984 -0.3379 -0.3482 -0.8550 +0.0855 -0.3120 
9. +0.2752 +0.3531 -0.5935 +0.1278 +0.1965 +0.2459 +0.2612 +0. 1345 -0.4236 +0.1910 -0.2083 +0.4527 -0.1646 -0.1042 -0.0224 -0.2001 -0.1450 

10. +2.0000 +0.0756 +0.0004 -0.2502 -0.1449 -0.5828 
11. +0.9114 +0.1289 +0.1783 +0.5248 +0.4633 +0.7361 +0.4295 -2.0000 +0.3833 +0.0002 +0.6584 +0.0648 +0.0822 +2.0000 -0.3805 -2.0000 -2.0000 
12. -0.5243 -1.5659 -0.1018 +2.0000 -0.2877 -0.8367 -0.6584 +0.0003 -0.6534 +0.0741 -0.4087 -0.3848 -0.2011 
13. +0.4864 +0.5001 +0.0647 +0.8113 +2.0000 +0.3094 -0.3830 -0.3002 +2.0000 +0.0722 +0.0307 -0.0171 +0.0121 +0.0857 -0.0268 
14. 
15. +0.1946 +0.1862 +0.0751 -0.1770 +0.1981 +0.1564 +0.0978 -0.3374 -0.5073 +0.0538 -0.3083 +0.3242 -0.1924 - -0.2671 +0.1617 -0.1719 -0.0053 
16. -0.3113 +1.4072 +0.4762 +0.0656 +O. 1574 +0.166o +0.2168 +D.4oo1 -0.5954 +O.oo68 +o.1665 +0.6565 -o.o853 -0.3995 +0.0923 -o. 164o -o.1854 -o.o215 
17. +0.4776 -o.0424 -2.0000 +0.1894 +0.2092 +0.1673 +0.2539 +0.5707 -0.5166 -0.3514 +0.3771 -1.2318 -0.0163 +0.1433 +0.6308 -0.2082 -0.0430 +0.0830 
18. +0.1231 +0.2960 -0.3784 -0.1708 -0.0681 +0.2532 -0.0558 +0.0938 -0.6956 +0.1909 +0.6791 -2.0000 -0.3218 +0.1601 -2.0000 -0.2558 -0.2980 

* 
a .. (1) -a .. (L) 

c .. IJ IJ 
IJ 

1. A'3r i c.u 1 ture 7. leather and Rubber 13. Metal Products and Machinery 
2. Coi<e an d Coa I 8. Non·metallic Minerals 14. Construction 
3. Other Hining 9. Chemicals and Petroleum 15. Electricity 
4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 10. Cement 16. Railway Transport 
s. le.-;ti Jes 11. Iron and Steel 17 0 Other Transport 
6. Paper and Printing 12 0 Hen-ferrous Metals 18. Other Industries 

"' ... ,. 
c: 
~ 
c: 
i! 
r 
.... 
::c 
?:; 
"' "' "' 
z 

z 
"' 



T"blc 3.3.8(b) RELATIVE CHANGE INDICES* OF INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF 1963 OVER 1951·52 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

2 3 • 4 s 6 7 8 9 lO ll l2 l3 l4 lS l6 l7 lB 

+0.2345 -1.6327 -1.3460 -0.0068 +0.3099 -0.5193 +0.0887 -1.2611 -0.3390 +2.0000 -1.1410 +1.2870 +0.4716 +2.0000 +2.0000 +2.0000 +0.4665 
+2.0000 +2.0000 -0.8245 -0.0923 +0.0545 +1.4290 -1.2907 -1.0669 -0.8017 -1.5581 +1.1226 -0.8532 +2.0000 +0.4440 +0.2198 +2.0000 -0.4997 
+2.0000 +2.0000 +1.6304 +1.4692 +1.6811 +0.9568 +0.8150 +0.8330 -1.2345 -0.8662 -0.9315 +1.3391 +1.8252 '+2.0000 +2.0000 +2.0000 +2.0000 -0.3764 
+0.1490 +2.0000 -0.5435 -0.9962 -0.2055 -0.5776 -2.0000 -0.6804 +1.3536 +2.0000 +2.0000 -0.5364 
-0.5906 -1.9778 -0.2714 -1.1237 -0.5024 -1.6806 -2.0000 -2.0000 -2.0000 -2.0000 +0.5950 -1.2695 +2.0000 -0.4294 
+2.0000 +2.0000 -1.1617 -0.6421 -0.6531 +0.0495 +1.0208 -1.3480 +1.8847 +1.7969 -2.0000 -0.8331 +2.0000 +1.3989 -1.6503 -0.5121 
+2.0000 +2.0000 -2.0000 +0.9595 -0.8590 +2.0000 -2.0000 -0.8920 +2.0000 -0.7519 -1.6840 +1.2558 
+2.0000 +2.0000 -0.6555 -0.9300 -1.4647 -0.9684 -1.8272 -1.0729 -1.8171 -2.0000 -0.9862 -1.0851 +2.0000 -0.2478 +2.0000 -2.0000 
-0.8229 -0.9277 -1.9825 -1.4910 -0.8245 +0.2123 -0.2052 -0.3805 -0.1608 -1.4471 -0.6299 -0.6476 -0.0863 +2.0000 -2.0000 -0.0411 -1.8193 +1.3766 
+2.0000 -2.0000 -1.9344 +2.0000 +2.0000 -0.9149 -0.0423 -2.0000 
+2.0000 -1.1686 +0.1473 +0.2231 +1.6756 +0.1643 +0.7037 -2.0000 +1.6679 +0.0663 +1.7890 +0.1931 -0.0679 +2.0000 +0.5253 -2.0000 

-0.1080 -1.9790 +0.1955 +1.1483 -0.7197 +0.2635 +0.9295 -0.4443 -0.4621 +2.0000 +2.0000'-1.7459 -1.9340 
+1.4110 -0.2853 -0.5184 -0.6898 -1.9582 -2.0000 -1.8655 -1.9786 -1.3766 -2.0000 +0.3869 -0.7611 +2.0000 +2.0000 +0.4900 -0.3947 +0.3964 
-2.0000 
-0.8997 -0.8174 ·-1.6014 ·1.3924 -0.0235 -0.2576 -0.9506 -0.9767 -1.1979 -0.6427 -0.8462 -1.5096 -0.5600 -1.1994 -1.2550 +2.0000 -1.8282 
-0.8188 +1.8911 -0.1973 •1.3395 +1.4313 +1.2931 +1.5496 -0.2371 -0.8630 -0.4611 -0.7266 +1.8614 +1.9164 +1.9831 -1.7885 -0.7533 +1.9813 +1.0140 
+0.5966 +1.7228 -2.0000 +1.5321 +1.8549 +1.8469 +1.9406 +1.2198 +1.6454 +1.0595 +0.7329 +1.6475.+1.9531 +1.9846 -0.0228 +1.3376 +1.7740 +1.9454 
+1.1957 +2.oooo +2.oooo -1.1657 -1.7748 -0.4959 -o.o972 +0.5726 -1.7392 -1.0676 -1.9205 -2.oooo -1.8284 +2.oooo ~2.oooo -2.oooo +2.oooo +0.4932 

(I) (2) 
"11 - •u 
(a (1) +a (2))/2 

lj I j 

1. Agriculture 7. Leather and Rubber 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 

13. Metal Products & Machinery 
14. Construction 2. Coke and Coal 

3. Other Mining 
~. Food, Drinks and Beverages 
5. Textiles 
6. Paper and Printing 

9. Chemicals and Petroleum 
10. Cement 
11 • I ron and S tee 1 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 

15. Electrlcl ty 
16. Railway Transport 
17. Other Transport 
18. Other Industries 

z ... 
"' ... ... 
n 
0 z 
0 

~ 
1); 

> 
~ 
0 ,... ... 

"' .... 
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Table 3.3.9 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN TRANSACTION IIALUES .(WEIGHTS) 
ACCORDING TO RELATIVE CHANGES IN TECHNI.CAL INPUT COEFFICI-
ENTS DURING 1951-53 AND 1951-63 , 

Relative Changes Weights 1/2 (x~j + x~j) of Changes in all Coefficients of 
in Technical 
Coefficients 

-2..10 to -2..00 
-2..00 to -1.90 
-1.90 to -1.80 
-1.80 to -1.70 
-1.70 to -1.60 
-1.60 to -1.50 
-1.50 to -1.40 
-1. 40 to -1. 30 
-1.30 to -1.2.0 
-1.2.0to-1.10 
-1 • 10 to -1 • 00 
-1.00 to -0.90 
-0.90 to -0.80 
-0.80 to -0.70 
-0.70 to -0.60 
-0.60 to -0.50 
-0.50 to -0.40 
-0.40 to -0.30 
-0.30 to -0.2.0 
-0.2.0 to -0.10 
-0. 10 to o . 00 
0.00 to +0. 10 

+0 . 1 0 to +0. 2.0 
+0.2.0 to +0.30 
+0.30 to +0.40 
+0.40 to +0.50 
+0.50 to +0.6'0 
+0.60 to +0.70 
+0.70 to +0.80 
+0.80 to +0.90 
+0.90 to +1.00 
+1.00 to +1.10 
+1. 10 to +1.2.0 
+1.2.0 to +1.30 
+1.30 to +1.40 
+1.40 to +1.50 
+1.50 to +1.60 
+1.60 to +1.70 
+1.70 to +1.80 
+1.80 to +1.90 
+ 1.90 to +2.. 00 

Mean 
Standard 
DevIatIon 

All Sectors 

1951 ; 1953 

66.99 

42..50 

11.50 
369.50 

95.50 
92.0.50 

4933.00 
842..01 • 

5439.01 
11747.80 
5607.51 

1702.6.88 
272.778.01 

2.4841.47 
2.0685.89 
12.446.00 

846.96 
3649.54 
741.41 

'2.50.50 
32.01 

"540.98 
12.8.03 

31.00 

87.94 

-0.0319 
o. 1709 

1951 ; 1963 

3036.42. 
6287.94 
9508.37 
4833.01 
3582..00 
1214.00 
12.30.96 
1389.47 
6466.49 
5197.99 
8710.50 
72.78.01 

-16336.80 
4649.01 
72.79.50 

18965.50 
7146.00 
5460.00 

33870.41 
5056.96 

65715.49 
6760.49 

15076.97 
1732.12..07 

14750.00 
10471.51 

1962..41 

32.5.00 
1042..49 

362..50 
545 .00· 

2.011.46 
363.49 

62.12..49 
2.751. 40 
62.8.46 
608.99 
121.51 
708.97 

15451.14 

-0.0605 
0.738:~ 

-· 
Mining and Manufacturing 

Sectors 

1951 ' 1953 

~8.00 

5.00 

11.50 
369.50 

92.0.50 

4933.00 
748.01 

4513.00 
632.00 

3347.52 
971G.91 

94805.58 
10979.49 
7156.06 

10944.49 
198.50 
510.00 
367.49 
250.50 
31.00 

540.98 
28.00 

31.00 

86.99 

-0. 06)4 
0.216( 

1951 ; 1963 

2984.00 
6287.94 
7811.38 
4719.51 
644.50 

1214.00 
1230.96 
1389.47 
62.29.99 
5197.99 
577.50 

2931 .52 
12118.47 
4392.01 
72.79.50 

18171.99 
7146.00 
2.006.50 

33646.41 
5056.96 

61908.49 
6760.49 
8512.51 

787.52 
14750.00 
8892.01 
1610.41 

325.00 
1042.49 
362.50 
545.00 

15.50 
363.49 

6057.99 
94).47 
628.46 
608.99 
35.00 

70&.97 
1639.49 

·0.2856 
0. 7444 
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It is noticed that the mean values of change are in 
the same direction and the value of the same for the period 
1951-63 is higher than for the period 1951-53 indicating 
higher input consumption.. The standard deviation also 
shows an increase indicating non-uniform increases in inter
industry input consumption during 1953-63. Alter~atively 
this means that the growth of the sectors is not uniform. 

3.3.5 A Sununary of the Results 

'• 
The preceding analysis has shown that the various 

measures used have uniformly indicated that the technology 
of the Indian economy is changing during the period 1951-
63. But the Leontief measure of fitting a frequency 
distribution to the relative change index of input co
efficients has not only confirmed the fact but also has 
provided the direction of the change which clearly shows 
that interindustry consumption of input has increased dur
ing the decade 1953-63. This is in line with the result 
obtained earlier on the basis of Chenery-Watanabe catego
rization of U-W statistics which showed that some of 
sectors in the economy have undergone change by shifting 
from the intermediate primary products category to the 
intermediate manufacturing category, thus involving 
increased intermediate consumption . 

. In addition, the standard deviations of the frequency 
distributions have indicated that the nature of the above 
development is not uniform. In this respect also the 
Chenery-Watanabe u-w categorization has indicate~ that the 
basic industrial sectors, viz. Non-metallic Minerals (8), 
Chemicals and Petroleum (9), Iron and Steel (11), Metallic 
Produets and Machinery (13) have developed much more than 
the others. 

The above statistical evidence shows that during the 
period 1951-63 the Indian economy changed its technology in 
the direction of more industriruization and laid the founda
tion of a sophisticated industrial base for further develop
ment. 

3. 4 Impact of Changing Technology on Production Levels 

So far we were considering changes in input coeffici
ents, either at the individual cell level or at the sector 
level and attempted to find out and estimate technological 
change in the economy, by interpreting coefficient change 
as technological change and change in the entire technical 
coefficient matrix of the input-output table as structural 
change. We shall now consider the repercussions of the 
overall effects of the changes, not at the indi vidua 1 or 
sector level coefficients only but in all the coefficients 
on the gross production levels, by interpreting increases 
or decre~se~ in input_requirements represented by the 
changes 1n 1nput and 1nverse coefficients as technological 
change. It may be noted that each element in the inverse 
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matrix depends on all of the input coefficients (i.e. direct 
coefficients). 

As already noted, structural change in the economy is 
caused by a combination of changes in the-final demand and 
changes in technology as represented by ~he technical co
efficient matrix. Methodologically, therefore, in assess
ing the impact of technological change we will have to 
eliminate, isolate, or control the effect of final demand 
changes by holding them constant or fixed for the two 
periods. Similarly, the impact of final demand changes 
will have to be assessed by holding technology constant or 
fixed. Thus a factoring out of the causes of structural 
change in gross production amounts to a measurement of the 
relative importance of final demand and technology change. 
The details of the methodological procedure used is 
elaborated below in Section 3.4.1 and the results obtained 
for the Indian economy for the period 1951-63 are presented 
in Section 3.4.2. 

3. 4. 1 Details of Methodological Procedure to Factor out Technological 
Change and Final Demand Change in the Changes of Gross Produc
tion 

If Gg and G~ are gross production vectors of the 
economy valued at constant prices in the years b and c 
respectively then the changt in the production levels bet
ween the years viz. (G~ - Gb) is due to change in the 
technical coefficient mat-rices Ab and Ac and change in the 
final demand vectors fb and fc. In assessing the impact 
of technology and final demand cha~ge on the structural 
change in production levels we will have to factor out what 
part of the change is due to change in technology and what 
part is due to change in final demand. 

Assuming that the technology remains unchanged between 
the period b and c and only the final demand changes from 
fb to fc then the estimated production vector for the 
period c with the technology of the period b will be 

Similarly 

Gb = (1- A )" 1 f 
c c b 

represents the estimated production vector for the period 
b with technology of period c. The difference between 
th~ production vectors of the two periods can then be 
wr1tten as, 
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Gc Gb -1 -1 (1 - A ) f - ( 1 - Ab) fb c b c c 

[Cl - A )-1 
c f -c (1 -1 J - Ab) fc 

+ [Cl - Ab)-1 f -c (1 -1 J - Ab) fb 

The first term on the right ha~d side of the equation 
shows the change in the gross production levels due to 
change in the technology from Ab to Ac, with final demand 
fc remaining the same in both the periods. The second 
term shows the change in the gross production levels due 
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to change in final demand from fb to fc with technology Ab 
remaining the same in both the periods. Thus the total 
change in gross production levels is factored out into the 
two components or the 'main effects' which together exhaust 
the total change in the gross production levels. 

In the above delineation we considered the operation 
of technology Ab in the period c. In a similar manner we 
can consider the backward operation of technology Ac in the 
period b. Then the change in gross production levels can 
be wri~ten as 

Gc Gb (1 -A )-1 fc - (1 A )~1 fb c b c b 

(1 A ) -1 
c fc (1 A )-1 

c fb 

+ (1 -A )-1 fb - (1 - Ab)-1 fb c 

( 1 - A )-1 
c fb (1 A )-1 

b fb 

+ (1 - A )-1 f - (1 - A ) -1 fb c c c 

In this equation also the first term represents the con
tribution of technological change and the second term re
presents the contribution of final demand change to the 
total structural change as represented by the difference in 
gross production levels in two time periods b and c. 

The movement from period b to c and the reverse move
ment from c to b do not, in all likelihood, give identical 
results. The disagreement in the above results as noted 
already is on account of the 'interaction effect' Noting 
that "there is no single correct ruethou of measuring the 
relative importance of the two factors - final demand and 
technical coefficients - which explain changes", Vaccara 
and Simon propose that "the best measure of the relative 
Importance of the two factors would be an average of the 
answers that result from the two alternative procedures 
available ... , i.e. assuming fixed technical coefficients 
of the terminal year and the fixed technical coefficients 
of the initial year~ (1968, pp. 25-26.) However, Gary Fromm 
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commenting on the above procedure of averaging, puts an 
additional heavy stress on the index number problem involved 
in it. He argues that the averaging of Paasche and 
Laspeyres indicators gives "a bastard measure" and the 
index number problem "should not be casua~_ly left in a grey 
area of implicit ignorance!'(Vaccara, 1968, pp. 59-65.) 
However, in our subsequent empirical wor.k, like Vaccara and 
Simon, we have adopted the arithmetic cross of the two 
indexes and have also presented the magnitudes of the 
interaction element. 

The above method of factoring is useful only in a two 
period comparison. We have extended it for application 
to our five point data, which is explained below. We have 
five technical coefficients matrices representing technology 
A1, A2, A3, A4, As for the periods 1951-52, 1953-54, 1959, 
1961 and 1963 respectively. With one fixed final demand 
vector we can estimate five gross production levels, and 
with five final demand vectors, one for each period we can 
generate 25 estimates of gross production levels, viz. 

-1 k 
. ( 1 - A) fk Gi 

i 1, 2 ' ... ' 5 
k 1, 2' ... ' 5 

where G~ is the gross domestic product estimated with 
kth yea~'s final demand and the ith years technology, 

the 

presented in SxS matrix form as belmv: 

Changing Final Demand 

Gl 
1 

G2 
. 1 

G3 
1 

G4 
1 

Gs 
1 

Gl 
2 

G2 
2 

G3 
2 

G4 
2 

Gs 
2 

Changing Gl G2 3 G4 Gs 
Technology 3 3 G3 3 3 

Gl 
4 

G2 
4 

G3 
4 

G4 
4 

Gs 
4 

Gl 
5 

G2 
5 

G3 
5 

G4 
5 

cs 
5 

The dia?onal elements of the above matrix give the actual 
product1on levels with the actual technology and final 
demand observed in the respective years. The different 
columns give the expected gross production vectors under 
the assumption of fixed final demand and chnnglnh technology. 
The rows on the other hand, provide the gross production 
vectors under the assumption of fixed technology and 
changing final demand. 

The effects of change in the gross production levels, 
n~mely, chang& due to tec-hnology and that llue to chang<' in 
f1nal demand were factored with the help of non-diagonal 
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~lements. For example, 

(G~ 1 (G~ - G2) (G2 - Gl) and - Gl)= + 1 1 1 
A T F 

(G~ 1 (Gl - Gl) (G2 - Gl) - Gl) = + 2 r 2 2 

A T F 

fhe total change in gross production levels (A) is the same 
in both the equations. But the effects of technological 
change (T) and final demand change (F) are estimated as 
averages of the two equations given above, viz., 

T* - ~ [CG~ - Gi) + (G~·- G~)] 

and F*- ~ [CGi- G~) + (G~- G~)] 

3.4.2 Results 

Using the above methodology we have -assessed the 
effect·of changes in technology and final demand on 
gross production levels in the Indian economy for the 
period 1951-63. In assessing these effects we have not. 
taken into consideration the sectors of Railway Transport 
(16), Other Transport (17) and Other Industries (18) as 
the final demand figures for these sectors could not be 
derived from the original input-output tables in a 
comparable manner. We have also excluded the Agriculture 
sector as the fluctuating nature of agricultural output 
and its very large and dominant size in the economy would 
swamp the effects in the other sectors. 

The total change in gross production level; (A) , the 
effect due to change in technology (T) and due to change 
in final demand (F) have all been reduced to percentage 
basis with the earlier of the two comparing years as the 
base. Our data give a time sequence of these magnitudes 
with a uniform gap of 2 years from 2 to 12. In Appendix 
Table B3.4.1 we present the five final demand vectors and 
in Table Nos. B.3.4.2(a), B.3.4.2(b), B3.4.2(c), B.3.4.2(d) 
and B.3.4.2(e) we present the Leontief inverses of the 
five technical coefficients matrices and finally in Table 
Nos. B.3.4.3(a), B3.4.3(b), B.3.4.3(c), B.3.4.3(d) and 
B.3.4.3(e) we pTesent the various gross output levels 
~btained from the matrix multiplications of the Leontief 
1nverses with the final demand vectors. The final 
results, viz. the percentage changes in gross production 
levels attributable to technology and to final dtmand for 
the mining and manufacturing branches of the economy, 
are presented in Table No. 3.4.4(a) below. 

A similar table with Agriculture included is presented 
in Table 1\o. 3.4.4(b). 
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Table 3.4.4(a) PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION 
DUE TO TECHNOLOGY AND DUE .TO FINAL DEMAND IN THE 
MINING AND MANUFACTURING BRANCHES OF THE INDIAN 
ECONOMY, 1951-63 

Comparing Tine Total Change due Change due 
years gap i11 Change to techno- to final 

years logy demand 

1951. 1953 2 4.50 1. 11 3.39 
1959. 1963 4 44.63 14.35 30.27 
1953, 1959 6 18.75 4.32 14.43 
1951, 1959 8 24.08 5.52 18.56 
1953, 1963 10 71.74 20.08 51.66 
1951, 1963 12 79.47 22.76 56.71 

Table 3:4.4(b) PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION 
DUE TO TECHNOLOGY AND DUE TO FINAL DEMAND IN 
AGRICULTURE, MINING AND MANUFACTURING BRANCHES 
OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY, 1951-63 

Comparing Tine Total Change due Change due 
years gap in Change to techno- to final 

years logy demand 

1951 • 1953 2 14.29 1.84 12.45 
1951, 1963 4 26.03 -0.01 26.04 
1953. 1959 6 12.69 0.45 12.24 
1951. 1959 8 28.80 2.35 26.45 
1953. 1963 10 42.04 0.69 41.35 
1951. 1963 12 62.32 3.54 58.78 

The results for mining and manufacturing branches 
presented in Table No. 3~4.4(a) are interpreted as follows. 
The first row of the table shows that the output of this 
branch of the economy in 1953 is 4.5 per cent more than 
that in 1951. Of this 3.4 per cent is due to the change 
in final demand and 1.1 per cent is due to change in 
technology, Similar is the interpretation for the other 
rows. If we ignore the second row, which apparently looks 
somewhat abnormal, we find that as the gap in the number 
of years increases, all the changes viz., total change, 
change due to technology and change due to final demand, 
increase. It is interesting to note that whenever we are 
comparing with the year 1963, the changes arc much higher 
than those i~volving comparison with other years. Thi$ 
shc1Ws that by 1963 there is a major change in the role of 
the manufacturing branch in the Indian economy. The 
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second row of the table shows that the output has increased 
by 44.6 per cent from 1959 to 1963 and 14.4 per cent of it 
is due to technological change. This again points towards 
the fact of sharp emphasis on industrialization during the 
Second Five Year Plan (1956-61), which had a tremendous 
impact on the industrial structure of the country. 

Compar"ing the changes due to technology and changes due 
to final demand as ~btained in 1able No. 3.4.4(a) we observe 
that final demand changes have a larger impact than techno
logical changes for as large a gap as that of 8 years, when 
output changed by 24.1 per cent the technological change 
accounted for only 5.5 per cent. The rest of it, viz. 18.6 
per cent is due to changes in final demand. This shows 
that the use of an 8 year old input-output table would 
result in an error of the magnitude of 5 per cent in the 
estimation of gross production. This finding is based on 
the data for 1951 and 1963. Whether a 5 per cent error for 
an 8 year period holds for future also depends on the rate 
of technological change. Similar trends are exhibited by 
the results as obtained in Table No. 3.4.4(b) for agricul
ture, mining and manufacturing branches of the economy as a 
whole, by and large. 

So far we have assessed the changes in the gross produc
tion levels for the mining and manufacturing branches of 
the economy as a whole in Table No. 3.4.4(a) and for the 
agriculture, mining and manufacturing branches of the 
economy as a whole in Table No. 3.4.4(b); consequently 
the positive changes in one sector may be compensated by 
the negative changes in another sector. As a result the 
figures of technological change and final demand change 
presented in the tables above are underestimated to that 
extent. To correct for these compensatory changes we have 
calculated the absolute changes in values and presented 
results in Table Nos. 3.4.5(a) and 3.4.5(b), for the mining 
and manufacturing branches of the economy as a whole, and 
for the agriculture, mining and manufacturing branches.of 
the economy as a whole, respectively. 

It may be noted that since we are considering absolute 
values of the changes in individual sectors ~nd adding 
them, the change in technology and the change in final 
demand do not together add up to the total change. The 
results based on the absolute values exhibit similar trends 
of the changes as discussed for tables 3.4.4. As the time 
gap increases ehanges in the gross production levels due to 
technology increase by and large. Again we find that the 
changes due to final. demand are larger than the changes due 
to technology. 

Earlier we observed that the use of 8 year old input
?utput table results in an error of the order of 5 per cent 
1n estimating production levels. Considering the results 
based on absolute values we find that the error would 
increase to an order of 15 per cent if we use an input-
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Table .3.4.5(a) PERCENTAGE CHANGES DUE TO TECHNOLOGY AND DUE TO 
FINAL DEMAND IN THE AGGREGATED ABSOLUTE VALUES 
OF SECTORAL PRODUCTION PERTAINING TO THE MINING 
AND MANUFACTURING BRANCHES OF-.. THE I NO I AN ECONOMY, 
1951-63 

Comparing years Time Total change . Change due Change due 
gap in to techno- to final 
years logy demand 

1951. 1953 2 7.75 4.27 7-27 

1959. 1963 4 49.50 19.14 36.70 

1953, 1959 6 24.04 14.24 22.04 

1951. 1959 8 27.70 14. 16 21.80 

1953, 1963 10 79.22 23.43 59.31 

1951, 1963 12 87.17 26.75 63.39 

Table 3.4.S(b) PERCENTAGE CHANGE DUE TO TECHNOLOGY AND DUE TO 
FINAL DEMAND IN THE AGGREGATED ABSOLUTE VALUES 
OF SECTORAL PRODUCTION PERTAINING TO AGRICULTURE, 
MINING AND MANUFACTURING BRANCHES OF THE INDIAN 
ECONOMY, 1951-63 

Comparing years Time Total change Change due Change due 
gap in to techno- to final 
years logy demand 

1951, 1953 2 15.55 3.06 13.95 
1959. 1963 4 27.85 12.50 28.43 
1953. 1959 6 14.57 6.12 14.9 3 
1951, 1959 8 30. 19 6.71 26.68 
1953, 1963 10 44.69 14.72 44.06 
1951 • 1963 12 65.31 15.63 61.37 

output table of 8 year old vintage. If we consider agri
culture sector also, the error of using an 8 year old 
input-output table on the whole declines to around 7 per 
cent. 

Let us now consider the computations of the interac
tion effect discussed earlier. In Tables 3.4.6(a) and 
3.4.6(b) we present the computation of the interaction 
effect by use of base year and terminal year weights for 
the aggregate of the mining and manufacturing branches nnJ 
for the aggregate of the agriculture, mining anJ manufa~
turing branches of the economy respectively and present the 
results as percentage to the gross output of the base year 



Table 3.4.6(a) COMPUTATION OF INTERACTION EFFECT, BY USE OF BASE YEAR AND TERMINAL YEAR WEIGHTS (EXPRESSED AS 
%TO BASE YEAR GROSS OUTPUT), FOR MINING AND MANUFACTURING BRANCHES OF THE ECONOMY 

Ye.srs Gap in years lli Total Change Base Year Weights Terminal Year Weights 

' Change due to ' Change due to 
"' 

Technology Final Interaction Technology Final Interaction ~ 

"' 
Demand Demand 

c 
n 
~ 
c 

1951. 1953 2 ~.51 1.28 3.57 -0.35 0.93 3.21 +0.35 "' ::> 
r 

1959. 1963 ~ ~~.63 . 13.32 29.2~ +2.07 15.39 31.31 -2.07 n 
::t: 

1953, 1959 6 18.75 ~ . ~.84 1~.96 -1.05 3.79 13.90 +1.05 ::> z ... 
1951, 1959 8 2~.08 6.02 19.06 -1.00 5.02 18.06 +1.00 

,., 
"' 

1953. 1963 10 ]I .74 17.69 49.26 +4.79 22.48 54.05 -4.79 z 

1951 • 1963 12 ]9.47 18.50 52.44 +8.53 27.02 60.97 -8.53 ~ 
::t: ,., 
,., 
n 
0 

COMPUTATION OF INTERACTION EFFECT BY USE OF BASE YEAR AND TERMINAL YEAR W£1GHTS,(EXPRESSED AS 
z 

Tahlu 3.4.6(b) 0 
:X 

% TO BASE YEAR GROSS OUTPUT) FOR AGRICULTURE, MINING AND MANUFACTURING BRANCHES OF THE ECONOMY -< 
::> 
"' 

Years Gap in years % Total Change Base Year Weights xerminal Year Weights ::> 

' Change due to ' Change due to :c 
::t: 
0 

xechnology Final Interaction Technology Final Interaction r ,., 
Demand Demand 

1951, 1953 2 14.29 1.85 12.47 -0.03 1.82 12.43 +0.03 
1959. 1963 ~ 26.0~ 0. 14 26. i9 -0.29 -o. 16 25.89 +b.29 
1953, 1959 6 12.69 0.61 12 .. 39 -0.31 0.30 12.08 +0.31 
1951. 1959 8 28.80 2.36 26.46 -0.02 2.34 26.43 +0.02 a-.... 
195 3. 1963 10 42.04 0.65 41.31 +0.08 0.73 41.39 -0.08 
1951, 1963 12 62.32 3.03 58.27 +1.02 4.05 59.28 -1.02 
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in six binary comparisons. All the main effects and the 
interaction are linearly additive. 

It is observed that the interaction effect on the 
whole, is small in magnitude and ranges from 0.03 per cent 
to 1.03 per cent in the subeconomy including ~griculture 
and from 0.35 per cent to 8.53 per cent in the subeconomy 
excluding agriculture. It is also observed that whenever 
.comparisons are made with the 1963 technology, the magni
tude of the interaction effect is somewhat large and the 
direction of it is also different. We have already noted 
this phenomenon earlier. We further note here that this 
also indica~es that a larger change in the production levels 
either due to the main effect of technology or final demand 
or both entails a larger differential impact of the one on 
the other. 

As an index number analogue the interaction element 
computed above represents the difference between the 
Laspeyres type base-year-weighted estimates of change due 
to technology or final demand and the corresponding Paasche 
type terminal-year-weighted estimates. It is well known 
that the Laspeyres type estimates show an upward bias and 
the Paasche type ones show a downward bias and the true 
estimate is usually taken as lying between these limiting 
values. The prescription in index number theory is : if 
the difference is not large, accept either Laspeyres or 
Paasche estimates or some sort of compromise between them 
such as an average as the best obtainable measurement of 
the main effects; on the other hand if Laspeyres and 
Paasche estimates differ widely, it may be necessary to 
reject both as measurements of change (Mudgett, 1951). 
It may be noted that our procedure follows this prescription 
However, the results in the above tables show that the 
difference between the base-year-weighted and the terminal
year-weighted estimates, though small in all the six 
binary comparisons of unequal time distance, the divergence 
increases with increase in the number of gap years in the 
comparison and in particular, the divergence is compara
tively large in comparisons involving the terminal year 
1963, in which three casesS the Paasche type est}mates are 
~arger than Laspeyres type ones. Such a situation, in 
J.ndex number theory, is explained in terms of "homogeneity 
error" (Mudgett, 1951, pp. 54-55) which arises on account 
of the fact that the "binary commodities" and the 
"unique commodities" in the base year basket are not the 
same as in the terminal year basket. In our context, this 
means that the composition of final demand in the above 
three comparisons is certainly different in the base year 
an~ in_the terminal year. We would be reverting to this 
po1.nt 1.n the subsequent chapter where we consider similar 
estimates at the sectoral level. 



CHAPTER IV 

SECTOR LEVEL CHANGES IN THE ECONOMY 

In this chapter we analyse the changes in the economy 
at the individual sector level during the period under 
study. Since we are analysing -an 18 sector model of the 
economy with individual sectors highly aggregated, it is 
necessary to take riote of this limitation at the ·outset by 
spelling out the effect of aggregation on the chqnges we 
propose to study. 

It is generally recognised (Per Seveldson, 1970, and 
Vaccara, 1970.) that aggregation in input-output tables 
entails tendencies both to make the flow coefficients more 
stable and to make them more instable. An important reason 
for· increased stability is found in the fact that aggrega
tion cancels out the impact of substitution among the re
lated inputs. On the other hand an important reason for 
increased instability - and this is more relevant for our 
present context here - is the fact of changing product
mix; £or when two or more sectors with different coeffici
ents for the same input are combined, the aggregate co
efficient will be an average of the coefficients of the 
individual sectors which will depend on the relative weight 
of the output in each sector so combined, and when weights 
vary the average coefficients will vary even if the indi
vidual coefficients remain constant. 

The fact that every input-output sector must represent 
an implied product-mix does not raise any problem if the 
object is to purely present a chequer-board description of 
the economy at a point of time, in the input-output frame
work. Since the assumption of constant input coefficients 
plays a key role, the real problems emerge when such a 
table is employed as a tool for projection and impact 
studies.' On account of the changing product-mix, it becomes 
less and less valid to use the input coefficients derived 
for a sector, for a base year, because that base year's 
product-mix no longer remains relevant. And this applies 
more severely to an aggregated model than to a disaggregated 
one. 

The problems of coefficient change due to product-mix 
and input sub~titution are closely related to relative 
prices and cross-elasticities of demand. While the former 
problem is of course a problem which the Leontief model is 
particularly able to tackle through the specification of 
production sectors, the latter problem of substitution can
~ot be solved within the framework of simple Leontief model 
lf prices are assumed to depend on the endogenous variables 
of the model. Substitutions brought about by price move
ments assumed to be exogenous to the model may of course be 
taken into account if price movements can be forecast 
(Per Seveldson, 1963). • 
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The changing product-mix has the following implication 
for our analysis. It may be recalled that we have considered 
in Section 3.3 all coefficient difference to stand for tech
nological change. But according to Vaccar~_(l968) changing 
technical relationships cannot be equated with technological 
change per se. Changing technology is only one of the many 
possible causes of change :i.n the technical coefficients re
flected in an input-output table between two time points. 
One of the factors that could cause a difference between any 
two time points in the technical coefficients for a given 
sector is the changing product-mix. And this factor has 
got subsumed in our evaluation of technological change, as 
we had no data readily available to allow for the changing 
product-mix of different sectors. 

I 

Even so, in such a highly aggregative picture of the 
Indian economy as is reflected in our 18 sector classifica
tion of the input-output tables, we are aware that an 
individual sector cannot represent a single or even a homo
geneous set of commodities. In spite of this we venture to 
present below our sector level analysis which may throw some 
broad indications, if not accurate, sharp and clear-cut 
results about the changes during the period under study. 

In this chapter after considering the relative position 
of the individual sectors in the economy with reference to 
gross output and final demand during the period render 
study, we present an analysis of the linkage structure of 
the sectors and then pass on to an~lyse the technological 
change based on direct coefficients and its impact on the 
sectoral production levels. 

4.1 Relative Position of the Seators in the Eaonamy ~ith referenae 
to Gross Output and Final Demand 

4 • 1. 1 Sectoral Shares in Gross Output Levels 

In Table 4.l.l(a) we present the percentage share of 
gross output of each sector to the gross output of the 
economy at 1952-53 prices for the five time points from 
1951 to 1963. The sectors are ranked on the basis of the 
decreasing magnitude of the percentage share and are 
arranged on the basis of the average of the rank obtained 
by each sector for the individual year. 

The Agriculture sector (1), including in itself the 
~orestry and fisheries industries also, emerges as the most 
1mportant first rank sector contributing more than half of 
the gross output of the economy throughout the period. The 
sectors next in importance are Food, Drinks and Beverages 
(4) and Textiles (5), Both the sectors retain their second 
and third rank up to 1961 and in 1963 they mutually ex
change their ranks. The cumulative sftare of the above 
three sectors in the gross output of the economy is more 
than 70 per ceit. The Constructibn (14) and Transport 
sectors (16 and 17) also contribute a mentionable share. 
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The Construction sector (14) , despite its d~creasing trend 
in the share over years retains its fourth rank up to 1961 
and in 1963 it shows a sharp fall in the share by three 
ranks. The Transport sectors (16 and 17) which had the 
fifth and sixth rank in 1951-52 show a decreasing trend of 
their share in gross output of the economy and by-1963 
their ranks fall down to 14 and 11 respectively. The above
named six sectors cumulatively contribute 75 to 87 per cent 
to the gross output of the econpmy and thes~ are well known 
to cater primarily to the final demand rather than inter
industry demand of the economy. All the remaining sectors 
have comparatively lesser shares to contribute to the gross 
output of the economy. 

As the manufacturing sectors have small shares in the 
total economy, to investigate their behaviour, we will 
restrict ourselves to the manufacturing branch of the 
economy only and consider the shares of the sectors in the 
gross output of that sub-economy. These are presented in 
Table 4.l.l(b) in the same format as that of Table 4.l.l(a). 
We have listed 11 out of 18 sectors; the 'Other Industries' 
sector (18) is omitted. · 

It is found that this branch contributes about 25 to 
35 per cent to the gross output of the economy and over 
time it has increased by more than 200 per cent. The 
sectoral shares are also changing gradually over time. The 
first rank sector of Food, Drinks and Beverages (4) with a 
share of 41.32 per cent in 1951-52 shows a continuously 
decreasing trend in its share and is pushed down to the 
second rank in 1963 with its reduced share of 23.25 per 
cent. This decline may be due to the expansion of the other 
sectors during the period. The second rank sector of Tex
tiles (5) with a constant share in gross output around 25 
per cent retains its rank all through and is seen to improve 
it in 1963. These two sectors cumulatively contribute about 
a half to two-third to the gross output of the manufacturing 
branch. All the remaining sectors generally show .an increas
ing trend in their shares, though not uniformly. The sec
tor of Paper and Printing (6) however, shows a uniformly 
increasing trend with a gross output level in 1963 higher 
by 37 per cent than in 1951-52. The Electricity sector (15) 
also has a uniformly increasing trend with an increase of 
83 per cent in its gross output level in 1963 over 1951-52. 
The Iron and Steel sector (11) shows a uniformly increasing 
trend in its share of gross output only from 1953-54 to 
1963; with a-30 per cent increase in the gross output 
level in 1963 over 1951-52. The three sectors, namely, 
Leather and Rubber (7), Cement (10) and Nonferrous Metals 
(12) show a uniformly increasing trend only from 1959 to 
1963 with their gross output levels increased by 90 per 
cent, 15 per cent and 67 per cent ~espectively in 1963 over 
1951-52. The remaining sectors, namely, Metallic Products 
and Machinery (13), Chemicals and Petroleum (9) and Non
metallic Minerals (8), do not show any trend but their 
gross output levels in 1963 show increases of 80 per cent, 
18 per cent and 64 per cent respectively in 1963 over 1951-
52. 
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Table 4.l.l(a) SECTORAL SHARES OF GROSS OUTPUT AT 1952-53 PRICES IN THE INDIAN ECOIIOHY 

1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

Rank• Sectors Percent- Cumulative Percent- Cumulative Perceilt- Cumulative Percent~ Cumulative Percent- Cumulative 
age Share :t Share age Share % Share age Share % Share age Share % Share age Share % Share "' ... ,. 

1. Agriculture 55.76 (1) 55.76 59.25 (1) 59.25 59.19 (1) 58.19 50.04 ( 1) 50.04 53-59 ( 1) 53.59 
c: 
n 

2. Food,.Orinks and 11.07(2) 66.83 9.96 (2) 69.21 9.08 (2) 67.27 8.47 (3) 58.51 8.17 (3) 61.76 . ... c: 
Beverages $: 

3- Textiles 6.78 (3) 73.61 6.41 (3) 75.62 7.36 (3) 74.63 6.69 ( 4) 65.20 8.85 (2) 70.61 ... 
lo. Construction 6.54 (4) 80.15 6.24 (4) 81.86 5.33 (4) 79.96 9.46 (2) 74.66 2.92 (7) 73-53 

n 
:r 

5. "etallic Products 2.36 (8) 82.51 1.75 (8) 83.61 4.58 (5) 84.54 4.76 (5) 79.42 5.57 (4) 79.10 > z 
and llach i nery C) 

·"' 6. Other Transport 3.14 (6) 85.65 3.11 (5) 86.72 3.57 (6) 88.11 2.18(10) 81.60 1.43(11) 80.53 "' 
7. Chemicals and 1.95 (9) 87.50 1.62 (9) 88.34 1.88 ( 8) 89.99 3.12 (7) 84.72 3.02 (6) 83.55 z 

Petroleum 
z s. Railway Transport 3.39 (5) 90.99 2.55 (7) 90.89 2.97 (7) 92.96 3.22 (6) 87.94 0.92( 14) 84 .. 47 ~ 9. Other Industries 2.47 (7) 93.46 2.62 (6) 93.51 0 .64( 14) 93.60 3.05 (8) 90.99 4.66 (5) 89.13 > 

10. Non-metallic Minerals 1.23( 11) 94.69 1.46(10) 94.97 1.15(10) 94.75 2.47 (9) 93.46 2.64 (8) 91.77 z 

11 • leather and Rubber 0.89( 13) 95.58 1.07(11) 96.04 1.03(11} 95.78 1.92(11) 95.38 2.22 (9) 93-99 "' n 
12. Iron and Steel 1.05(12) 96.63 0.84(13) 96.88 1.20 (9) 96.98 1.39 (12) 96.77 1.80(10) 95-79 

0 z 
lJ. Paper and Printing 0.64(14) 97.27 0.67( 14) 97.55 0.83(12) 97.81 1.00(13) 97.77 1.14(12) 96.93 0 

X 
14. Other Mining 1.31(10) 98.58 0.94( 12) 98.49 0.50(16) 98.31 0.43(16) 98.20 0.57(16) 97.50 -< 

15. Electricity 0.40(16) 98.98 0.42(16) 98.91 0.81(13) 99.12 0.68( 14) . 98.88 0.96(13) 98.46 
16. Coke and Coal 0.59(15) 99.57 0.57(15) 99.48 0.52(15) 99.64 0.61(15) 99.49 0.77(15) 99.23 
17. Celoent 0.24( 17) 99.81 0.26( 17) 99.74 0.25 ( 17) 99:89 0.31(17) 99.80 0.36(18) 99.59 
18. Non-ferrous HetaJs 0.19( 18) 100.00 0 .26( 18) 100.00 0.11 ( 18) 100.00 0.20(18) 100.00 0.4\(17) '100.00 

All sectors, Rs~lOO = 10,77,038 12,20,981 13,59,881 13,29,989 16,98,42~ 

* Average of the rank obtained by the sector in the Individual year Is shown In brackets. 



Table 4.1.l(b) SECTORAL SHARES OF GROSS OUTPUT AT 1952-53 PRICES OF THE MANUFACTURING BRANCH OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY 

I l9Sl-52 l953-54 l959 l960-6l l963 

R.Jnk"" Sectors Percent- Cumulati vt" Percent- Cumulative Per~nt- Cwnulative Percent- Cumulative Percent- Cumulative 

age Share ' Share age Share ' share age Share ' Share age Share ' Share age Share ' Share "' "' n 

1. Food, Drinks and 41.32 (1) 41.32 40.29 ( I) 40.29 32.12 (I) 32.12 27.31 (I) 27.31 2j.25 (2) 23.25 .... 
0 

"' Beverages ,... 
2. Text lies 2~. 31 (2) 66.63 25.92 (2) 66.21 26.02 (2) 58.14 21.57 (2) 48.88 25.18 (I) 48.43 "' < 

"' 
3. Metal 11c Products 8.82 (3) 75.45 ].09 ( 3) 73.30 16.19 (3) 74.33 15.37 (3) 64.25 15.87 (3) 64.30 ,... 

n 
and Mach I nery ::c 

4. Chemicals and 7.27 (4) 82.72 6.53 (4) 79.83 6.65 (4) 80.98 10.06 (4) ]4.31 8.60 (4) ]2.90 ~ 
"' "' Petroleum "' 

5. Non·m~talllc Minerals 4.58 (5) 87.30 5.91 (5) 85.74 4.06 (6) 85.04 7.97 (5) 82.28 ].51 (5) 80.41 :z 

6. Iron and Steel ).93 (6) 91.23 ).39 (7) 89.13 4.24 (5) 89.28 4.50 (7) 86.]8 5.12 (7) 85.53 .... 
::c 
"' 

7. Leather and Rubber 3.31 (7) 94.5~ 4.33 (6) 93.46 3.66 (7) 92.94 6.20 (6) 92.98 6.30 (6) 91.83 "' n 
8. 2. 38 (8) 96.92 (8) (8) Papor and Pr1 nt1ng 2.73 96.19 2.93 95.87 3.21 (8) 96.19 3.25 (8) 95.08 0 z 

0 

9. E lectr 1 city 1.49 (9) 98.41 I. 72 (9) 97.91 2.85 (9) 98.72 2.19 (9) 98.38 2.73 (9) 97.81 :J: 
-< 

10. Cement 0.89(10) 99.30 1.03(11) 98.94 0.89(10) 99.61 0.99(10) 99.37 1.02(11) 98.83 

11. Non-ferrous Hetah 0. 70( 11) 100.00 1.06(10) 100.00 0.39(11) 100.00 0.63(11) 100.00 1.17(10) 100.00 

Cro~s Output of 
Manufacturing Branch I 

Rs, 100 • 2,88,515 3,01,823 3,84,511 4,12,264 5,97,005 

•) Ave rage of the rank obtained by the sector In the Individual year Is shown In brackets. 

..... .... 
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4 , 1. 2 Sectoral Shares in Final Demands 

We shall now consider the re1ative.position of the 
sectors with reference to final demand. T.~ble 4 .1. 2 presents 
the sectoral percentage shares of final demand for the five 
time points covering the period 1951 to 1963. In this 
Table also the sectors are ranked on .the basis of the de
creasing magnitude of the percentage share anq are arranged 
on the basis of the average of the rank obtained by each 
sector in the individual year and the cumulative percentage 
shares over sectors are worked out. 

The picture of the sectoral shares of final demand, 
as revealed by the table, does not show any radical change 
in the pattern over the years. During the period, Agricul
ture (1), Food, Drinks and Beverages (4), Construction (10) 
and Textiles (5) sectors which get the first four ranks 
respectively with reference to their shares in gross output 
as noticed earlier also obtain .the same ranks with reference 
to their shares in final demand and stand out as the most 
important sectors cumulatively contributing more than 80 
per cent to the final demand of the economy. 

Since the behaviour of final demand and gross output 
is normally sympathetic in the sense that an increase in 
final demand is associated with an increase in gross output, 
we should consider the final demand shares with reference 
to the gross output shares. However, since our final 
demand data have been non-autonomously obtained as resid
ual, after deducting interindustry demand from sectoral 
gross output, it would not be proper to dwell on the rela
tionship between final demand and gross output over time 
at the sectoral level. 

Considering the important sectors individually for 
their shares of final demand it is seen that the share of 
Agriculture (1) and Textile (5) sectors has increased 
while that of Food, Drink and Beverages sector (4) has gone 
down. A sharp increase in the trend of the final demand 
shares is observed in the case of the fifth ranking sector 
of Metallic Products and Machinery (13); on the contrary 
an equally sharp decline is noticed in the case of the 
~hird ranking sector of Construction (14). All the remain
lng sectors of the manufacturing branch of the economy 
show a little increase in their percentage shares of final 
demand except the two Mining sectors (2 and 3). But since 
the manufacturing activity has a small share in the final 
demand of the economy such increases or decreases are not 
e~pected ~o result in any significant change in the composi
tlon of f1nal demand. 

4. 1. 3 Final Demand Shares in Gross Output Levels 

The.sectoral compositions of gross outp~t and final 
d~mand w111 n~t by themselves enlighten us much about tho 
p1cture of sectoral changes in the economy. For this pur
pose we shall have to relate one to the other nnJ see 



Table 4.1.2 SECTORAL SHARES OF FINAL DEMAND AT 1952-53 PRICES IN THE I NO I AN ECONOHY 

1 l95l-52 1953-54 l959 l960-6l l963 

Rank,. Sectors Percent- Cumulative Percent- Cumulative Percent- Cumulative Percent- Cumulative Percent- Cumulative 
age Share ' Share age Share ' Share age Share ' Share age Share ' Share age Share * Share 

1. Agriculture 51.77 (1) 51.77 55.91 (1) 55.91 56.15 (1) 56.15 53.53 (1) 53.53 56.72 (1) 56.72 
2. Food, Drinks and 14.44 (2) 66.21 13.3B (2) 69.26 11.36 (2) 67.51 11.17 (3) 64.70 9.69 (2) 66.41 

"' Beverages "' 
9.56 (3) B.14 (4) 13.74 (2) 

n 
3. Construction 9.B7 (3) 76.0B 7B.B5 75.65 7B.44 4.46 (5) 70.B7 .... 

0 

4. Text I les 7.63 (4) B3.71 7.31 (4) B6.16 9.06 (3) B4.71 9.11 (4) B7 .55 B.66 (3) 79.53 "' 
5. Metallic Products 1.4B (B) B5.19 1.01 (9) B7 .17 4.76 (6) B9.47 6.11 (5) 93.66 7 .oB (4) B6.61 ,... 

"' and Hac.h I nery < 
"' 6. Other Transport 4.10 (6) B9.29 4.22 (5) 91.39 4.79 (5) 94.26 1.56 (B) 95.22 2.10 (9) BB.71 ,... 

7. Ral lway Transport 4.17 (5) 93.46 2.94 (6) 94.33 3.3B (7) 97.64 LB2 (7) 97.04 . 0.69(12) B9.40 n 
"' B. leather and Rubber 1.12 (9) 94.5B 1.32 (B) 95.65 0.97 (B) 9B.61 1.94 (6) 9B.9B 2.29 (7) 91.69 > z 

9. Paper ond Printing 0.70( 11) 95.2B 0.74(11) 96.39 o.B2 (9) 99.43 0.96 (9) 99.94 1.04(11) 92.73 "' "' 10. Non-metallic Minerals 0.6B(12) 95.96 0.79(10) 97 .IB 0.61(10) 100.04 0.47( 11) 100.41 2.09 (B) 94.B2 "' 
11. Other Industries 2. 34 (7) 9B.30 2.44 (7) 99.62 0.23(13) 100.27 100.41 3.53 (6) 9B.35 z 
12. Chemicals and o.B3(12) 99.13 0.15( 14) 99.77 -0.31(17) 99.96 o.BB(10) 101.29 1.3B(10) 99.73 .... 

Petroleum :z: 

13. E lectrl cl ty o. 29( 15) 99.42 0.35(12) 100.12 0.2B(11) 100.24 0.15(12) 101.44 0.44(14) "' 100.17 
"' 14. Coke and Coal 0.29(13) 99.71 0.21 (13) 100.33 0.10(14) 100.34 0.09(13) 101.53 0.15(15) 100.32 n 
0 

1~ 0 Other Mining 0.51 ( 13) 100.22 -0.07(15) 100.26 0.24(12) 100.5B -0.26(15) 101.27 0. 12( 16) 100.44 z 
0 

16. Cement -o.oB(17) 100.14 -0.10(1B) 100.16 -0.00(15) 100.5B -0.00(14) 101.27 -0.05(17) 100.39 :r 
17. Non·ferrous Metals -0.04(16) 100.10 -O.OB(16) 100.0B -0.14(16) 100.44 -0.43(16) 100.B4 -0.92(1B) 99.47 

-< 

lB. Iron and Steel -0.10(18) 100.00 . -O.OB(1·7) 100.00 -0.44(18) 100.00 -0.84(17) 100.00 0.53(13) 100.00 

All Sectors, Rs.IOO • 7,13,708 7.,97 ,160 8,90,442 9,15,526 11,08,022 

• Average of tho rank obt•lned by the sector In the lndlvldua1 year Is shown In brackets. 

.... 
"' 
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whether the sector's twin usage of its gross output for 
final consumption and interindustry use is changing over 
time, as was considered for the whole economy in the 
earli~r chapter. Table 4 .1.3 presents sec~orwise final 
demand shares in the gross output levels and their comple
ment, the interindustry demand shares, f0r the five time 
points. The sectors are again ranked_ on the basis of the 
decreasing magnitude of the percentage share of final 
demand and are arranged on the basis of the average of the 
rank obtained by each sector for the individualyear. The 
table does not include the Transport sectors (16 and 17) 
and the Other Industries sector (18) as their breakup use
wise is not available. Since final demand is nonautonom
ously derived by deducting interindustry demand from the 
sectors' gross output, negative final demand is indicated 
by asterisk in the table. 

The bottom row of the table for total economy shows 
that the share of final demand in the gross output is of 
the order of 65 per cent and this share is almost stagnant 
or at best shows only a marginal change over the years. 
If we consider total economy excluding Agriculture (1), the 
change in the share of final demand shows a decrease over 
time indicating a larger interindustry use of the gross out
put in the non-agriculture sectors of the economy, parti
cularly for the year 1963. We have already noted this 
total situation from the interindustry use-end in section 
3.2. But our main interest here is the changing sectoral 
picture of the distribution of gross output between final 
demand and inter~industry demand over time. 

Looking at the final demand shares in gross outputs 
of different sectors it is noticed that between 1951-52 and 
1963 Agriculture (1), Non-Metallic Minerals (8) and Metal
lic Products and ~lachinery (13) sectors show substantial 
increases in their shares. Chemicals and Petroleum (9) is 
the only sector whose share remains almost the same. Cons
truction (14) being a service sector has almost 100 per 
~ent final d~mand share and hence the question of change in 
1ts share does not arise. All other sectors show a decline 
in their shares of final demand in gross output and these 
decre~ses are quite substantial. This clearly shows 
that 1n the manufacturing sectors the share of interindustry 
demand t? gross.output_has increased indicating the growth 
of such 1ndustr1es dur1ng the period as revealed in the 
second part of the above table. 

A further consideration of the bisection of the 
sectors' outputs into final demand use and interindustry 
use also ~elps_to e~plain t~e apparent stagnancy in the 
share of 1nter1ndustry use 1n gross output in the total 
economy. It has been noted that the Agriculture sector has 
more than 50 per cent share in the total final demand while 
the truly manufacturing sectors cover even less than 25 
per cent of it. Any decline brought about in the final 
demand share i~1 the gross output in the manufacturing 
sectors gets compensated by the increased share of 



Table 4 .1. 3 FINAL AND INTER I NIXJSTRY USE OF SECTORAL GROSS OUTPUTS (PERCENTAGES) 

Final Demand/Gross Output Interindustry Demand/Gross Output 

R•nJ! Sector l9Sl-S2 l9SJ-S4 l959 l960-6l l963 l9Sl-S2 l9SJ-S4 l959 l960-6l H6J 

1. Construction 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.81 0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.19 
2. Food, DrlnksaodBeverages 86.42 87.70 81.91 90.79 77.31 13.58 12.30 18.09 9.21 22.69 
3. Text lies 74.51 74.47 80.66 93.77 63.83 25.49 25.53 19.34 6.23 36.17 "' 4. Leather and Rubber 83.43 80.56 61.47 69.60 67.46 16.57 19.44 38.53 30.40 32.54 ... .... 
5. Metallic Products· and Machinery 41.66 37.69 68.07 88.24 82.89 58.34 62.31 31.93 11.76 17. 11 .... 

0 

6. Paper and Printing 72.39 71.19 64.92 66.37 59.47 '27 .61 28.81 35.08 . 33.63 40.53 "' 
7. Agriculture 61.52 61.60 63.18 73.63 69.05 38.48 38.40 36.82 26.37 30.95 r ... 
8. Electricity 48.23 54.38 22.]1 15.39 30.09 51.77 45.62 77.29 84.61 69.91 < ... 
9. Non-metallic Minerals 36.94 35.50 35.00 13.19 51.64 63.06 64.50 65:oo 86.81 48.36 r 

10. Chemicals and Petroleum 28.28 6.09 * 19.50 29.66 71.72 93.91 110.63 80.50 70.34 .... 
: 

11. Coke and Coa I 32.86 23.62 12.64 9.79 13.04 67.14 76.38 87.36 90.21 86.36 > z 
12. Other llln.lng 25.43 * 31.48 * 13.32 74.57 105,14 68.52 142.40 86.68 "' "' 13 .• ' I ron and Stee I * .. * * 19.08 106.45 106.12 124.42 141.27 80.92 "' 
14. Cement * * * * * 121.28 125.41 101.34 100.02 109.20 z 
IS. Non-ferrous Metals * * * * * 113.86 119.27 183.32 251.42 246.05 .... 

: 

IS Sector Tot a I 65.09 64.34 64.62 72.66 i5.72 
... 

34.91 35.66 35.38 27.34 34.28 ... 
66.27 65.48 

.... 
Total Economy 65.29 N.A. 65.24 33.73 34.71 34.52 N.A. 34.76 0 z 
Total Economy excluding Agriculture 75.92 74.07 73.74 70.73 63.09 

0 
24.08 25.93 26.26 29.27 36.~1 ~ 

~ Average of the rank obtained by the sector In the Individual year, on the basis of 
I 

the decreasing magnitude of final demand share In 
gross output. 

* Indicates negative final demand. 

.... .... 
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Agriculture sector from 61.52 to 69.05 pe: cent. Further 
since the weight of Agriculture sector be1ng quite high, 
the above increase mops up all the change in the manufac
turing sectors leading to an almost constant share of 
interindustry use in the gross output of the total economy. 

To sum up, either from the point of view of the share 
in gross outputs or that in final demands, the economy 
continues to be dominated by Agriculture (1), and agrobased 
sectors of Food, Drinks and Beverages (4) and Textiles (5), 
Construction (14) and Transport (16 and 17). And most of 
these sectors show a declining trend in the shares, with 
the exception of Textiles (5) which shows an increasing 
trend in its shares both of gross output and final demand 
and Agriculture (1) which shows an increasing one in its 
share of final demand. Alongside these traditional, final 
demand oriented sectors which are getting modernised, 
there exists the modern industrial subeconomy which is 
growing over the years establishing linkages with the rest 
of the economy and enhancing intersectoral interdependence 
among the sectors. In the following section we shall 
consider the degree of the intersectoral interdependence 
and the interindustry linkage structures. · 

4 • 2 Changing Pattern of Seatoral- Interdependenae and Interindustry 
Linkage Struatures 

In Section 3.2 of the preceding· chapter we considered 
the changing pattern of intersectoral interdependence and 
analysed the same by the well known Chenery-Watanabe tetra
partite classification based on U,W. statistics. We also 
referred to the identification of the four categories with 
reference to the concept of linkage developed by growth 
economists (Hirschman, 1958) as a criterion for selecting 
"key sectors" in the context of building a developmental 
strategy in general and investment decisions in particular, 
for economic development. 

T~e economists specifically identify two "inducement 
mechan1sms" that may encourage production activities in 
developing countries. As elucidated by Yotopoulos and 
Nugent (1973), firstly, a "non-primary" activity, i.e., 
the one that uses significant amounts of intermediate in
puts from.others, should be expected to induce attempts to 
su~ply these inputs by expanding domestic production. 
Th1s has been termed as the backward linkage effect. On 
the other hand, an activity that is "non-final", i.e., the 
one that does n~t cater exclusively to final demand should 
be expected to 1nduce attempts at the utilization of its 
ouputs as inputs in some other or new activities. This 
is te:med as the forward linkage effect. These linkages 
are d1rect and are based on the direct flows of the input
outp~t table. ~esides these two, a third one which 
c~ns1ders t~e.h~gher order effects arising from the expan
SlO~ ~f act1v1~1es which.provide inputs to "non-primary" 
act1v1ty that 1nduced backward linkage has nlso been 
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defined. This is the "direct and indirect linkage" effect, 
which is often, inappropriately called as the "total link
age" effect. 

The quantitative analysis of sectoral interdependence 
obtained from input-output tables by Chenery and Watanabe 
has provided the operational measures for backward and for
ward linkages which we note be~ow: 

n 
I x .. 

BL. i=l 1
) 

uj J xj 

defines the backward linkage effect as the ratio of inter
mediate input of sector j to total input of the said sector. 

FL. = 
1 

n 
I x .. 

j =1 1) 

x. 
l. 

w. 
l. 

defines the forward linkage effect as the ratio of inter
mediate demand for output of sector i to the total demand 
for the said sector. The composite index of direct and in
direct linkage effects is defined in terms of interdepend
ence coefficients or Leontief inverse elements, derived 
from the input-output coefficient matrix as 

n 
I 

i=l 
* a .. 
1) 

* where a .. 
1) 

It may be noted that "the direct plus indi"reo.:t linkage 
effect as defined above captures not only the backward 
effects but also something in the way of forward effects 
as well. It is well known that the inverse of the Leontief 
matrix can be approximated by 

(1- A)-l =I+ A+ A2 + A3 + ••• 

The multiplication of A matrices to obtain A2 etc., in the 
above involves forward linkage to the extent that going 
backward ad i"finitum in a closed system also captures 
forwards effect~~(Yotopoulos, 1973, p. 162.) 7 Secondly, 
the above linkage effect is expressed in terms of per unit 
output and the sectoral composition of total production has 
not been taken account of by appropriate weighting diagram. 
The simplest method of weighting according to sectoral 
share in total output is due to Rasmussen (1956), who 
defines "power of dispersion" index as 
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n 
* * 1/n l: a ij n l: a .. 

i=l i=l l.J 
yj n 

* 
l: l: i\. 

1/nZ l: l: a .. i=l j=l aij 
i=l· j=l l.J 

This index consists of "normalising" the direct and in
direct linkage TLj with respect to the number of sectors 

n 
(n), the column sum of interdependence coefficients (l: 

i=l 
n * 

and the average of all interdependence coefficients (l: aiJ.), 
j=l 

In other words this index gives the ratio of the average 
direct and indirect input dependence of the specific sector 
j on every other sector i to the average direct and indirec~ 
input dependence of any sector on any other sector in the 
total economy. The measure Yj is convenient in interpret
ing the linkage coefficients as it measures the effects of 
increased output of one sector relative to those of all 
sectors. If the value of Y j for a sector is smaller than 
unity, the sector transmits only weak output inducements 
for the economy. On the other hand if the value is 
greater than unity, then the .sector transmits above average 
inducements to other sectors. 

The above direct and indirect linkage effect has been 
termed in literature as "direct and indirect backward link
age" effect and analogously "direct and indirect forward 
linkage" effect has been defined as the row sum of inter
dependence coefficients or the elements of Leontief inverse 

n '* of input-output coefficient matrix i.e. ( l: a .. ) and further 
j = 1 l.J 

its normalised version has also been defined by Rasmussen, 
termed as "index of the sensitivity of dispersion" or 
"forward power of dispersion" (Wuu-Long Lin, 1975). However, 
defining direct and indirect forward.linkage effect using 
the elements of A* on the analogy of backward linkage, in 
our view, is logically unsound and is not really meaningful 
though a number.of researchers have worked with this 
measure (Panchamukhi, 1976). While the inverse elemen~s 
of ~ ~iven column used in the backward linkage concept are 
addJ.tJ.ve, the elements of a given row are not so. The 
greater the number of sectors into which an economy is 
divided, the greater will be the sum of inverse coefficient 
elements in a given row, while the column sum is independ
ent of the number of sectors. Even dividing the sum of row 
!le~ents by the number of sectors is not of any help unless 
1t J.s assu~ed that all the sectors are equally important, 
an assumptJ.on which is far from reality. Thus to divisc 
direct and indirect forward linkages on the analogy of 
bac~ward linka&~s is not logically correct. Rasmussen Nho 
dev1sed these s1mple measures was careful in interpreting 
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the measure and clearly pointed out the limitations and
suggested a weighted measure for working out the forward 
linkages. Nonetheless, in the literature the sum of the 
inverse elements of a row as the direct and indirect for
ward linkage is used by many workers because of i~s 
simplicity though it lacks rational basis. 

The correct way, in our view, to evaluate the forward 
linkages is to use the direct flows of the transaction 
matrix and not the coefficients of A or A" matrix. If one 
desires to work with coefficients rather than transactions, 
a coefficient matrix constructed such that the row sum of 
coefficients, including final demands, is unity needs to 
be used. It must be pointed out that such a "row coeffici
ent matrix", however, is not useful for evaluating the 
direct and indirect backward linkages, just as the familiar 
A coefficient matrix cannot be used for evaluating direct 
and indirect forward linkages. We have therefore not 
considered the forward linkage measure based on inverse 
elements of the familiar A matrix. 

In the analysis of the linkages between the different 
sectors of the economy, as is clear from the above dis
cussion, only the linkages of the current inputs (i.e. of 
A matrix) is considered. Naturally in such an analysis 
sectors which are of capital goods' nature do not figure in. 
For a total appreciation of the sectoral linkages it is 
necessary to integrate the capital inputs also. This 
requires the capital coefficient matrices (i.e. B matrices) 
which unfortunately are not available for our analysis in 
this study presented below. Hence this limitation of the 
non-inclusion of the linkages of the capital coefficients 
needs to be borne in mind. 

4 • 2, 1 Direct Backward and Forward Linkage ·Structures in .the Economy 

In Table 4.2.l(a) we present the backward and forward 
linkage coefficients based on direct flows together with · 
their ranks ascribed on the b~is of the decreasing order 
of the coefficient values for each sector, for the four 
time points. The sectors of Construction (14) and Other 
industries (18) are omitted. The table also presents for 
each sector the Chenery-Watanabe category to which it 
belongs in the tetrapartite classification. 

Since by definition all primary production should 
exclude any suostantial linkage effects, it is seen that 
Agriculture (1) and the two Mining sectors (2, 3) receive 
very poor ranking over all the points of time. On the 
other hand the agro-based sectors of Food, etc. (4) and 
Textiles (5) show substantial backward linkages ftith very 
high rankings. The sectors of Nonferrous Metals (12), 
Other Transport (17), Iron and Steel (11) and Cement (10) 
also fall in the first quartile of direct backward linkage 
ranks. Of the above sectors in the first quartile of 
ranks, Food (4), Textiles (5) and Other transport (17) show 
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very poor forward linkage effects and occupy places in the 
last quartile of direct forward linkage·ranks as they 
mostly cater to final consumption demand. The sectors of 
Railway Transport (16), Leather and Rubber·-(7), and Metal 
Products and Machinery (13) which also o~cupy places in 
the last quartile of forward linkage ranks are also known 
to cater to final demand. The basic ·industrial sectors of 
Nonferrous Metals (12) , Iron and Steel (11) and Cement (10) 
occupy ranks in the first quartile of direct backward link
age ranks are found to occupy ranks ~n the first .quartile 
of direct forward linkage ranks also. These sectors as we 
know belong to Chenery-Watanabe category of Intermediate 
Manufacture and constitute the top ranking sectors in the 
Hirschman's ranking scheme for development strategy. 8 

The above cross comparison of the sectors falling in 
the first quartile of the backward and last quartile of 
the forward linkage ranks showed that a good many of the 
sectors in both the sets cater to final demand requirements. 
This is statistically substantiated by the rank correlation 
coefficients between direct backward and forward linkages 
presented in table 4.2.l{b). The forward and backward 
linkages are poorly correlated indicating that the sectors 
that aave large input dependence are not large input 
suppliers. · 

It is also observed from Tables 4.2.l(a) and (b) that 
there is very little change in the overall rank order of 
the sectors over the years and the production structures 
seem to have maintained more or less uniform linkage 
structures as reveal·ed by the high, positive intertemporal 
rank correlation coefficients. Between the two linkage 
types, the said correlation coefficients are of a higher 
order for forward linkage ranks, indicating that forward 
linkage structure has remained more rigid than the back-. 
ward for any change. It is further observed that with the 
growth in the economy and increasing interdependence of 
the sectors over time noted earlier, the level of linkage 
coefficients of both types is seen to be increasing for 
most of the sectors. 

The above general observations do not preclude the 
differential behaviour in respect of a set of important 
sectors with reference to their linkage effects. It will 
be observed from.the Table 4.2.l(a) again that in respect 
of Nonmetall1c M1nerals (8), Chemicals and Petroleum (9), 
Ceme~t (10), Iron and Steel (11) and Metallic Products and 
M~chlnery_(l3) sectors,their increasing trend of backward 
.l~nkages 1s associated with decreasing trend of forward 
l1nkages. In this context it may be noted that it is 
these sec~ors which have shifted their position in the 
tetrapart1te Chenery-Watanabe classification from 1959 
time point onwards from Intermediate primary production 
category to Intermediate Manufacture, with the exception ot 
the last name~ sector of Metallic Products nnd Machinery 
(13) which moves through all the successive stngos of tho 



Table 4.2.l(a) DIRECT BACKWARD (BLJ) AND FORWARD (FL1) LINKAGE COEFFICIENTS TOGETHER WITH THEIR RANK ORDER THE CHENERY-WATANABE CLASS FOR 
EACH SECTOR 1 

l9Sl-52 l953-54 l959 
l963 

Sector CheneriJ lOO BLj lOO FL.t Chenery lOO BL. lOO FL.t Chenery lOO BLj lOO FL. 
Cheneey lOO BLj lOO FLi. 

Class Class ] Class • Class 

"' "' 1. Agriculture IV 28.89(10) 38.48(10) IV 28.49(11) 38.40( 10) IV 28.94(13) 36.21(10) IV 22.47(14) 30.95 ( 13) ... .... 
2. Coke and Coal I 20.06(14) 67.14 (6) I 15.23(15) 76.38 (6) I 19.94(14) 87.36 (5) I 22.84(13) 86.96 (3) 0 

"" 3. Other Mining I 6.69(16) 74.54 (4) I 8.10(16) 105.14 (4) I 14.55(16) 68.52 (7) I 20.32(15) 86.67 (4) ... 
4. Food, Drinks and Ill 57.51 (1) 13.58(15) Ill 58.94 (1) 12.30( 15) Ill 47.22 (5) 18.09(15) Ill 67.51 (1) 22 .69( 14) "' < 

Beverages "' 
; 54.44 (4) 

... 
5. Text lies Ill ~6. 67 (3) 25. 49( 12) Ill 47.19(4) 25.53(12) Ill 50.75 (4) 19. 34( 14) Ill 36.17(11) ... 
6. Paper ond Printing IV 26.97(11) 27.61(11) IV 24.74(12) 28.81(11) Ill 40.94 (8) 35.08(11) IV 37.47(12) 40.53( 10) :c 

5:: 7. Leather and Rubber Ill 38.13 (5) 16.57(14) IV 36.16 (9) 19.43( 14) Ill 40.19 (9) 38.53 (9) Ill 48.99 (6) 32.54(12) "' 8. , Non-metallic I 21.98(13) 63.06 (7) I 22.37 ( 13) 64.50 (7) II 39.03(10) 65 .oo (8) II 47.56 (8) 48.36 (9) "' Cll 
Minerals 

i 9- Cheml cals and 22.85(12) 71.72 (5) 37 .as Ol 93.91 (5) II 45.41 (6) 110.63 (3) II 45.81 (9) 70.34 (6) 
Petroleum .... 

:c 
10. Cement I 35.47 (6) 121.29 (1) I 36.96 (8) 125.41 ( 1) II 52.72 (3) 101.34 (4) II 56.27 (2) 109.20 (2) "' 11. Iron .tnd Steel I 32.55 (8) 106.45 (3) II 43.64 (5) 106.12 (3) II 60.42 (2) 124.42 (2) II 55.32 (3) 80.92 (5) "' ... 
12. Non-ferrous Metals II 56.93 (2) 113.86 (2) II 49.98 (3) 119.27 (2) II 60.69 (1) 183.32 (1) II 47.89 (7) 246.05 (1) "' z 
13. Metallic Products I 31.42 (9) 58.34 (8) II 38.13 (6) 62.31 (8) Ill 33-70(11) 31.93(12) Ill 41.46(10) 17.11(15) 0 

:r and Machinery -< 
I 5. Electricity I 33.65 (7) 51.77 (9) I 31.21(10) 45.61 (9) I 30.76(12) 77.29 (6) I 39.45( 11) 69.91 (7) 
11>. Ral lway Transport IV 18.98( 15) 18.33(13) IV 21.39(14) 24.51(13) IV 15.36(15) 25.48(13) IV 15 .16( 161 51.32 (8) 
17. Other Transport Ill 45.07 ,( 4) 13.40(16) lll 54.22. (2) 11.27(16) Ill 44.60 (7) 12.14(16) Ill 49.50 (5 4.25(16) 

Rank order of sectors Is Indicated In brackets. 

"' "' 



• 
Table 4.2.l(b) ; RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF DIRECT BACKWARD AND FORWARD LINKAGES 

Year 

1951-52 

1953-54 

1959 

1963 

Rank correlation 
coefficient between 
forward and backward 
linkages 

-0.25588 

-0.20588 

+0.25882 

-0.14118 

Intertemporal Rank Correlation coefficients 

of Backward Linkages 

1953-54 1959 1963 

0.87352 0.74118 0.79412 

0.76765 0.78529 

0.84706 

on Forward Linkages 

1953-54 1959 1963 

1.00000 0.88235 0.83235 

0.88235 0.83235 

0.85294 

00 .... 

"' -1 

~ 
n 
-1 
c: 
$! .... 
n 
::>: 
l> 
z 
C> ...., 
"' 
z 

z 
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0 z 
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production cycle during the period, starting from Interme
diate Primary Production to Final Manufactu_e via Inter
mediate Manufacture. This shift may indicate a contraction 
in the forward linkage effect on account of greater process
ing of the output within the sector into i~termediate manu
factures rather than supplying the same to other sectors. 

4 • 2 • 2 Direct and Indirect Linkage St~uctures 

We shall now consider the direct and indirect linkage 
structures based on interdependence coefficients derived 
from the Leontief inverse of the input-output coefficient 
matrix. Table 4.2.2(a) presents the direct and indirect 
linkage coefficients (TLj) together with their ranks 
ascribed on the basis of the decreasing order of the co
efficient value for each sector for the four time points. 
The table also presents Rasmussen's "power of dispersion" 
Index (Yj) which has been defined in 4.2 earlier. Table 
4.2.2(b) presents rank correlation coefficients of direct 
and indirect linkage coefficient (TL·) with direct back
ward linkage coefficient (BLj) presehted in table 4.2.l(a) 
for different time points. It also presents the inter
temporal rank correlation coefficients of direct and in
direc~ linkage coefficient (TLj). 

Considering the sectors that figure in the fi~st and 
last quartile of the direct and indirect linkage ranks we 
find the same set of sectors that figured earlier in 
connection with the direct backward linkage ranks. In 
fact the rank correlation coefficients between the direct 
and indirect linkage (TLj) and the direct backward linkage 
(BLj) for different time points are very large and positive 
ind1cating that the former very much reflects the latter. 

As in the case of direct linkages, the level of dir,ct 
and indirect linkage coefficients is also increasing for 
almost all the sectors and sectoral ordering of the linkage 
ranks does not show any significant changes over the years. 
The very high and positive intertemporal rank correlation 
of direct and indirect linkages between time points indi
cates that the technological and production structures have 
maintained more or less a uniform linkage structure over 
the period. A comparison of the set of intertemporal rank 
correlation coefficients of direct and indirect linkages 
with that of direct backward linkages shows that linkage 
structures based on direct and indirect flows are more 
similar than those based on direct flows, except for the 
year 1959.9 The rank correlation coefficients for the year 
1959 with any other year are relatively smaller in magni
tude within the two sets. But between the sets the said 
correlations for 1959 based on direct and indirect link
ages are smaller than those based on direct backward link
ages. In this context it may be noted that intertemporal 
similarity of linkage structures is the resultant of 
s~veral factors such as changes in relative prices, product
mix and technology. Though, on the whole these factors 



co 

"' 

Table 4.2.2(a) DIRECT AND INDIRECT LINKAGE COEFFICIENTS (TL.) AND RASMUSSEN'S POWER OF DISPERSION INDEX(Y.) 
J J 

Direct and Indirect Linkage Coefficients(TLj) Power of Dispersion Index (Yj) 

1951-52 1953-54 1959 1963 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1963 

• V> 
1. Agri cu 1 ture 141.22(10) 140.62 ( 11) 141.76(13) 130.34(15) 96.05 92.32 87.54 77.38 ..... 

"' 2. Coke and Coa 1 127.10(14) 121.04(15) 129.21 (t4) 130.61(14) 86.45 79.47 79.79 77.54 c 
n ..... 

3. Other Mining 108.58(16) 110.69(16) 121.24(16) 133.74(13) 73.85 72.67 74.87 79.70 c 
·:>0 :» 

4. Food, Drinks and· Beverages 184. 44 ( 1) 185.98 (1) 170.46 (6) 200.98 (1) 125.45 122. 11 105.27 119.32 
,... 
n 

5. Textiles 173.25 (3) 175.02 (3) 179.97 (4) 196.35 (2) 117.84 114.91 111.14 116.57 ::t: 
:» z 

6. Paper and Printing 137.32(11) 135.46(12) 165.52 (8) 159.91 (11) 93.40 88.94 102.21 94.94 
C') 

"' "' 
7. Leather and Rubber 157.39 (5) 156.22 (8) 164.58 (9) 184.45 (6) 107.05 102.57 101.63 109.51 z 
8. Nonmetallic Minerals 128.97(13) 131.18(13) 157 .23( 10) 172.57(10) 87.72 86.12 97.10 102.39 . -

z 
9. Chemicals and Petroleum 132.25(12) 158.30 (7) 174.16 (5) 1]6.21 (8) 89.95 103.93 107.55 104.61 c 

:» 
10. Cement 147.54 (6) 149.88 (9) 182.52 (3) 185.97 (5) 100.35 98.40 112.71 110.41 z 

"' 11. Iron and Steel 146.80 ( 8) 165. 18 (5) 191.00 (2) 189.29 (3) 123.76 108 •. 45 117.95 112.38 n 
0 z 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 181.96 (2) 172.00 ( 4) 191.01 ( 1 ) 184.40 ( 7) 100.00 112.93 117.96 109.48 0 
3: 
-< 

13. "etallic Products and Machinery 174.02 (7) 160.99 (6) 155.08(11) 173.88 (9) 100.00 105.70 95.77 l03 .23 

15. Electricity 145.33 (9) 142.04(10) 142.21 (12) 158.14(12) 98.85 93.26 87.82 93.89 

" . "'· Railway Transport 126.54(15) 131.02(14) 123.27(15) 124.45(16) 86.07 86.02 76.12 73.88 

17. Other Transport 160.59 (4) 175.69 (2} 168.76 ( 7) 188.60(10) 109.23 115.35 104.22 111 .97 

P~k order of sectors is indicated in brackets. 
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Table 4.Z.Z(b) :BANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF DIRECT AND 

Year 

1951-52 

1953-54 

1959 
1963 

INDIRECT LINKAGES 

Rank correlation co
efficient between 
direct and indirect 
linkage (TLj) with 
direct backward 
linkage (BLj) 

0.98824 

0.99118 
0.99412 
0.95588 

Intertemporal Rank Correlation 
Coefficient of direct and in
direct linkage (TLj) 

1953-54 

0.90294 

1959 1963 

o:7o882 o.81471 
0.75000 0.86471 

0.81765 

seem to have operated in a mutually counterbalancing manner 
so that sectoral ordering by linkages has not changed over 
time significantly, the above results for the year 1959 
seem to indicate that perhaps it was a sort of a watershed 
receiving old trends and transmitting new departures. The 
trends in the shares of gross outputs and those of shares 
in final demand given in Table 4.l.l(a) and Table 5.l.Z 
also support the above finding about the year 1959. 

4. 3 Sector Level Changes in Technology 

Earlier in Section 3.3.Z we strayed into a considera
tion of changes in the.sector level aggregate input co
efficients by using Tilanus metho~ of coefficient of varia
tion and tried to gauge the changes that have taken place 
over the. period in the aggregate input coefficient of each 
of the sectors. The analysis revealed that there is no 
pronounced change in the sector level aggregate input co
efficient over time. However, in view of the crudity of 
approach, which possibly might have confounded the individ
ual input changes because the coefficient of variation as 
an indicator of change, for individual inputs within a 
sector is not only large for almost all of them but very 
large for many of them when compared with that for the 
aggregate input coefficient as revealed by Table 3.3.3(a), 
we felt that an in-depth probing ls necessary. We attempt 
to do it here. 

It is necessary at the outset to distinguish two 
aspects of change in the flows of input-output table over 
time. On the production side change means a variation in 
the methods of production and therefore a change in the 
quantities and qualities of goods which may be ~roduced 
out of a given amount of them. This is technological 
change and is analysed by the "input approach". On the 
distribution side, change means a variation in the share of 
interindustry demand over time of goods so produced. This 
latter is not strictly technological change but is the 
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opposite side of the same coin and is analysed by the 
"output approach". In this section we study the production 
side of change at the sector level with the help of techni
cal coefficient matrices by using the foll~wing three 
measures. The other aspect of changing shares of inter
industry demand in sectoral outputs will·be dealt with in 
the subsequent section as a,parallel analysis on both 
approaches helps a deeper and more general insight into the 
nature of change in the economy. 

Before we consider the measures to. evaluate the 
differential patterns of technological change between 
sectors of the economy in terms of coeffici~nt differences 
it is important to bear in mind the following besides others. 
Firstly the base year technological vintage of the differ
ent sectors and the different industries comprising them is 
not the same and they are not exposed during our period to 
technological changes uniformly and receive a uniform quan
tum of it. In fact there is planning activity going on 
during the period, providing differential targets of growth 
for different industries. Besides t·he technological change 
in individual industries or sectors there are forces that 
affect technological change across a broad industrial front. 
Most industries benefit from the growth of the whole economy. 
Progress in certain strategic industries benefits all. 
Certain types of new products developed by producer indus
tries, say machinery manu£acturing, have broad applications 
across industry lines. Such pervasive and linked changes 
in technology probably spread with a time lag. In view of 
these therefore, it is necessary to realise that the picture 
of technological change that emerges is a highly complex 
one. We do not venture here to disentangle the same and 
explain the causes of technological change, but modestly 
attempt to evaluate and describe as far as we can the 
sectoral patterns of technological change with the help of 
the measu~es available in literature which are considered 
below. 

4. 3. 1 The Three Measures of Technological Change 

We have already referred in Section 3.3.1 to the 
"absolute column measure" developed by Chenery and Watanabe 
~o study the type of production, sector by sector. This 
~ndex measures the degree of similarity or change in the 
1npu~ struc~ures. If two input structures are identical 
the 1ndex w~ll ?e zero and if the inputs are completely un
correlated 1t w1ll have an upper limit of 2.0. Table 4.3.1 
presents for each of the 14 sectors the values of the 
Chenery.Index y. for the six time point comparisons. We 
have om1 tted thel consideration of sectors on Cons true t ion 
(14), !ransport (16, 17) and Other Industries (18) b~cuuse 
of the1r lack of comparability over time on account of 
differential cove·rage, etc. 

In.Sectioil 3.3.3 we estimated technological chnn~c in 
product1on for the economy as a whole by using Murin 



'I able 4. 3.1 : S~CT~RAL VALUES OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ON Y. INDEX 
J 

Comparison Years 1951;1953 1959;1963 1953;1959 1951;1959 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap Years 2 4 6 8 lO 12 

Sector 
VI 

1. Agriculture 0.0268* 0.2689* 0.0702* 0.0779* a. 2828* 0.2886* "' n 
-i 

2. Coke and Coa 1 0. 2943 0.8569@ 0.8055@ 0.5943* 1. 2975@ 1.1078@ 0 

"" 
3· Other Mining 0.2455 1.6688@ 0.9541@ 1.0224@ 1 .5079@ 1.5055@ 

,... 
"' < 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 0.0964* 0.4209* 0. 4487* 0.3583* 0.2919* 0.2268@ "' ,... 
5. Text lies 0.0553* 0.6613* 0.4325* 0.4342* 0.4390* 0.4180* n 

::t: 
l> 

6. Paper and Printing 0.1169* 0.5035* 0.6321* 0.6001* 0.5897* 0.5911* z 
C> 

"' 7. Leather and Rubber 0.1377* 0 .5180* 0.3336* 0.3935* 0.5326* c.4927* "' 
B. Non-metallic Minerals 0.2142 0.7623 0.7285 0.8034 1.0580@ 1. 1631@ z 

-i 

Chemicals and Petroleum 0.4942 0.6886* 9. 0.5306* 0.7933 0.5699* 0.]314* ::t: 

"' 
10. Cement 0.1071* 0.7240* 1.2564@ 1 .2284@ 1. 1047@ 1. 1236@ "' n 

0 

11. Steel 0.3268 Iron and 0.7991 0.8555 1.0705 0.4881* 0.6687* z 
0 
:X 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 0.1571* 1.0748 0.4534* 0.4316* 0.8751 0.9367 -c 

13. Metal Products and Mach I ne ry 0.2624 0.9744@ 0.9002@ 0.9175@ 0.5616* o. 6347* 

15. Electricity 0.1910*. 0.3616*@ 1.0994@ 1.2087@ 1. 1606@ 1 .2602@ 

14 Sector Mean 0.1947 0.7345 0.6786 0.7096 0.7685 0.7964 

18 Sector Mean 0.1952 0. 8067 0.7239 0.7619 0.8565 0.8756 

co 

* Below 14 sector mean value. @ Value shows Y j > al "' 
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Augustinovics measure a which, as has been noted there, 
combines all the cell level Leontief relative change indices 
(with modulus) in a single measure for the economy as a 
whole. In Table 4. 3. 2 are presented the se-gregated sector 
level values of technological change in production obtained 
on Maria Augustinovics formula after deleting summation 
and averaging over sectors/columns, viz. 

1 
n 

n 
l: 

i=l b c 1/2 (a .. + a .. ) 
l.J l.J 

I b . c I a .. - a .. 
l.J l.J 

where aij are the individual input coefficients and n is 
their number, and b and c are the two time points of 
comparison. The values of a~ ,c indicate the average c·hange 
(absolute) in the input.requ1rement of the sector during 
the comparison period. 

The above formulation gives an unweighted average of 
the ratios of all the input coefficient differences in a 
sector in the two time points. .Comparing this with 
Ch·enery' s "absolute column measure", viz. 

n b 
l: I aij - a~j I 

b,c i=l 
yj n .or 

b c 1/2 l: (aij + aij) 
i=l 

.~he transaction values of the flow table 

1/2 

= 

or b c n x.. x .. 
_l: c....p. + ~). 
J.=l x. x. 

J J 

1 n c 
c l: xij 

x. i=l 

in terms of 



Table 4.3.2 : SECTORAL VALUES OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ON a. INDEX 

Comparison Years l95l;l953 l959;l963 l953;l959 l95l;l959 l953;l963 l95l;l963 

Gap Years 2 4 6 8 lO l2 

"' Sector 
,.., 
n 

1 .2622 
-1 

1. Agr I cui ture 0.4317 0. 7145 . 0.9907 1 .1347 1.1293 0 ... 
2. Coke and Coa I . 0.3255 0.6185*@ 0.7910*@ 0.8084* 0.9844@ 1 .0709@ ,... ,.., 

0.9856@ 0.7614*@ 0.8025*@ 
< 

3. Other Mining 0.2686* 0.9481@ 0.9353@ 
,.., ,... 

4. Food, Drinks & Tobacco 0.1702* o. 7277* 0.7001* 0,6695* 0.8572* 0.8058* n 
::r: ,. 

5. Textiles 0.3096* 1. 1124 1 • 15 34 0.9317 1.0503 1.0551 z ., ,.., 
6. Paper and Printing o. 1640* 0. 8556 0.8395* 0.8087* 0.8166*. 0.7730* "' 
7. Leather and Rubber 0.3970 0.7786* 0.5974* 0. 7724* 0.9211~ 0.7896* z 

&. Non-metallic Minerals 0.3617 0.9533 1.0670 1.0374@ 1.1465@ 
-1 

1.1251 ::r: ,.., 
9. Chemicals· and Petroleum 0.5315 0.8502 0.9814 0.9202 0.8986* 1. 0549 ,.., 

n 

10. Cement 0.7741* 0.9859@ 0.8829*@ 
0 

0.2027* 1.0777@ 1.0522@ z 
0 

11. Iron and Steel 0.3396 0.8059* 1.0228 1.0976 0.7965* 0.9498* 
:X 
-< 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 0.4216 1.1015 0.6277* 0.5146* 1.2027 1.1131 

13. Metal Products and Machinery 0.3096* 0.9166@ 0.7746*@ 0.8464*@ 0.9481* 0.9596* 

15 •• Electric! ty 0.2968* 0.3114@ 0 .9380@ 1.0598@ 0.9954@ 1.0801!@ 

14 Sector Mean 0.3216 0.8089 0.8947 0.9172 0.9561 0.9819 

18 Sector Mean 0.3152 0.8096 0.9263 0.9697 1.0079 1.0424 
. 10 .... 

* Below 14 sector mean value. @ Value shows yj > aj 
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it is important to note that the Chenery formulation is a 
ratio of the sum of individual coefficient differences in 
a sector to the average of the sum of the individual co
efficients of the said sector, with an implicit weighting 
pattern reflecting the importance of each individual input 
difference. In fact Chenery and Watanabe-"explicitly state 
that they have "compared direct coefficients, weighted by 
production levels .... The weighting procedure is not 
necessary when we are interested in differences by column, 
however, because each coefficient would have the same 
production level as weight~(1958, p. 498.) In the -
Augustinovic9 formulation, however, each input change in a 
sector is implicitly weighted equally. From this signifi
cant desideratum of the formulations we can advantageously 
infer that if 

b,c b,c 
yj > aj 

the more important or major inputs have undergone greater 
change, relatively though not exclusively. On the other 
hand, if 

b,c b,c 
aj > Yj 

one can infer that new items of input have been introduced 
in the production process and/or minor inputs have gained 
prominance in the change. 1 0 This relationship gives us a 
criterion for defining a typology for technological change 
for different sectors. 

Let us now consider the third measure which we are 
going to use. The two measures dealt with above indicate 
the absolute magnitude of technological change in the in
put coefficients of a sector and do not specify the direc
tion of it. A consideration of the direction of technolo
gical change for a sector cannot avoid the 'netting' of 
positive and negative deviations of the different individ
ual inputs comprising a sector. The measure we propose to 
consider here for studying the direction of technological 
change is based on Leontief's relative change index of co
efficient differences without modulus. 

. In t~e earlier chapter, following Leontief we have 
fitted weighted frequency distributions to the relative 
change indices of coefficient differences with the average 
of the flow table transaction value of the individual in
put in the binary comparison as the weight of the relative 
change in the said input coefficient. We also noted there 
Leontief's rationale of weighting the relative change by 
its binary average size to nullify the effects of change 
in industrial classification between comparisons. Based on 
these desiderata Domar (1961) has formulated ''Leontief's 
Index of Structural Change'' by weighting the relative 
change index bp the ratio of binary mean individual input 
transaction to the corresponding total. The w~ight~J 
index for sector j can be written.ns - · 
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b c 1/2 b c n aij - aij (xij + xij) 
-I. l: 

J i=l 1/2 b c n b n (a .. + aij) 1/2 ( 
c 

l.J l: xij + l: xij) 
i=l i.=l 

where ail" are the input coefficients, Xij• the input values 
of the f ow tables for the two time points b and c and n, 
the number of inputs in the sector. Obviously the first 
term on the right hand side is the Leontief measure of 
relative increase or reduction in inputs per unit of output, 
where change is taken relative to the mean input require
ments between the two points of time. The second term 
weights these relative changes in individual inputs by the 
share of the mean individual to the mean total input require
ments of the sector in the corresponding two time points.ll · 
It may be noted here that the -lj Index for any sector is 
nothing but weighted average of relative change indices for 
the sector obtained by sectorwise segregation of the 
Leontief frequency distribution fitted to the total 
economy (Leontief, 1953, p.31). The differences if any in 
the actual calculations will be due to the estimation of 
the one from the ungrouped an·d the other from the grouped 
data. 

The values of -Ij indicate increase or reduction in 
inputs per unit of output of the jth sector between two 
time points band c. If Ij is negative (i.e. if -I· is 
positive) then there has been a saving on inputs. ~A 
negative change, i.e. a reduction in the input requirements 
per unit of output" according to Leontief {1953, p.28) 
"can be loosely described as an increase in productivity" 
indicating "technical progress", due to fuller use of 
materials and higher degree of processing etc. "The fact 
of technical progress" notes Tinbergen {1950, p. 27) "can 
easily be established if there is a reduction i~ the use 
of each of the factors of production". One such that we 
are considering here is the material inputs used i~ the 
process of production and not all the inputs or factors of 
production. And such "Partial productivity" changes, 
while useful for measuring the saving in particular inputs 
achieved over time, do not measure overall changes in 
production efficiency, since they are affected by changes 
in the composition of input, i.e., by factor substitution. 

A positive Ij (i.e. negative of -Ij) on the other hand 
may be taken t~ indicate that new inputs or a new combina
tion of them are being used in the production process so 
that the total input requirements of a sector per unit of 
output is increasing over the period. Also the product-mix 
might be changing over the period. .As has been already 
pointed out, though in the context of a developed economy 
~ncreasing input usage may indicate declining productivity, 
1n a developing economy one expects a greater input usage 
indicating more and more round about and refined processing. 
This can be taken to indicate a second type of progress or 
technological advance viz. the modernization of final 
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products. However, a large positive value of Ij, even in 
the context of a developed economy need not be viewed as a 
catastrophic decline in productivity but as reflection of 
a change in the definition of the activity _ _pf the sector 
over the period. 

Thus,'. based on the sign of the Index Ij we can define 
another typology of technological change, namely that.due 
to reducti9n in input requirements per unit of output or 
"technicaljprogress" and that due to in\=rease in input 
requirements per unit of output due to round about and 
refined processing leading to "modernisation" of the final 
product. 

1 

Earlier we pointed out that the discrepancy in the 
values of tec~nological change indices aj and Yj as due to 
the difference in their weighting diagram and considered the 
Leontief weighting system as reflecting the appropriate 
importance of the individual inputs for aggregating the 
relative change indices comprising a sector. We also noted 
that in the Chenery measure Yj the individual input changes 
are implicitly weighted by the magnitude of such change 
ascribing a larger weight to an input showing a high~r 
magnitude of change. The extent of. concordance between 
these two weighting patterns will determine the extent to 
which the Chenery Index and the Domar-Leontief Index,Ij i.e. 
Leontief weighted aj will give the same values of technolo
gical change. In other words, if the percentage share of 
the individual input change to total change in a sector on 
the Yj and Ij -turn out to be similar, if not the same, we 
may con~lude th~t the Leontief weighting system acts as·a 
correct1ng facto.r to the discrepancy between Yj and aj. In 
view of this, un~er circumstances where only tne technical 
coefficient matrices are available and not the transaction 
tables, one can use the Chenery formula for Yj without 
modulus as a proxy for the Domar-Leontief Index Ij. Table 
4.3.3 gives the values of Ij for the 6 comparison periods 
based on Domar-Leontief formulation. 

4.3.2 Pattern of Technological Change of Different Sectors in the 
Economy 

Let us now consider the results based on the three 
measures elaborated above and try to identify the patterns 
of technological change exhibited by different sectors of 
the economy. 

4 • 3 • 2 (a) Typographies of Technological Change 

In our attempt to describe technological changes that 
accompa~y economic g~owth of the developing country on the 
assumpt1o~ of the ~x1s~ence of a set of underlying processes 
that mar 1nteract 1n d1fferent ways in different sectors, 
we cons~dered the measurement of technological change on 
t~e b~s1s of \hree measures and also indicated two typolo
g1es 1n order to discover uniformities in their behaviour 



Table 4.3.3 : SECTORAL VALUES OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ON I. INDEX 
J 

Comparison years 1951;1953 1959;1963 1953;1959 1951;1959 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap years 2 4 6 8 10 12 

"' Sectors "' n .... 
1 • Agr I cuI ture - .0138 - .250:7 + .0176 + .0084 - .2318 - .2412 0 

"' 2. Coke and Coal - .2721 + .3358 + .2704 + .0096 + .6483 + .4072 r-

3. Other Mining + • 1893 + .5917 + .3949 + .3758 + .7792 + .3710 "' < 
4. Food, Drinks and Beverages + .0253 + . 3435 - .2800 - . 1946 + .1609 + • 1671 "' r-

5. Textiles + .0110 + .3084 + .0882 + • 1403 + • 1916 + .2040 n 
6. Paper and Printing - .0855 - .0276 + .5185 + .4393 + .4646 + .4032 :>: 

:> 

7. Leather and Rubber + .0559 + .2809 + .1105 + .0821 + • 3874 + .3583 z 
C> 

B. Non-metallic Minerals + .0235 + • 3612 + .3023 + .5863 + .8771 ~ + .9753 "' "' 
9. Chemicals and Petroleum + .4937 + • 1343 + . 1886 + .6749 + • 3075 • + .7656 

10, Cement + .0428 + -.1705 + .3993 + .5276 + .6016 + • 7123 ;!:: 

11. Iron and Steel + .2851 + .0665 + .4324 + .6909 + .3647 + .6445 .... 
:>: 

12. Non-ferrous ·Metals - • 1196 + .2517 + • 1114 + .0280 + • 1494 + • 3469 "' 
13. Metal Products and + .1943 + .)445 + .1448 + .2660 + .2732 + .4568 "' n 

Machinery 0 z 
15. Electricity - .0646 + .2800 + .2495 + .2575 + .6448 + .6986 0 

:X 
< 

Total 

14. Sector segment of the + .7653 +3.1907 +2.9484 +3.9321 +5.6185 +6.2696 
economy 

18. Sector economy +1.3973 +2.2295 +2. 3871 +3.9468 +4.2805 +5.7894 
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of the technological change- indices of sectors at a different 
level of development. This will help us. to separate the 
general from the characteristics specific to sectors which 
may throw light on the development process .... 

A further and rather elementary typo'logy will also be 
considered, namely that based on the comparison of the 
average technological change for the economy as a whole or 
a segment of it with that of the individual sector, focuss
ihg attention on the extent of individual deviations from 
the average. Such an examination will be more instructive 
than the analysis of the average change for the economy as 
a whole. Further such a comparative analysis of the 
levels of change also leads to the identification of the 
characteristic features of the development process in the 
economy which may be viewed as a set of interrelated 
changes in the structure of the economy passing through the 
transitional phase from traditional to modern forms of 
production with industry growing more rapidly than agri
culture. 

Comparing the values of the indices of technological 
change Yj and aj for different individual sectors presented 
in tables 4.3.1 .and 4.3.2 against the respective mean change 
index for the 14 sector segment of the economy it is 
noticed that the sectors which show values below mean are 
the.traditional sectors of agro-based industries of Food 
(4), Textiles (5), Paper and Printing (6) and Leather and 
Rubber (7) where technological change is small and slow, 
despite their lion!s share collectively and individually 
at least in respect of Food (4) and Textiles (5), in the 
gross output and final demand of the economy. It is well 
known that when the economy sets out for technological 
transformation towards industrial growth and development, 
it is expected, as a consequence of planned industrial 
investment strategy that the relative importance of these 
traditional agro-based industries would be less than those 
of the modern ones. It is also expected that the consumer 
goods industries catering to final demand get less import
ance than the ones producing intermediate and investment 
goods, during the process of such transformation. 

However, though traditional the mining sectors (2 and 
3), whose share in the gross output and final demand is of 
lower order, surprisingly present a picture of sizable, 
i.e., above average technological change, more clearly on 
thc.Ch~nery index Yj than aj. This result perhaps, seems 
to 1nd1cate the phenomenon of decreasing returns that is 
t~e increas~ng depth of m~ning necessitated over'the years, 
ml,ht have 1ncrease~ t~e 1nput costs, particularly of the 
maJor ones. But th1s Increase in input costs does not 
imply any technological change as such. Even so one can
not deny some technological change in these sect~rs also 
when the whole economy, under the regime of different five 
year plans wa~ undergoing technological change towards 
¥rowth a~d dcvelo~mcnt with emphasis on the production of 
1ntermcd1utc and 1nvcstmcnt goods. Thcso sectors, It may 
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be recalled, have been found to present a picture of 
increasing share of intermediate demand in their gross out
put over the period. 

The "modern" sectors of Chemicals and Pe~roleum (9) 
and Nonferrous Metals (12) on the Chenery index Yj and 
the sector of Metal Produ~ts and Machinery (13) on aj index 
are noticed to occupy borderlin~positions with respect to 
the level of technological change. This is despite the 
expectation noted above and also the fact that the sectors 
of Metal Products and Machinery (13) and Chemicals and 
Petroleum (9) are the very high ranking sectors in the 
manufacturing branch of the economy in terms of their rela
tive share in the gross output, standing in rank only next 
to Food (4) and Textile (5). In fact Chemical industry has 
been acknowledged as one of the most dynamic industries all 
over the world. Also, it may be recalled that these sectors 
have recorded sizable growth during the period; particu
larly the Metal Products and Machinery (1''. sector, we have 
seen, has almost doubled its share in the gross output 
around 1959 onwards. 

It may be pertinent to note here that the chemical, 
metallurgical and engineering industries comprising these 
sectors which form the bulk of "modern" industries of our 
economy, are not subjected to the constraint as the tradi
tional agro-industries, considered a little while ago, 
which depend on agriculture for their basic raw materials. 
A demand for the products of these sectors is mainly a 
demand for the modernization, with an almost infinite scope 
for our developing economy lagging so far behind the rest 
of the world. So it is natural therefore to expect a 
larger than average technological change for these sectors. 

In the case of the two sectors viz. Metal Products 
and Machinery (13) and Chemicals and Petroleum (9) besides 
their growing relative share in the gross output, which 
alone need not imply any technological change, we have 
earlier seen that structurally the pattern of their sectoral 
interdependence was also changing over the years from the 
Chenery category of intermediate primary production to 
intermediate manufacture. In respect of the Metal Products 
and ~achinery (13) sector we have further noticed that the 
shift continues to the further category of final manufac
ture with increasing backward linkage at every stage. 
Coupled with this is the fact that the industries of 
machinery manufacture and petroleum refining are relatively 
of recent time vintage than metallurgical and chemical. 
Hence, in the context of our abserved border-line behaviour 
of these two sectors it is likely that the changing pattern 
of the relative proportions in which the above industries 

\are combined in the composition of our two sectors over the 
comparisons has possibly concealed the effect of technolo
gical change in these composite. sectors which an appropriate 
decomposition might have revealed. 
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In the case of the low ranking sector of Non-ferrous 
Metals (12), all the below average index values of techno
logical change are confined to comparisons.-involving earlier 
years up to 1959 and not involving the year 1963, indicating 
larger than average technological change"from the middle 
of the Second Five Year Plan period and thereafter. 

4. 3. 2 (b) : Some Evidence on the Nature of Technological Change 

Let us now-consider the typology based on the rela
tionship between the magnitude of the two indices of 
technologiCal change for each of the sectors on the basis 
of Tables 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 and consider whether the relation 
changes over the comparisons, as the two indices measure 
technological change with a differential emphasis on the 
nature of it, as has been explained earlier. It is noticed 
that in most of the sectors for most of the comparisons 
the aj index values are higher than those of Yj indicating 

.that the technologi'cal change for such sectors and for such 
comparisons is characterised by the introduction of new in
puts in the production process and/or minor inputs have 
gained prominence in the measurement of technological 
change. This covers a large part of the economy. However, 
the sectors on Mining (2 and 3) show the reverse relation 
with Yj ~alues larger than aj ones in almost all. binary 
compar1sons except the one involving 1951 and 1953 which 
were the initial years of the First Five Year Plan. Hence 
in respect of these two traditional primary production 
sectors comprising the mining segment of the economy, the 
technological change indices reveal that it is not only the 
increasing material costs necessitated by increasing depth 
of mining over the years, but also that the use of more 
impor~ant or major inputs has undergone greater change rela-
tive to other inputs over the years. . • 

The above behaviour of the mining sectors towards 
technologic-al change seems to have percolated to the sec
tors_on Electricity (15), Cement (10), Metal Products and 
Mach1~e~y (13) and Non-metallic ~linerals (8) all of which 
are m1n1ng-based sectors in whose case also we observe the 
reve~se relation for the indices viz. y· >a·. In the 
p~rt1~ular case of Electricity (15) sector the reverse rela
t~o~ 1s as frequent over the binary comparisons as the 
m1n1ng sectors. Also in respect of decadal and post
decadal comparisons all the sectors listed above except 
Metal_Pro~ucts and Machinery (13) sector exhibit the said 
relat1on 1n the magnitude of the indices. In the case of 
t~e Metal Pro~ucts and Machinery sector (13) about which we 
d1scus~ed a l1ttle while ago, the pertinent relation, how
ever, 1s observed only in the three intervening comparisons. 
It may be rec~lled again that a large part of this 'modern' 
sector, espe~1ally !h~ machinery industry was the creation 
of the plann1ng act1v1ty, particularly the Second Five 
Year Plan. 
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Now considering the direction of technological change 
or progress during the period as revealed by the typology 
based on the Domar-Leontief Index Ij discussed earlier and 
the index values presented in Table 4.3.3, it is found that 
a majority of the sectors give positive Ij index values for 
all binary comparisons, indicating thereby the introduction 
of new inputs or a new combination of them in the produc
tion process and/or the alteration of the prevalent product
mix of the sector so that the total input requirement per 
unit of output is increasing. T-he increased usage of 
inputs, as we have noted, implies more round about and 
refined processing. The type of technological change over 
time or technological progress leading to "modernization" 
of the final products seems to be the dominant ethos of the 
technological climate of the economy during the period. 

Coke and Coal (2),Non-ferrous Metals (12) and Electri
city (15), all mining and mining-based sectors, however 
show a negative Il· in the initial binary comparison involv
ing the years 195 and 1953. This seems to suggest that 
these sectors joined the stream of the above noted type of 
technological change a bit late. But the same cannot be 
said in respect of the composite sector on Paper and Print
ing (6) which besides having a negative Ij in the initial 
comparison also gives a similar Ij for the comparison 
involving the later years viz. 1959 and 1963. 

In respect of the sector on Agriculture (1) and the 
agro-based sector on Food, Drinks and Beverages (4) the run 
of positive and negative values of Ij index over the binary 
comparisons, however, tempts us to notice the interesting 
association of negative Ij in Agriculture sector (1) with 
the positive I· in the Food sector (4) implying that an 
increase in th~ productivity of the material inputs of one 
sector l~ads to technological change of the "modernization" 
type in the other. Though this association logically fits 
into the development process of the economy a larger number 
of observations are necessary to establish it. Also since 
these sectors are highly aggregative and dominant sectors 
in the economy it is necessary that the complex phenomenon 
of technological change for these sectors be probed at a 
disaggregated level. 

4.3.3 Time Pattern of Technological Change for Different Sectors 

So far we were considering the sector level indices 
of technological change using th~ evidence rather synchroni
cally to appr~ise the nature of change on the basis of six 
binary comparisons. These comparisons, however, constitute 
a uniform sequence in the time domain in terms of gap 
years which we may use to study the time pattern of techno
logical change for different .s.ectors during the period 
1951 to 1963. But it may be noted that the time patterns in 
technological change indices that we propose to study i~ 
the following will not be in terms of chronological 
calendar years, like most time series, as technological 
change has been measured in terms of technical coefficient 
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differences of the Input-output tabl~s between two specific 
calendar years. Relating the time gap involved in the co
efficient difference with the changing magnitude of indices 
of technological change for a sector will give us the short 
term time trend of the same. However, this unavoidable 
procedure suffers from a lacuna in that though our time 
reckoning becomes delinked from the calendar year, the 
technical coefficients from which the-indices of technolo
gical change are estimated remain embedded in the calendar 
year context and are not delinked from the calendar year 
effect. This results in a logical hiatus of lack of one to 
one correspondence in the temporal relationship between 
the gap year and the related index of technological change. 
This limitation will be taken into consideration during 
the analysis that follows. 

Any sophisticated time series analysis with as few as 
6 time points, we are afraid, is an extremely risky 
business. However, any attempt to find the internal struc
ture of a time series by what is termed in sophisticated 
literature as "interocular test" i.e. visual observation 
by plotting the points on a graph against time axis is also 
risky indeed, as even the eye cannot be relied upon. But 
between the two we have chosen the latter and have presented 
in the following Graph 4.3.1 the plots of Yi and aj indices 
against the time axis of gap years for the aifferent sectors. 
In the said graph we have plotted the Index -Ij instead of 
Ij for purposes of consistency of comparison. 

Further in the nature of it our study of the time 
pattern and the intertemporal fluctuations will be 
"formal" as substantive analysis and interpretation based 
on examination of individual fluctuations demanas particu
lar detailed information from the "technological annals" 
of the individual industries comprising each sector. This 
is beyond the scope of our present study. 

A perusal of the graph reveals that none of the 14 
sectors plotted shows a continuously declining trend in 
~he values of the indices of technological change with 
1ncreasing gap years. This indicates that each of the 
sectors ~as exposed to technological change towards 
prog:ess1ve development of the economy though differently 
at d1fferent points of time during the period 1951 to 1963. 
Broad~y spea~ing the a~tual movements that the economy 
exper1ences 1n any per1od reflect the balancing of all 
o~posing forces and what happens depends on how the 
d1verse forces enter at any given time. Further these are 
not l~kely to ~e f~xed relationships or sequence~ because 
what 1s happen1ng 1n any sector is influenced by all other 
sectors. Even if the movements of a part of the economy 
have ~orne regularity they are more often altered by the 
relat~onship betw~en the total economy and the particular 
part 1n the dynam1c context of time. Our attempt here is 
not to disentangle all this complex web of temporal move
ment of sectors•and the economy with regard to technologknl 
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GRAPH NO. 4.3.1 :liKE PATTERN OF INDICES OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 
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change. But we notice here from the grap~ that for both 
the indices a· andy·, the mean technolog1cal change for 
the 14 sectorJsegment of the economy on aj index shows, as 
one expects, a continuously increasing tren~_with increasing 
gap_years. The same for the 18 sector economy as a whole 
also shows a continuously increasing trend .. on the said index 
which we have already noted in the last chapter. The 
Chenery index Yj also shows the same trend for the said 14 
·sector segment and 18 sector economy except .for the gap 
year 4 involving technological change between 1959 and 1963. 

With reference to gap year 4 it is pertinent to note 
here that since our indices of technological change for 
the gap year 4 are estimated on the comparison years which 
belong to faster growth period of the economy, the indices 
show an abrupt change in the level in most of the sectors 
of the economy. This fs due to the me.thodological lacuna 
noted earlier. Even with this proviso for the gap year 4, 
one expects that technological change should increase with 
increasing gap years for the individual sectors also. How
ever, if we examine the changes in the individual sectors, 
most of them do not show such a behaviour. There are 
differences in the rise and fall for each sector and since 
thei are caused by the basic structural differences, the 
intersectoral dissimilarity in trend holds from period to 
period. Further every trend, whether simple or complex has 
implicit within it a certain basic causal relationship 
embodied in its intertemporal structure, and each such 
trend describes a particular type, consequently our study 
can note and clas~ify the types and possibly attempt to 
explain. 

Table 4.3.4 presents the typography of sectoral trend 
patterns in 'technological change indices a;, Yj and -I·. 
It lists up 4 broad types deleneated on "ft>rmal" basisJand 
not strict categories, as scanned from the statistics in 
Tables 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 and the Graph 4.3.1. It 
needs to be pointed out that when we are talking about 
tech~ologic,al changes we should consider only broad changes 
and 1gnore small differences. In other words the figures 
are not to be interpreted in strict arithmetical magnitudes, 
as small fluctuations arise due to a number of reasons 
which may have no bearing on changes in technology. How
ever, the order of smallness to be ignored is again a 
matter of judgement made by the researcher'based on his 
knowledge of the situation or even his lack of it • 

.. ~hile cla~sifying the trend patterns we have ignored 
the 1ntervent1on effect" of abrupt change in level 
fo~lowed by abrupt change in direction at the gap year 
po1nt 4 on any of the indices for reasons already noted. 
In the case of_sectors on Coke and Coal (Z) and Non-ferrous 
~letals (lZ) winch are classified in erratic or irregular 
class on aj and/or y· indices, the trend pattern seems to 
cover the ti~e~egme~t which encloses parts of two cycles 
of technolog1cal change. The same seems to be the situntion 



Table 4.3.4 SECTORAL TREND TYPOGRAPHY OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE WITH RESPECT TO GAP YEAR 

On Index yj 

On Index aj 

1. Continuously 
r I s I ng trend 

2. Rising trend for 
some time but more 
or less constant 
later 

3. Rising trend for 
some time but 
dec 1 in ing later 

4 •. Erratic trend 
more or less 

Continuously 
rising trend 

Agriculture* (1) 
(D) 

Electricity (15) 
(A) 
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Minerals (8) 
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Other Mining* (3) 
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Beverages ( 4) 
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Erratic or irregular 
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Coke and Coal (2) 
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Non-ferrous Metals (12) 
(D) 

* Ignoring the Intervention effect of abrupt change in the level followed by abrupt change in direction at the gap year 4. 
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in the case of Food, Drinks and Beverages (4) on aj index. 
However the above-noted situation is less pronounced and 
also th~ trend pattern on Yj index clearly snows a rising 
trend for some time but declining later. 

This introcularly observed phenomenon of cyclicity of 
technological change noted above, seems to show itself in 
a heightened way when we consider as many as 8 sectors 
belonging to the erratic or irregular type on -Ii index. 
Three of them, namely, Coke and Coal (2) again, Chemicals 
and Petroleum (9) and Iron and Steel (11) seem to cover a 
six year cycle of technological change from the gap year 2 
to 8. All these are mining and mining-base"d sectors. In 
the case of another 4 sectors, viz., Agriculture (1), 
Other Mining (3), Food, Drinks and Beverages (4) and Leather 
and Rubber (7) the 6 year cycle which they seem to cover is 
from the gap year 4 to 10. Barring the sector on Other 
Mining (3) all these sectors belong to Agriculture and agro
based manufacturing industries. The last sector of Non
ferrous Metals (12) seems to cover an 8 year cycle of 
technological change from the gap year 4 to 12. In any case 
the whole phenomenon of cyclicity in technological change 
needs to.be studied in depth and confirmed on the basis of 
further gap year observations even at this level of aggrega
tion. The above is just an introcular observation. 

The classification of the trend pattern for Chemicals 
and Petroleum (9) on a· and y· indices also needs to be 
explained. On Yj inde~, whic~ emphasizes tech~ological 
change in major and more important inputs relative to the 
others, the intrinsic trend line charts a rising one for 
some time but more or less constant later with alternately 
rising and falling fluctuations indicating change in varia
bility. On the aj index the trend charted is a rising one 
for some time but declining later. Our classification has 
ignored the change in the direction at the gap year point 
10 followed by a slight rise in the level at the gap year 
12, ~s a proper consideration of the last point datum 
requ1res further observations. The same is the case in 
respect of Iron and Steel sector (11) in the matter of the 
last gap year point. 

_The a~ove ~numeration is enough to show how subjective 
cons1derat1ons enter the classification and how rough and 
tentative is the classification based on trend pattern 
~ete:mined on th7 basis of 'introcular test'. Bearing ~his 
1n m1nd, !e cons1der,_below the apparent differential trend 
typograph1es between 1ndices based on the classification 
presented in Table 4.3.4. 

It is noticed that as many as s, 6 and 7 sectors out 
of 14 are seen to show different trends on aj and -I·, y· 
and -Ij a~d aj and_Yj ind!ccs respectively. As we have J 
already d1scuss~d 1n sect1on 4.3.1, though these indices 
measure tech~o1ogic~l change as such, between themselves 
they do so w1th a differential en~hasis, in·huilt in their 
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formulation on account of differences in the method of 
aggregating the individual coefficient changes viz. in 
gross or net terms and also the weighting system for 
aggregation at the sector level. The changing pattern of 
individual inputs coupled with the changing pattern of 
weights indicating the changing position of the individual 
input in the totality of inputs or in the totality of 
technological change of a sector seems to be largely respon
sible for the apparent divergent' trend patterns on differ
ent indices. And in the case of sectors which show similar 
trend patterns, a scan of the data at the individual input 
level indicates a concordance in the changing pattern of 
the weights, etc,, between indices so as to render the . 
sectors apparently insensitive to the differential emphasis 
between them. 

The implications of different trend types in the above 
table in terms of the behaviour of technological change in 
different sectors are obvious and do not need any elabora
tion. However, consider.ing the frequency of sectors bet
ween different trend types, the type which attracts the 
largest number of sectors (9 out of 14) on either of the 
indices aj and Yj and needs comment, is the one that charts 
the trend as ris~ng initially up to some time and then 
falling as the gap years increase. This behaviour type on 
aj and Yj indices is surprising. If true, one pOS!!ible 
explanatlon of the later decline might be due to.the changes 
in vertical integration of processes that have taken place 
in these manufacturing sectors. In the initial stages, it 
may be noted, the import components to manufacture more 
modern and sophisticated items in the'e sectors might 
increase the input coefficients. And later on, because of 
the efforts towards import substitution the gradual manu
facture of these components domestically results in the 
de~rease in the magnitude of the said input flow coeffici
ents (as the value added part would go out. of reckcl).ing in 
our measure)~ · · 

However~ in contras~ to the large~number of sect6rs . · 
affected by the above trend type on aj- and Yj indices, the 
index -~j attracts only one sector namely th•t of Paper and 
Printing (6) to the trend type under discussion. In parti
cular barring this sector and ~hat·on Food (4) ~11 other 
sectors in the said set.of 9 that showed later decline 
after initial. rise in ~heir trend pattern fail to sho~-~ny 
such trend on -lj index. They get classified in other · 
types and belong to the technological change typology on 
-Ij which we have earlier described as modernisation · 
characterized by.the introduction of new inputs or a new 
combination of them in the production process and/or the· 
alteratton of the product-mix, leading to increa~ed input 
usage, more round about and refined processing. The 
apparent contrast vanishes because of the Leontief weight
ing diagram of -I i index as explained earlier and. also the 
netting of indiviaual input changes. 
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In th~ case of the above 9 sectors belonging to the 
trend type under discussio~, ~ssuming, on the str~ngt~ of 
the evide~ce of aj an~ Y· 1nd1ces~ the l~t~r decl~ne ~n 
technolog1cal change 1s true desp1te the1r·modern1zat1on 
and the explanation ascribed by us holds,good, it is 
interesting to note the light they throw on the nature and 
the time since when the impact of imp·ort substitution is 
being felt. The relative decline in the introduction of 
new items of input or in the technological change of the 
minor input components is indicated by ·the index aj in 
respect of Other Mining (3), Textiles (5) and Chem1cal and 
Petroleum (9) while the technological change in respec~ of 
major inputs was either increasing or constant. On the 
other hand, relative decline in respect of major and more 
important input items is indicated by Yj index in respect 
of sectors on Metal Products and Machinery (13) and Food, 
Drinks and Beverages {4). The sectors on Paper and Print
ing (6), Leather and Rubber (7), Cement (10) and Iron and 
Steel (11) seem to experience the said relative decline in 
respect of both the major and minor input items. This 
broad indication of the nature of impact of import substi
tution on input components in respect of these sectors how
ever ~eeds veTification on the basis of detailed studies 
on import substitution. 

We may further note that .the abrupt change in the 
direction leading to decline in technological change in the 
case of the above 9 sectors takes place at the gap year 
point 8 or 6 involving the calendar year 1959. Obviously 
the,year 1959 seems to be the time point since when the 
impact of import substitution on technological change is 
being felt. Besides. if we consider the time point of 
change in the direction from increase to near constancy in 
respect of the other trend type, which also takes place 
at the gap year point 6 which also involves the calendar 
year 1959. Thus in respect of a majority of sectors the 
year 1959 seems to figure as a sort of watershed point in 
the context of technological change also. 

The above exercise in the empirical analysis of the 
difficult and intriguing concept of technological'change 
leads us unfortunately to the trite observation that there 
is no unique measure of technological change and different 
measur~s of it_have different shades of meaning and though 
t~ey g1ve cons1stent results, between them they give 
d1fferent, ~hough not contradictory ones, and as such they 
are not str1ctly comparable. Secondly as we leave the 
analysis of te~hnological change for the economy as a 
whole and exam1ne the same, for different sectors even at 
o~r le!el of aggregation, we are struck by the co~siderable 
d~vers1ty of the movement of technological change over 
~1me, and our short term context seems to have hightened 
1t. 
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4. 4 Seatoro Level Changes in the Sharoe of Interoiruiust!'y Demand 

In this section we will study the distributional aspect 
of changes at the sector level by using the row coefficient 
matrices presented in Tables B 3.3.2. We have earlier 
found at the economy level, that the changes in row co
efficients, as judged by Tilanus' method of coefficient of 
variation and also by the application of Maria Augustinovics' 
formula to the coefficient differences of the said row 
matrices are of the same or similar order as compared to 
the said differences of the column coefficient matrices. In 
other words, the variation in the share of interindustry 
demand to gross output is of the same or similar order as 
compared to technological change. But the story of dis
tributional change at the sector level may not be the sam~ 
as that at the level of economy as a whole as was observed 
in the case of technological change at the sector level 
earlier. In fact as noticed earlier, the intertemporal co
efficient of variation of the row coefficients within each 
row is not only large for almost all of them but very large 
for many of them in comparison with the coefficient of 
variation for the sector's aggregate interindustry demand 
coefficient as revealed by Table 3.3.3(b). Let us there
fore analyse the sector level patterns of change in the 
share of interindustry demand in the sectoral outp~t over 
our six binary comparisons. 

For this analysis we adopt the same methodology and 
use the same three measures detailed in the last section. 
Table 4.4.1 presents the sector level changes in the share 
of interindustry demand in the output on the Chenery index 
Yi defined for the row-coefficient matrices as: 

n 
1/2 l: 

j=l 
b c (a .. + a .. ) 
lJ lJ 

Table 4.4.2 presents the same changes as segregated values 
at the sector level on Maria Augustinovics formula defined 
for the row coefficient matrices as: 

b a~j I ll~, c 1 n laij -
l: 

1 n j=l 1 b + a~.) -z(aij . lJ 

Table 4.4.3 presents the said sector level changes on the 
Domar-Leontief formula defined for the row coefficient 
matrices as 
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Table 4.4.1 : SECTORAL VALUES OF CHANGES IN THE SHARE OF INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND ON Vi INDEX 

Comparison years 1951;1953 1959;1963 1953;1959 1951;1959 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap years 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Sect•rs 

I. Agriculture .0458* .3506* • 1505* . 1797* .2763* .2847* "' -I 

2. Coke and Coal • 1829 .7612 .3896* .5236* .8931 1.0955 "' c: 
3. Other Hining .3402 .8071 1 .0487 1.2661 1.4061 1.5555 n 

-I 

"· Food, Drinks and Beverages . 1341 * .3860* .4352* .3263* .6166* .5204* c: 
"' 5. Textiles .0206* .6969 .4859* .4883* .3527* -3514* 
)> ... 

6. Paper and Printing • 1572 .6170* .8506 .9808 .7143* .7417* n 
7. Leather and R~bber • 1805 .5351* .8655 .9765 .7406* .8547 ::t: 

)> 

8. Nonmetallic Hinerals . 1528* .6709 .5278* .6067* .9066 .9005 z 
c:> 

9. Chemicals and Petroleum .2905 .6290 1.0572 1.0893 .9145 .8098 
, 
"' 10. Cement .0355* . 1509* .2813* .2496* .4012* -3727* 

11. I ron ond Stee I .1318* 1.1020 .6713 .7408 .6290* .5316* z 

12. Nonferrous metals .0716* -.8192 .5715* • 5791 * .9005 .9093 z 
13. Hetal products and Machinery . 1805 .8114 1. 3414 1. 2552 1.4309 1. 3732 0 

15. Electricity .2353 .4505* .6702 .6730* .6808* .7452* 
)> 
z , 

14. Sector Hean . 1542 .6277 .6676 .7096 . 7759 ·.· 7890 
n 
0 
z 

18. Sector Hean .1572 .8072 .6756 .7106 .9321 .94~1 
0 
:X 
-< 

* Below 14 sector mean value. 



Table 4.4.2 : SECTORAL VALUES OF CHANGES IN THE SHARE OF INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND ON 81 INDEX 

Comparison years 1951;1953 1959 ;1963 . 1953;1959 1951;1959 1053;1963 1951;1963 

Gap years 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Sectors 

I. Agriculture 0.2291* 1. 0502 0.95 11* 1.0161 o. 9422* 1.0080* 
2. Coke and Coa 1 0.2029* 0.7267* 0.6804* 0.7366* 0 .9789* 1.0762 "' 

Other mining 0.4156 0.8756 0.8502* 0.9909* 1.4240 1.4204 
,.., 

3. n ..... 
4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 0.3085 0.5539* 0.8293* 0.6955* 0. 8295* 0.8580* 0 

5. Text lies 0.1035* 0.8754 1.0548 1.0961 1.0231 0.9886* "' 
6. Paper and Printing 0.2612* o. 7773* 1.1505 1.2678 1.0761 1.1112 

.... ,.., 
7. Leather and Rubber 0.2477* 0.5397* 0.8262* 0 .9946* 0.8913* 1.0140* 

c:: ,.., 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 0.3265 1.1706 1.2573 1.2264 1 • 3641 1.2560 .... 

n 
9. Chemicals and Petroleum 0.1554* 0.8764 1 .0762 1 .0850 0.9890* 1.0049* "' 10. Cement 0. 1346* 0.3107* 0. 5586* 0.6682* 0.6497* 0.7523* 

)> 
z: 

II. Iron and Steel 0.5922 1.1870 1.3909 1.3052 1.0239 1.0123* 
Cl ,.., 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 0.2904 0.8046* 0.8520* 0.9487* 0.8469* 0.7827* "' 
13. Metal Products and Machinery 0.4301 1.0642 1.5149 1.4494 1.3498 1.2830 z: 
15. Electricity 0.1833* 0.6161* 0.7021* 0.7025* 0.6999* 0.6716* ..... 

"' ,.., 
,.., 

14. Sector Mean 0.2772 0.8163 0.9782 1. 0131 1.0063 1.0171 
n 
0 z 

18. Sector Mean 0.2799 0.8488 0.9481 0.9717 0.9928 1.0037 
0 
3: 
-< 

*Below 14 sector mean value. 
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Table 4.4.3 : SECTORAL VALUES OF CHANGES IN THE SHARE OF INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND ON I; INDEX 

Comparison years 1951;1953 1959;1963 1953;1959 1951;1959 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap years 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Sectors 
• V> 

1. Agriculture -0.0015 -0.1660 -0.0400 +0.0452 -0.2075 -0.2040 -i 

"' 2. Coke and Coal +0.1326 +0.1789 +0.1349 +0.2759 -0.1209 +0.5075 c 
n 

3. Other IIi n i ng +0.3383 +0.3600 -0.5983 -0.5646 -0.2877 -o. 1005 -i 
c 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages -0.0984 +0.2305 +0.3811 +0.2856 +0 .5989 +0.5079 $! 
5. Textiles +0.0018 +0.6240 -0.2587 -0.2534 +0.307i +0.3610 r-

6. Paper and Printing +0.0459 -0.1567 +0.2692 +0.6686 +0.4454 +0.5094 n 
::1: 

7. Leather and Rubber ·+0.1609 -0.0615 +0.6693 +0.8464 +0.5883 +0.7403 
)> 
:z 

8. Non-metallic Minerals +0.0259 -0.2192 +0.0242 +0.1082 -0.0107 +0.1080 r:> 

"" 9. Chemicals and Petroleum -0.2687 -0.3783 +0.2566 +0.2643 -0.0342 +0.1720 
V> 

10. Cement +0.0335 -0.1119 -0.2088 -0.1689 -0.0782 -0.0304 :z 
11. I ron and Stee 1 -0.0048 +1 .0307 +0.2212 -0.7320 -0.0884 -0. 1326 
12. Non-ferrous Metals +0.0489 +0.5961 +0.3318 +0.4352 +0.8049 +0.8760 :z 

0 

13. Meta I Products and Machinery +0.0638 -0.5242 -0.1817 -0.2175 -0.6328 -0.6810 )> 

15. Electricity -0.1238 -0.0637 +0.5838 +0.5051 +0.5405 +0.4748 
:z 

"" n 
Total 

0 
z 
0 

14. Sector segment of +D. 3544 +1. 3387 +1.5846 +1.4981 +1.8237 +3. 1084 :X -c 
Economy .; 
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b c 1 b c 
n (a .. - aij) -r(xij + xij) 

-I. l: 1J 
1 j=l 1 b 1 n b n c c 

-rC aij + aij) "2"(j!;l xij+ l:- xij) 
j=l 

The notations in the above formulations have the usual 
meaningsl2 and aij stands for the ijth element in the row 
coefficients matr1x and measures interindustry demand per 
unit of output. In other words it can be taken to measure 
the strength of the sector's 'direct forward linkage 
effect in each absorbing industry/sector,l 3 if we recall 
the Chenery definition of it, viz. 

n 
w. = l: w .. = 

1 j =1 1J 

·n 
l: X •• 

i=l 1J 

xj 

n 
l: a .. 

j =1 1J 

And the above indices measure the relative changes in the 
sectors' forward linkage effect per unit· of output, where 
change is taken relative to the mean share of interindustry 
demand or the mean strength of the forward linkage between 
two points of time. Analogously we can consider the 
technological change of the earlier section in terms of 
changes in the backward linkage effect of the sector per 
unit output. 

All the three indices have different weighting 
systems for aggregating the sectors' change over the 
different absorbing sectors about which we have dwelt at 
length in the previous section. While the first two 
indices measure gross change in the interindustry demand 
of the sectors' output or in its direct forward. linkage 
effect, the net change index -Ii indicates the direction 
of it, i.e. increase or decline in the interindustry 
demand per unit of the sectors' output between two points 
of time. A positive value of Ii (i.e. negative value on 
-li) may indicate that more of this sector's share in out
put is used by other industries of the economy and hence 
its forward linkages have increased or expanded. One may 
be tempted, on the other hand, to interpret a shrinkage in 
the direct forward linkage effect as indicated by a nega
tive value of li (i.e. positive value on -li) as an increase 
in the efficiepcy of the sectors' ·output use by the consum
ing industries. But a little reflection would show that 
the above inferences would be valid only if the technology 
remains constant between the two time points and more 
importantly the structure of outputs in the two time 
points also remains the same. However, in reality, even 
if technological changes are noted to be minimal, the 
relative growths of different sectors differ. The differ
ential growth of sectors in different periods would give 
rise to differences in row coefficients even if technology 
were to remain same. Thus no valid inferences can be made 
on the basis of our third measure about the efficiency of 
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the interindustry use of sectoral output. It is, however, 
possible to conclude that a positive value of Ii would mean 
that more of sectors output is used for interindustry 
consumption because the production structure-- demands it in 
the developing context of the economy. 

It is necessary to add that the analysis based on the 
above indices is 'partial' as only flow coefficients are 
considered and thereby the outputs of investment goods' 
sectors like machinery, construction, etc., which have a 
major role to play in the capital matrix, do not figure 
fully in the computation of interindustry demand. Besides 
capital formation, the import and export vectors being in 
the final demand categories an increase in the inter-
industry demand does not necessarily mean that the nature 
of the sector's output has changed in the sense that it is 
increasingly becoming an intermediate product as the difference 
could be accounted for by the imports and exports. 

4.4.1 Differential Pattern of Changes in Interindustry Demand 
Between Sectors · 

In the light of the above discussion let us look at 
the results presented in the Tables 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 
with a view to discern the differential patterns of change 
in the share of interinaustry riemand in the sectoral output. 

(A) Level of Change 

It is noticed that the mean change Index on ~i and Yi 
formulations for the economy as a whole as also for the 14 
sector segment of it, shows increasing magnitude of change 
between the six binary comparisons ordered as a sequence 
of gap years. However, a comparison of the deviations of 
the individual sectors from the 14 sector mean change 
index shows that the sectors on Metal Products and 
Machinery (13) and Other Mining (3) fall in the typological 
category of above mean level change on both Yi and ~i 
indices, in all the binary comparisons for the former and 
in most of the comparisons for the latter sector indicating 
highly changing nature of the direct for~ard linkage of the 
above sectors' output. On the evidence of Ii index, which 
reveals the direction of change, the above sectors show a 
shrinkage in the said linkage effect indicating that more 
of these sectors' output is being passed on to the final 
demand categories rather than to intermediate use. We have 
earlier noted that between the two sectors which have 
substantial forward linkages, the Other Mining sector (3) 
is an intermediate primary production sector with a high 
rank in respect of interindustry demand, while the modern 
secto~ on.Metal Products and Machinery (13) has heen known 
to.shlft lts.Chenery-Watanabe category from Intermediate 
Pr1mary to F1na1 Manufacture via Intermediate ~lnnufa,turt', 
catering largely to the final demand categories. Thus the 
observed narrowing in the forward linkuge effe('t in resre't 
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of Metal Products and Machinery (13) is understandable, but 
the same in respect of Other Mining (3) looks a bit surpris
ing. However the apparent surprise may vanish if we 
consider the export trade in Other Mining, particularly, 
Iron Ore. 

Besides sectors on Agriculture (1) and Food etc. (4) 
the sectors on Cement (10) and lilectricity (15) are also 
found to belong to the typological category of change below 
mean level on either of the indices Yi and ai, in almost all 
the binary comparisons. This position in respect of Agri
culture (1) and the agro-basedFood (4), both of which are 

·known to have poor forward linkages, stands explained as 
they largely cater to final consumption demand. But in 
spite of this low level of change, the direction of it as 
judged by the evidence of Ii index, shows that for the 
Food (4) sector the forward linkages though poor are 
increasing in almost all the binary comparisons. In a 
surprising contrast to this, the contraction in the already 
poor forward linkage effect of the Agriculture sector (1) 
as indicated by the Ii index in almost all the binary 
comparisons, seems to reflect on the relative stagnancy, 
if not decline in the outputs of the major absorbing· 
sectors viz., Food (4) and Textiles (5) as also the hold of 
final consumption demand which is still the first charge 
on the sectors' output. · 

The lower level change position of the very high rank
ing intermediate sector of Cement (10) which has substan
tial forward linkage effect for its output needs explana
tion in the context of our developing economy. In the 
first place.it is important to note that our estimation 
of interindustry demand coefficients are not based on the 
full coverage of the Construction sector (14). Further 
the existence of a sizeable import component in the inter
industry demand for Cement might have possibly kept the 
changes at the lower level. The evidence on li index 
about the shrinkage in the forward linkage effect also 
seems to indicate that explanation of it needs to be found 
in the final demand categories. 

The same lower level of change in the case of the 
Electricity sector (15) which still remains a middle 
ranking sector with respect to interindustry demand seems 
to reflect on the energy basis of industrialization of the 
economy which i~ still dominated·by coal and petroleum. 
It is interesting to note in this context the typological 
position of the sector of Coke and Coal (2) which shows 
higher level of change in the share of interindustry demand 
in its output on the evidence of Yi index and indicates 
that the forward linkage effect of it is increasing as 
noted on the Ii index also. Even at its lower level 
position with respect to mean change, the Electricity 
sector (15) also seems to be improving its substantial 
forward linkage effect as indicated by the Ii index. 
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In respect of the other sectors not singled out above, 
particularly the important ones of high rank in inter
industry demand, the evidence regarding th~_level of change 
tendered by indices yi and ei, between themselves is 
different, due to differences in the weighting systems 
adopted in their formulation. 

(B) Direction of Change 

A typological categorization of the sectors on the 
basis of the sign of the Ii index values in Table 4.4.3 in 
respect of all or most of the binary comparisons shows that 
8 sectors out of 14 show increase in the share of inter
industry demand in their outputs indicating increase or 
expansion of their forward linkages. These sectors are: 

(1) The mining and mining-based sectors of Non
ferrous Metals (12) , Coke and Coal (2) , Non-metallic 
Minerals (8) and Electricity (15). Of these the first two 
are the high rank sectors and the other two are the middle 
rank sectors with respect to interindustry demand. 

(2) The agro-based sectors of Food, Drinks and 
Beverages (4), Textiles (5) Paper and Printing (6) and 
Leather and Rubber'(7) all of which are low rank sectors 
with respect to interindustry demand. 

Of the remaining sectors, barring the sector of 
Chemicals and Petroleum (9) which shows borderline behavi
our in regard to typoJogical categorization, the following 
5 sectors show decline in the share of interindustry demand 
in their output indicating decrease or contraction of their 
forward linkages. 

(1) Mining and mining-based sectors of high rank with 
respect to interindustry demand, namely, Other Mining (3), 
Iron and Steel ·(11) and Cement (10). 

(2) The middle rank sector of Agriculture (1). 

(3) The low rank sector of Metal Products and Machin
ery (13). 

We have already offered indicative comments on the 
b~haviour ?f most of th~ sectors. In respect of the border-
11ne behav1our of the m1ddle rank sector of Chemicals and 
petroleum (9), t~e only comment we can offer apparently is 
about the compos1te nature of the sector which we have 
already noted in detail elsewhere. 

(C) Time Pattern of Change 

With the same analytical limitations which we have 
noted in sec~ion 4.3.3 while analysing the time pattern of 
changes in technology, we present in Table 4.4.4 the 
~ecto!al trend typologies of the changes in the shure of 
1nter1ndustry demand with reference to the ~up yenrs for 



Table 4.4.4 SECTORAL TREND TYPOGRAPHY OF CHANGES IN THE SHARE OF INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND IN OUTPUT WITH REFERENCE 
TO GAP YEARS 

Trend on y 1 
Trend on a1 

1. Continuously 
rising trend 

2. Rising trend for 
some time but 
more or less 
constant later 

3. Rising trend 
for same time 
but declining 
later 

If. Erratic trend 
more or less 

Continuously 
rising trend 

1 

Coke and Coa I* 
Other ml n I ng 
Cement 

(2) 
(3) 

(10) 

Rising trend for 
some time but IICJre 
or less constant 
later • 

2 

Food, Drinks and AGriculture (1) 
Beverages 
Non-meta Ill e 
minerals* 
Electricity 

Non-ferrous 
metals* 

(If) 

(B) 
(15) 

Hetal Products 
(12) and Haehlnery (13) 

Rising trend for 
, some time but 

declining later 

3 

Leather & Rubber (7) 
Chemicals & 
Petroleum (9) 

Textiles (5) 
Paper and Prlntlng(6) 
Iron and Steel (11) 

Erratic trend 
1110re or .less 

4 

* Ignoring the Intervention effect of abrup.t change In the level followed by abrupt change In direction at the gap year 
If on y 1 Index. 
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the six binary comparisons cross-classified on the basis of 
the two indices ei and Yi which we interpreted_as indicators 
of gross changes in the direct forward link~ge effect of a 
sector. Trends with reference to the gap years for the 
individual sectors on both ei and Yi indices are presented 
on the Graph 4.4.1. The third index Ii is not included in 
this analysis on account of its limitations noted a little 
while ago. 

We have already noted that the differential trend 
typology arises because of the differential weighting 
pattern between the indices ei and yi while aggregating the 
row table flow coefficient differences over the different 
absorbing sectors. And in respect of sectors which belong 
to similar trend typologies between indices, there seems 
to be a concordance in the changing pattern of weights, 
that is to say, the relative importance of the individual 
absorbing sectors and the relative importance of the 
direct forward linkage change in them seem to be moving in 
the same direction sympathetically. The above table shows 
that as many as seven sectors belong to similar trend 
typology between indices for direct forward linkage change. 
The remaining seven sectors which show differential trend 
pattern seem to be sensitive to the differential emphasis 
between the indices, because of the discordance in the 
changing pattern of weights i.e. the relative importance 
of the absorbing sector and the relative importance of the 
direct forward linkage change in it not moving in sympathy. 

According to the above table, while the Yi index 
attracts the largest number of sectors to the typological 
category of continuously rising trend of changes in direct 
forward linkage effect and these are mostly high ranking 
intermediate sectors, the ei index is shown to attract the 
lowest number of sectors to the same category. On the 
other hand while ei index attracts the largest number of 
sector~ to the typological category of rising trend for 
some t1me but more or less constant later, and these are 
a_set of low ranking int~rmediate sectors and high ranking 
~1nal de~and sectors equally mixed, the Yi index of change 
1n the d1rect forward linkage effect is seen to attract 
the lowest number of sectors to the same category. However 
the frequency_o~ sectors attracted to the typological 
cate~ory of r1s1ng trend for some time but declining later, 
on e1ther of the indices Si and Yi, are about the same in 
n~mber and these are again a set of low ranking interme
dlate sectors and high ranking final demand sectors almost 
equally mixed. 

On the whole the fact that about 1/2 to 3/4th of the 
sectors ar~ found to belong to the typology of rising trend 
for ~orne t1me but_mo!e or less constant or declining later 
on e1thcr of the 1nd1ces seems to indicate that absolute 
coefficient dJfferences are found to remain constant or 
taper off at t~e higher gap years and hence reflects on 
thc_n~ture of ~ntcrtempornl stability of the row co
efflClent matnx. However, the continuously rlsin~: trt'thl 
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GRAPH NO. 4.4.1 :TIME PATTERN OF B; & Y; INDICES FOR DIFFERENT ~ECTORS 
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typology on the joint evidence of ai and_Yi_indices belongs 
to the minor segment of the economy cons1st1ng of the very 
high ranking intermediate sectors of mining (2 and 3) and 
the mining-based sector of Cement (10). ~ 

4.5 Impact of Changes in TechnoLogy on SectoraL Production LeveLs 

Earlier we discussed changes in in-termediate demand 
at the sectoral level based on direct coefficient changes. 
We have also noted that the output levels are affected not 
only by changes in final demand but also -by changes in 
intermediate demand. The changes in intermediate demand 
have two possible causes, namely, they may occur in 
response to changes in final demand or as a result of 
changes in the techniques of production. These two causes 
of change evidently show different effects : a change in 
the demand for a particular sector generates a uniform 
proportional change in the vector of direct inputs into 
that sector, with no change in the direct coefficients, 
whereas a change in the technology used in the sector's 
production alters the structure of the direct input vector 
and consequently changes the input coefficients. Both 
types of change have repercussions on the level and the 
indirect inputs. Hence a study of the full extent of the 
changes in the intermediate demand between any two years 
it is necessary to study the "interdependence-coefficients" 
i.e. the elements of the Leontief inverse. This, in other 
words, leads to a studx of the impact of changes in tech
nology and final demand on the sectoral output levels. 

The details of the methodology etc. of such a study 
have been discussed in section 3. 4.1 when we were dealing 
with the said impact on the economy as a whole. In the 
following we discuss the results obtained from the calcula
tions as per the above referred·methodology and presented 
in table 4.5.1 below for the six binary comparisons. 

An examination of table 4.5.1 reveals a wide range 
of changes in the total output levels between sectors and 
between the six binary comparisons and the range increases 
with the increasing gap years. Vaccara (1968) and Alan 
Armstrong (1974) who have noticed similar wide diversity 
of performance in the case of United States (1947-58) and 
United Kingdom (1948-1968) respectively pose the following 
two questions in this context, viz., : "do changes in 
final demand and changes in technology complement or off
set each other in influencing output levels· and what are 
their relative impacts on the total output ievel of each 
(sector)?" (Armstrong, 1974, p. 28). Below we follow their 
l~ne of analysis 14 and try to see what answers our data 
g1ve to the above questions. Let us consider the influence 
of final demand changes first. 



Table 4.5.1 PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN THE SECTORAL OUTPUTS LEVELS 
INDIAN ECONOMY, 1951-63 

Year 1951;1953 

Gap Years 2 

Sectors T F Total 

2.30 18. 17 20.47 1. Agr I cuI tu re 
Coke and Coa I 19.42 - 8.88 10.54 2. 
Other Mining 6.19 -24.91 -18.72 3· 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages -2.04 4.05 2.01 
s. Textiles -o. 11 7.30 7. 13 
6. Paper and Printing 4.67 15.49 20.16 
1· Leather and Rubber 6.56 30.18 36.74 
B. Non-metallic Minerals 17.61 17.28 34.89 
9. Chemicals and Petroleum 11.84 -17.79 - 5.95 

10. Cement 20.64 0.47 21. II 
II • Iron and Steel -10.75 0.90 - 9.85 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 88.22 -29.67 58.55 
13. Metallic Products and Machinery - 8.72 - 7.10 -15.82 
15. Electricity 0.67 19.45 20.12 

All 14 sectors 1.84 12.45 14.29 
Range 98.97 59.85 77.26 

DUE TO CHANGES IN TECHNOLOGY AND F IIIAL DEHAND IN THE 

1959;1963 1953;1959 

4 6 

T F Total T F Total 

-e .ss 23.52 14.97 - 1.66 11.04 9. 38 
43.94 40.24 84.18 1.66 - 0.40 1.26 
20.69 25.99 46.68 -72.46 31.73 -40.73 
2.83 9.48 12.31 5.98 - 4.42 1.56 

27.73 22.46 so. 19 - 8.08 35.96 27.88 
1.60 71.35 72.95 22.62 14.08 36.70 

49.63 117.74 167.37 18.21 -10.50 7.71 
74.84 111.89 186.73 - 6.60 - 5.95 -12.55 

-18.31 118.57 100.26 56.87 -27.26 29.61 
138.10 I -61 . 41 76.69 - 8.60 18.87 10.27 

3.03 82.64 85.67 54.58 4.95 59.53 
1257.55 -100.27 1157.28 -111.03 58.37 -52.66 
-10.10 62.07 51.97 . 13.64 1]7.09 190.73 
- 3.20 53.88 50.68 105.36 6.64 112.00 

- 0.01 26.04 26.03 0.45 12.24 12.69 

1275.85 218.84 1144.98 216.40 204.35 243.40 
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Year 1951;1959 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap Years 8 10 12 

Sectors T F Total T F Total T F Total 
V> 

2.01 29.76 31-77 - 9.94 35.70 25.76 - 8.60 60.10 
.... 1. Atriculture 51.50 "' c: 2. Coke and Coal 22.65 -10.72 11 . 19 41.08 45.42 86.50 72.89 33.27 106.16 !:1 

3. Other Hining 49.18 - 2.64 -51.82 -57.82 44.76 -13.06 -30.87 1.54 -29.33 c: 
4. Food, Drinks and 3everages 3.83 - 0.23 3.60 9-79 4.26 14.05 7.74 8.61 16.35 $! 
"5. Textiles -8.41 45.40 36.99 22.45 69.61 92.06 22.98 82.77 105.75 

,.... 
n 6. Paper and Printing 29.27 34.98 !>4.25 4i.78 94.64 136.42 55.02 ,129.05 184.07 ::c 
> 

7- leather and Rubber 31.97 15.32 47.29 63.64 124.35 187.99 88.~u 204.85 293.81 z 
"' 8. Non-metallic Minerals 9-59 8.37 17.96 67.32 83.43 150.75 103.33 134.89 238.22 "' V> 

9- C~emicals and Petroleum 61.53 -39.63 21.90 22.25 137-32 159.57 38.97 105. 16 144. 13 
10. Cement 9-75 23.79 33.54 153.02 -58. 18 94.84 193.70 -57.75 135.95 z 
11. Iron and Steel 30.80 13.01 43.81 3.68 192.54 196.-22 -12.27 179.30 167.03 z 
12. Non-ferrous Hetals -38.37 13.42 -24.95 430.31 64.83 495.14 878.88 -35.29 843.59 0 

13. Hetallic Products and Machinery 2.38 142.37 144.75 2.18 339.66 341.84 -7.24 279. 19 271.95 > z 
15. Electricity 122.63 32.03 154.66 124. 11 95-35 219.46 151.57 132. 17 263.74 

"' n 

14 sectors 26.45 42.04 3.54 58.78 62.32 
0 

All 2.35 28.80 0.69 41.35 z 
0 

Range 1 71.81 181.99 206.48 488.19 457.85 508.20 909.74 336.95 872.98 
:X 
-< 

T = % change in output levels due to changes in Technology. 

F = % change in output levels due to changes In F i na I Demand • 
(Cone I uded) 
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4, 5. 1 Impact of Changes in Final Demand on Sectoral Output Levels 

From table 4.5.1 it is seen that the greatest positive 
impact of final demand change on output levels occurred in 
the Metal Products and Machinery sector (13) in the later 
four of the six binary comparisons, with increases-in cuE
put levels ranging from 142 per cent to 339 per cent. In 
the case of the earlier two comparisons with gap years ~ 
and 4, the strong positive influence of final demand 
change is noticed for the sectors of L~ather and Rubber (7) 
and Chemicals and Petroleum (9) which recorded output 
increases of the order of 30 per cent and 118 per cent. 
On the other hand, the largest negative impact on sectoral 
output levels due to final demand change occurred in the 
Non-ferrous Metals sector (12) in the first two binary 
comparisons with gap years 2 and 4 recording output 
decreases ranging from 29 per cent to 1057 per cent. In 
the case of the middle two comparisons with gap years 6 and 
8, the said strong negative impact was shown by the 
Chemicals and Petroleum sector (9) recording output reduc
tions ranging from 2 per cent to 62 per cent. It is the 
Cement sector (10) which als~ showed a strong negative 
impact in the last two comparisons with gap years 10 and 
12 recording output reductions due to final demand change 
ranging from 37 per cent to 78 per cent. In connection with 
these three sectors showing the largest negative impact it 
may be recalled that they had negative elements in the 
vectors of final demand, and in the case of Cement (10) the 
coverage is also not total in the basic input-output 
tables we have used. 

The above table further reveals that in as many as 8 
sectors we find a pronounced impact of final demand change 
on the sectoral output levels wherever comparisons are 
instituted with the 1963 final demand. This means that the 
structure and composition of final demand in the sixties 
was of a significantly different order. In par~icular we 
notice that the sectors on Paper and Printing (6), Leather 
and Rubber (7), Non-metallic Minerals (8), Chemicals and 
Petroleum (9), Iron and Steel (11), Metal Products and 
Machinery (13) and Electricity (15) have recorded more 
than 100 per cent increases in output levels because of 
changes in final demand alone. Most of these are modern 
manufacturing sectors whose final demand base was at a 
lower level prior to the sixties. 

We have earlier considered broadly the changes in 
the composition of the aggregate final demand over the 
~ears in section 4.1.2. While changes in the composition 
of final demand did not look large in view of the dominant 
position of the Agriculture sector (1) their impact on 
sectoral output levels, under conditions of constant 
technology may be quite significant as found above. ~hile 
considering the relative performance of the sectors over 
the years with reference to final demand changes it is 
necessary to note that the latter incorporates not only 
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changes in the sec~oral composition ~f the s~id demand 
which may affect d1fferent sectors d1fferent1ally, but 
also the structural changes, that is to say, the different 
categories of final demand - private and public consump
tion investment, foreign trade, etc., - which may change 
at dlff:erent rates, thus ch.anging the rel.iitive importance 
of the categories as purchasers; and since the sectoral 
composition of demand differs for each category any change 
in structure will affect different sectors differentially. 
Since our final demand vectors are aggregate and cannot be 
broken down into different categories any further analysis 
to interpret the above noted behaviour of the sectors is 
not possible. In fact it is more important to recall here 
that our aggregate final demand vectors have been non
autonomously estimated as residuals. Perhaps this latter 
data limitation might lend a tinge of colour to our 
results which otherwise might have been clean and clear. 

4 • 5 • 2 The Complementary Behaviour of Final Demand Change and 
Technological Change in Influencing Sectoral Output Levels 

Let us now consider Vaccara's line of analysis and 
see whether our results in table 4.5.1 show the complemen
tary b&haviour of final demand change and technological 
change in influencing sectoral output levels as observed 
by her. · 

A perusal of changes in output levels due to final 
demand changes shows a wide range between the sectors and 
between the binary comparisons the range goes on increas
ing with increasing gap years, though not systematically. 
This range, shown in table 4.5.1, as in the case of 
Vaccara and Armstrong, is however considerably smaller than 
that for total change in sectoral output levels. This 
means that the sectoral output changes due to final demand 
change, under conditions of constant technology or nil 
technological change diverge less than the mean and the 
mean absolute deviation is smaller as compared to that for 
the actual total change in the sectoral output levels. 
This "narrowing" of the difference between sectoral output 
changes and the average change, if one considers output 
changes based on final demand changes only rather than 
actual total changes is "almost universal" according to 
Vaccara. Out table below also shows that in a majority of 
the sectors the divergence associated with final demand 
change is smaller than that of actual total output change. 
Table 4.5.2 shows the divergence of changes in the sectoral 
output levels from the mean of the 14 sector segment of the 
e~onomy for the six binary comparisons and also the varia
t1on as measured by mean absolute deviation. 

Th~ a~ove_noted narrowing of the range and the aver
a~e var1at1on 1n the sectoral output changes due solely to 
f1nal demand changes indicates that the influence of 
technological changes is to increase the variability in the 
total output ~h~nges. And according to Vaccara (1968, 
PP· 33-35), th1s further implies that, "in gcnerul, those 



Table 4.5.2 DIVERGENCE OF CHANGES IN SECTORAL OUTPUTS FROM THE MEAN (SIMPLE) FOR 14 SECTORS SEGMENT OF THE ECONOMY, 
1951-1963 

Year 1951 ;1953 195911963 1953;1959 

Gap Years 2 4 6 

Sectors T F Total T F Total T F Total 
VI ,., 
n 

-17.B2. 
... 

1. Agriculture -B.B7 16.39 7.52 -121.39 -17.77 -139.16 -6.70 -11.12 0 

"' 2. Coke and Coal B.25 -10.66 -2.41 -6B.90 - 1.05 - 69.95 -3.3B -22.56 -25.94 .-
3. Other Mining -4.9B -26.69 -31.67 -92. 15 -15.31 -107.46 -77.50 9.57 -67.93 

,., 
< 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages -13.22 2.27 -10.94 -110.02 -31 .B2 -141.B4 0.94 -26.5B -25.64 
,., .-

s. Textiles -11.34 5.52 -5.B2 -B5. 11 -1B.B4 -103.95 -13.12 13.B 1 0.69 n 
6. Paper and Printing -6.51 13.71 7.20 -111.24 30.05 -Bl. 19 11 .sB -B.DB 9.50 ::t: 

> 
7. Leather and Rubber -4.62 2B.40 23.79 -63.21 76.45 13.23 13. lB -32.66 -19.4B z 

C> 

B. Non-metallic Minerals 6.43 15.50 21.93 -3B.oo 70.59 32.59 -11.63 -28.11 -39.74 
,., 
VI 

9. Chemicals and Petroleum 0.67 19.57 -18.90 -131.15 77.27 -53. BB . 51.84 .-49.42 2.42 
10. Cement 9.46 -1.31 B. 15 25.25 -102.71 -77.46 -13.6) - 3.29 -16.92 z 

11. Iron and Steel -21.93 -o.BB -22.B1 -109.B1 41.34 -6B.47 49.55 -17.21 32.34 ... 
::t: 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 77.05 -31.45 45.59 1144.71 -141.56 1003.15 -116.07 36.21 -79.B6 
,., 

13. Metallic Products and Machinery -19.B9 -B.BB -2B.77 -122.94 20.7B -102.16 B.61 154.93 163.54 
,., 
n 

15. Electrlcl ty -10.50 17.66 7.16 -116.04 12.5B -103.46 100.33 -15.52 84.B1 0 z 
0 

Mean divergence {Ignoring sign) 14.55 14.21 17.33 167.14 47.01 
:X 

149 .B5 34.57 30.65 41.90 -< 

(Contd •• ) 
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Table 4.5.2 (Contd .• ) 
.... 

Year 1951;1959 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap Years 8 10 12 

Sectors T F Total T F Total T F Total 

1. Agri cuI ture -14.45 7.96 -6.49 -75.21 -55.28 -130.49 -119.67· -29.75 -149.42 
2. •coke and Coal 6.19 -32.52 -26.33 . -24.20 -45.55 -69.75 -38.18 -56.57 -94.75 (/) 

-i 
3. Other Hini~g -65.64 -24.44 -90.08 -123.10 -46.22 -169.31 -141.94 -88.31 -230.25 "' c: 
4. Food, Drinks and Beverages -12.63 -22.03 -34.67 -55.48 -86.71 -142.20 -103.34 -81.24 -184.58 n 

-i 
.5. Textiles -24.87 23.60 -1.27 -42.82 -21.37 -64.19 -88.10 -7.02 -95. 12 c: 

"' 6. Paper and Printing 12.81 13. 17 25.98 -23.49 3.66 -19.83 -56.06 39.21 -16.85 > r-
7. Leather and Rubber 15.51 ~6.48 9.03 -1 .63 33-37 31.74 -22.11 115 .oo 92.89 n 
8. Non-metallic Hinerals -6.87 -13.43 -20.30 2.04 -7.55 -5.51 -7.74 45.04 37.30 ::1: 

> 
9. Chemicals and Petroleum 45.07 -61.43 -16.36 -43.03 46.34 3-31 -72. 11 15.32 -56.79 z .,., 

10. Cement -6.71 1.98 -4.73 87.74 -149.16 -61 .42 82.63 -147.60 -64.97 "' (/) 

11. I ron and Stee I 14.34 -8.79 5.55 -61 .60 101 . 56 39.96 -123.34 89.45 -33.89 
12. Non-ferrous Hetals -54.83 -8.38 -63.21 365.04 -26. 15 338.89 767.80 -125.13 642.67- z 
13. Hetallic Products and Hachinery -14.08 120.57 106.49 -63.10 248.68 185 .58 -118.32 189.35 71.03 z 
1 s. Electricity 106.17 10.23 116.40 58.83 4.37 63.20 40.49 42.32 82.81 "' > z 

28.58 25.36 37.63 73.38 62.55 94.67 127.27 76.53 132.38 
"' ' n 
0 z 

T = Change in output due to technological change. 0 

·' :X 
I -< 

F = Char.ge in output due to changes in final demand. 

(Concluded) 
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industries which had above average increases in final 
d.emand (direct and indirect) were also faced with increas · 
ing demand for their product because of changing technical 
requirements, while those industries which experienced be
low average increases, or actual decreases, in final 
demand were also industries whose output was in lessened 
demand because of changes in the technical requirements of 
production." "There is thus an indication that, in general, 
the two elements of change .•. reinforced rather than off
set one another" as she puts it. 

Following Vaccara further, to study the above noted 
complementary nature of changes in final demand and 
t~chnology in contributing to the differences in sectoral 
output changes we present in table 4.5.3 a frequency classi- _ 
fication of the 14 sectors on the basis of total output 
change cross-classified according to output changes due to 
changes in final demand and technology. For purposes of 
comparison we have also presented therein Vaccara's U.S. and 
Armstrong's U.K. data appropriately classified. In view of 
the smaller number of our sectors we have not resorted to 
the five point frequency classification as done by Vaccara. 
Also, in view of the smaller number of frequencies in 
different classes no further statistical examination of the 
hypothesis of complementarity of the two factors of change 
has been carried out. 

It is noticed that our data also show the above 
discussed complementary behaviour generally for the sectors 
and compare fairly well with the U.S. and U.K. data. ·In the 
category of above-average total output change, the above
average technological increases followed the above-average 
final demand increase in 60 per cent to 100 per cent of the 
cases, between the six binary comparisons. At the other 
end, in the category of below-average total output change 
the below-average total increases or actual decreases in 
technology followed the below-average increases or_actual 
decreases in final demand in 33 per cent to 75 per cent of 
the cases between the said comparisons. 

Interpreting the above Vaccara notes: "the fact that 
the two factors, technical coefficient change and final 
demand change tended to reinforce one another makes it 
seem likely that there are some basic underlying trends 
which influenced both these movements in the same direction", 
(1968, p.40), a_nd considers·that a sector which shows above
average increases for both final demand and technology 
reflects its "growing importance in all aspects of our 
modern day life" and similarly a sector which shows below
average increases in final demand and technology gives 
indications of the declining importance of it. In this 
light it is interesting to find that during the 12 year 
period 1951-63 the sectors on Textiles (5), Paper and 
Printing (6), Leather and Rubber (7), Non-metallic Minerals 
(8), Chemicals and Petroleum (9), and Electricity (15) show 
the said "growing importance in all aspects of modern 
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Table 4.5.3 FREQUENCY CLASSIFICATION OF TOTAL SECTORAL OUTPUT CHANGES CROSS-CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO OUTPUT CHANGES 
DUE TO CHANGES IN FINAL DEMAND AND TECHNOLOGY 

India : Comparison years with gap years U.S.A. U.K. 

Classification Categories 1951; 1959; 1953; 1951; 1953; 1951; 1947; 1948; 
• 1953 1963 1959 1959 1963 1963 1958 1968 

"' .... 
2 4 6 8 10 12 "" c:: 

n 

6 8 18 
.... 

100 TOtal Output Change, above average 7 12 11 11 20 c:: 
$! 

110 Final Demand Change, above average 5 9 3 5 10 8 16 16 ,.... 

4 
n 

111 Technological Change, above average 6 2 3 10 6 13 7 :I: 
> z 

112 Technological Change, below average 1 3 2 2 3 9 "' "' 
120 Final Demand Change, below average 2 3 3 3 3 2 4 "' 
121 Technological Change, above average 2 3 3 3 3 2 4 

z 

z 
122 Technological Change, below average 0 

200 TOtal Output Change, below average 7 2 8 6 24 18 
> 

3 3 z 

"' 21J Final Demand change, above aV"rage 3 3 n 
0 z 

211 Technological Change, above average 0 ::.: 
-< 

212 Technological Change, below average 3 3 

220 Final Demand Change, below average 7 2 5 6 2 3 21 18 

221 Technological Change, above average 3 3 4 6 3 

222 Technological Change, below average 4 2 2 2 15 15 

Total No. of Sectors 14 14 14 14 14 14 42 38 

Source: Table No. 4.5.1(a), U.S.A. Vaccara ( 1968, PP· 29-32); U.K. : Armstrong (1974, p. 27). 
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life". Three of the above sectors namely, Paper and 
Printing (6), Leather and Rubber (7) and. Non-metallic 
Minerals (8) also show the said growing importance in most 
of the other binary comparisons also. In respect of these 
sectors therefore, one logically expects the above noted 
strong tendency to continue beyond 1963. At the other end 
the sectors of Agriculture (1) and Other Mining {3) are 
found to show "declining importance" in the 1951-1963 
comparison. In 3 other binary comparisons also, Agricul
ture (1) is found to show the said declining importance. 
This obviously indicates that Agriculture had to wait for 
technological break-through which took place during the 
green revolution after 1965. 

4. 5 • 3 Impact of Changing Technology on Sectoral OUtput Levels 

A look again at the Table 4.5.1 shows thai the great
est positive impact of technological change on output 
levels occurred in the lowest ranking ·sector in the economy 
both with reference to gross output and final demand namely 
the Non-ferrous Metals sector (12) in all the binary 
comparisons, except the two involving 1959 as the terminal 
year and with gap years 6 and 8 and increases in output 
levels ranged from 83 per cent to the fantastic 1257 per 
cent. In the case of the said two binary compari~ons, it 
is the Electricity sector (15) which shows a strong posi
tive influence of technological change on output ievels 
recording more than 100 per cent increases. At the other 
extreme, the·largest negative impact on sectoral output 
level due to technological change occurred in ~he Other 
Mining sector (3) in the later 3 binary comparisons which 
were based on inpu~-output tables of 8 or more years apart 
and the output reductions recorded ranged from 31 per cent 
to 58 per cent. The largest negative impacts of changes in 
technology were also recorded in the Iron and Steel sector 
{11) (1951-53 comparison), Chemicals and Petroleum (9) 
(1959-63 comparison), and Non-ferrous Metals (12) (1953-59 
comparison) where output decreases were of the order of 11 
per cent, 18 per cent and 111 per cent respectively. 

The impact of technological changes on the output 
levels of the sectors of Agriculture (1), Food, Drinks and 
Beverages (4) and Metal Products and Machinery (13) is with
in 10 per cent limits. For the Textiles sector (5) also 
it is within 10 per cent limits except when it is compared 
with the 1963 technology. These being final demand goods' 
sectors change~ in technology have, obviously, only minor 
impact on their output levels. The sectors on Coke and 
Coal (2), Non-metallic Minerals (8) and Cement (10), show 
more pronounced impact of technological change on their 
output levels whenever comparisons are made witl. the 1963 
technology. This indicates that in the sixties the use 
of these inputs in other industries has increased. In the 
case of Paper and Printing (6) , Leather and Rubber (7) 
~nd Electricity (15) the use of their sectoral outputs as 
1nputs shows an increasing trend from 1951 to 1963. It 
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might be possible to forecast these inputs 'by fitting an 
appropriate trend function. In the case of Chemic,als and 
Petroleum (9), Iron and Steel (11) and Non-ferrous Metals 
(12) no uniform pattern of impact is observable. Estima
tion of output levels based on input-output-"'tables of 
earlier vintage for these sectors results_in large errors. 
The output flows of these sectors into different absorbing 
sectors of the economy needs serious attention while using 
an input-output table for forecasting purposes. 

4.5.4 Relative Importance of Changes in Final Demand and Technology 
on the Changes in Sectoral Output Levels 

Table 4.5.2 presented earlier shows that the average 
divergence of output for a sector due to technological 
change ranges from 14 points to 167 points, which is al
most twice as large as the corresponding average divergence 
range for output due to final demand change viz., 14 to 76 
points between the six binary comparisons. And within each 
of the comparisons the average divergence of output due to 
technological change is greater than that due to final 
demand change, except in the earliest period comparison of 
1951 and 1953 where output divergence due to final demand 
change is observed to be marginally larger than that due to 
technological change. This result, which is contrary to 
that observed both by Vaccara and Armstrong for U.S.A. 
(1947-58) and U.K. (1948-68) respectively, who find mean 
divergence of output due to final demand change greater 
t~an that due to technological change, together with our 
h1gher levels of mean divergencies for the total as also 
for the two factors than those obtained by the above scho
lars, may perhaps be typical of a developing economy 
recently set on the'path of technological transformation, 
contrasting with the large-established developed industrial 
e~o~omies with stable relative position of sectors and with 
l1m1ted scope for further technological change. Unfortu
nately we could not lay our hands on any analogous study 
for any other developing economy to check our results. It 
should also be borne in mind that the above results pertain 
to the 14 sector segment of the 18 sector economy. Perhaps 
the mean divergencies might get reduced if calculations are 
made at a disaggregated level but not to the extent of 
altering the basic result. 

However, from Table 4.5.1 it is seen that for the 
economy as a whole the absolut~ magnitude of the impact on 
output chang7 due to final demand change exceeded that due 
to tec~nolog1ca1 change universally in all the six binary 
compar1!ons ind!c~ting final demand changes as a dominant 
facto! 1n expla1~1ng the changes in output, which we have 
seen 1n the prev1ous chapter. At the individual sector 
level also it is seen from the same table that a smaller 
number of sectors (4 to 6 out of 14) show that the abso
lute magn~tude of the impact on output change due to 
technolog1cal change exceeded that due to final demand 
change, in all \he binary comparisons except the two in the 
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time frame 1953-59 and 1951-59 involving gap years of 6 and 
8. In these two comparisons a greater number of sectors . 
(9 to 10 out of 14)15 have shown larger changes in output 
levels due to technological change than due to final 
demand change. Barring the sectors on Agriculture (1), 
Textiles (5), Cement (10) and Metal Products and Machinery 
(13) all other sectors are observed to show the impact of 
technological change on output levels exceeding that of 
final demand change. This mean~ that for these two compa
risons involving the year 1959, the changing technology 
seems to be somewhat more important factor than change~ 
in final demand in explaining the changes in the output 
levels of a larger number of sectors of the economy than 
found in the case of the other comparisons. This result 
is also in consonance with our averment in the earlier 
chapter that up to a period of 8 years the changes in 
technology are not of so significant an order as to viti
ate output projections by using an input-output table of 
an 8 year vintage.lG In the light of the above result it 
is again tempting to consider the period around 1959 as a 
watershed regarding changes in technology (direct and in
direct). It may be recalled that we have similarly infer
red about 1959 as a sort of a watershed while considering 
the time pattern of technological change on the basis of 
direct coefficient changes. 

However, one expects that if there is a major techno
logical change in most of the sectors around 1959, this 
change should get itself preserved in the post-1959 period, 
giving similar results for 1953-63 and 1951-63 comparisons 
to those observed in the case of 1959 comparisons under 
discussion. But we do not find the dominance of techno
logical change over final demand change in influencing the 
sectoral output changes in the said post-1959 comparisons. 
This is somewhat puzzling. Perhaps, the inherent difficul
ties in making all the input-output tables strictly compar
able may have some bearing on this. In spite of the above 
discordance, the evidence strongly seems to suggest that 
a major technological change took place around the middle 
year of the Second Five Year Plan (1956-61) which pioneered 
technological transformation in the economy. 

In respect of all other binary comparisons, particu
larly the one that covers the entire time period under 
study (1951-63), the changing level and pattern of final 
demand seems to be a somewhat more important factor than 
changes in tecbnology in explaining the sectoral changes 
in output levels. Across the binary comparisons, the most 
common set of sectors which consistently shows the abso
lute magnitude of the impact of final demand change exceed
ing·that due to technological change contained the follow
ing sectors which are mostly final ~emand goods' sectors: 
Agriculture (1), Textiles (5), Paper and Printing (6), 
Leather and Rubber (7), Chemicals and Petroleum (9) and 
Metal Products and Machinery (13). On the other hand the 
corresponding common set showing the absolute magnitude of 
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the impact on output change due to technologic~! change 
exceeding that due to fina! demand change_c~ns1sted of the 
two Mining sectors (2 and ~) and mostly m1n1ng-based sectors 
of Cement (10), Non-ferrous Metals (lZ) and Electricity (15). 

4 • 5. 5 The Interaction Effect at the Sectoral Level 

In Sections 3.1 and 3.4.1 of the previous cha~te~ ~e 
have discussed in detail about the existence and s1gn1f1-
cance of the interaction effect and considered its magni
tude and behaviour for the economy as a whole. We now 
consider its segregate at the sector level with respect 
to its magnitude and behaviour. In Tables 4.5.4(a) and 
4.5.4(b) we present the computation of the interaction 
effect by use of the base year and terminal year weights 
respectively, for the 14 individual sectors and present_the 
results as percentage to gross output of the base year 1n 
the six binary comparisons. All the main effects and the 
interaction are linearly additive. 

It is ohserved that for the 14 sector segment of the 
economy the average interaction effect is small in magni
tude indicating the large degree of similarity between the 
Laspeyrcs type base-year-weighted estimates of output 
change due to changes in technology and final demand and 
the corresponding Paasche type terminal-year-weighted esti
mates of the same for the different binary comparisons. 
But betKcen the sectors the range of it, as shown in the 
tables, is found to exceed 100 percentage points in almost 
all compnrisons except the initial one of 1951 and 1953. 
And excluding the minor sector of Non-ferrous Metals (12) 
which throKS extreme results, the said range between 
sectors is found to exceed 65 percentage points in almost 
all comparisons with the aho~e noted exception. It is 
further observed that these ranges between sectors, of the 
interaction effect arc smaller than those for the corres
ponding main effects in almost all comparisons, except for 
195~-1>3 ~<hen the above noted sector of Non-ferrous ~1etals 
(12) is included. It is not only the range but the varia
tion as measured by the mean absolute deviation is also 
smaller than that of the corresponding main effects in all 
comparisons, again w!th the ~bove noted exception of 
1~5~-1>3 comparison With the Inclusion of the said Non
ferrous Metals sector (12). This indicates that though the 
differential impact of techn<:>logical change and final 
demand change on_thc ch~nge In the sectoral output levels 
IS small In magn1tude, It shows a differential pattern 
bct~ccn sectors. 

A scan of the above tables for the relative magnitude 
of the interaction effect sector by sector shows that the 
said effect is smaller in magnitude than either of the 
main effects in a majority of sectors in every binary 
comparison 1nd1catlng the large degree of similarity bet
h0cn tl1c La~pcyrcs and Pa:1s~~lC type cstim;1tcs of sectoral 
output change due to the ma1n effects. llo,_e,·er for some 



Table 4.S.4(a) COHPUTATION Or INTERACTION EFFECT BY USE Or BASE YEAR WEIGHTS, EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE TO BASE YEAR 
SECTORAL GROSS OUTPUTS IN THE INDIAN ECONOHY, 1951-1963 

Year l9Sl;l953 l959;l963 l953;l959 

Gap Years 2 4 6 

Sector T F I T F I T 'F I "' ,., 
n 

Agriculture 2.22 18.09 o. 16 -7.70 24.38 -1.71 -1.72 10.99 
~ 

1. 0.11 0 

2. Coke and Coa 1 20.37 -7.95 -1~88 29.27 25.56 29.35 3.96 1.89 -4.59 :» 

3. Other Hlnlng 7.10 -24.00 -1.82 5.60 10.88 30.20 -61.22 42.97 -22.4& 
,... ,., 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages -1.93 4.17 -0.23 2.90 9.56 -0.15 5.82 -4.58 0.32 < ,., 
5. Text lies -o. 12 7.35 -o. 10 25.25 19.98 4.96 -6.20 37.84 -3.76 

,... 

6, Paper and Printing 4.59 15,42 0.15 14.15 83.89 -25.09 28.38 19.85 -11.5.3 
n 
::t: 

7. Leather and Rubber 6.24 29.84 0.66 57.40 125.52 -15.55 15.98 -12.73 4.46 
,. 
z 

8. Non-metallic Hlnerals 17.05 16.72 1. 12 84 .. 71 121.76 -19.74 -5.11 -4.45 -2.9'9 
..., ,., 

9. Chemicals and Petroleum 12.41 -17.23 -1.13 -2.16 134.72 -32.30 36.9D -47.22 39.93 "' 
10, Cement 20.01 -0.19 1.28 158.38 -41 . 12 -40.57 -7.83 19.64 -1.54 z 

11. Iron and Steel -9.94 1. 72 -1 .63 -24.79 54.81 55.65 78.20 28.56 -47.23 ~ 

12. Non-ferrous· Hetals 92.35 -25.60 -8.20 775.09 -582.71 964.90 -50.69 118.75 -120.72 
::t: ,., 

13. Hetalllc Products and Hachlnery -8.19 -6.56 -1.07 -6.33 65.84 -7.54 7.02 170.46 13.25 ,., 
15. Electricity 0.81 19.59 -0.28 -3.20 52.15 1.73 103.23 4.51 4.26 n 

0 
z 
0 

All 14 sectors 1.85 12.47 -0.03 o. 14 26.19 -0.29 0.61 12.39 -0.31 X 
< 

Range 102.29 55.44 9.48 799.88. 717.43 1000.47 139.42 217.68 160.65 
Hean absolute deviation 13.88 15.56 1.40 85.42 83.72 87.79 29.36 34.95 19.75 

(Contd .. ) 

,_. 
I.H ,_. 
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Table 4.5.4(a) (Contd •• ) 

Year !951;1959 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap Years 8 10 12 

Sector T F I T F I T F I • 
"' 1. Agriculture 1.46 29.50 0.81 -8.69 36.95 -2.50 -6.74 61.96 -3.72 .... 
"" 2. Coke and Coal 23.44 -9.94 -1.57 30.61 34.96 20.93 49.71 10.08 46.37 c 
n 

3. Other Mining -38.74 7.81 -20.89 -61. 10 41.50 6.54 -38.97 -6.57 16.21 .... 
c 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 3.69 -0.37 0.28 9.19 3.67 1 • 19 7.18 8.05 1 • 12 ~ 5. Textiles -6.09 47.72 -4.64 18,09 65.25 8.72 17.73 77.52 10.50 .-
6. Paper and Printing 33.87 39.56 -9.18 32.29 85.14 18.99 41.17 115.20 27.70 n 

::1: 
7. leather and Rubber 27.49 10.83 8.97 65.70 126.40 -4.11 83.25 199. 12 11.44 )> 

z 
8. Non-metallic Hinerals 12.64 I 1. 41 -6.09 72.01 88.12 -9.38 108.09 139.64 -9.51 C'> ..., 
9. Chemicals and Petroleum 47.29 -53.87 28.48 29.08 144. 15 -13.66 39.2.1 105.40 -0.48 "' 10. Cement 10.11 24.13 -0.70 176.22 -34.98 -46.40 216.09 -35.37 -44.77 z 

11. 1 ron and Stee 1 49.28 31.47 -36.94 4.50• 193.35 -1.63 -8.31 183.25 -7.91 
12. Non-ferrous Metals -0.99 50.79 -74.75 319.97 -45 .55 220.72 559.24 -354.92 639.26 z 

0 
13. lletallic Products and Machinery -1.86 138 .. 13 8.48 -6.81 330.66 17.99 -13.00 273.43 11.52 )> 
15. E1ectri city 116.70 26.10 11 .86 99.36 70.60 49.50 119.98 100.56 63.20 z ..., 

n 
3.03 2.36 26.46 -0.02 0.65 41.31 0.08 58.?7 1.02 0 z 

153.44 192.00 108.23 381.07 376.21 267.12 598.21 628. >5 648.03 0 

·' 
::.: 

25.81 26.68 15.26 66.31 70.35 30.15 92.17 100.12 I 63.55 -< 

T • % change due to Technology 
F • % change due to Final Demand 
I • % change due to Interaction of Technology and Final Demand. 

(Concluded) 



Table 4.5.4(b) COMPUTATION OF INTERACTION EFFECT BY USE OF TERMINAL YEAR WEIGHTS, EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE TO BASE 
YEAR SECTORAL GROSS OUTPUTS IN THE INDIAN ECONOMY, 1951-1963 

1951;1953 1959;1963 
1953;1959 

Year 

Gap Year 2 4 6 

Sector T F I T F I T F I "' "' n 

I. Agriculture 2.38 . 18.25 -0.16 -9 .It I . 22:67 I. 71 -1.60 11.09 -o. 11 .... 
0 

2. Coke and Coal t8.1t9· -9.83 t.88 58.62 54.91 -29.35 -0.63 -2.70 'lt.59 ,.. 
3. Other Mining 5.28 -25.82 1.82 35.80 Itt .08 -30.20 -83.70 20.49 22.48 !;:; 
lt. Food, DrInks and Beverages -2.15 3.94 0.23 2.75 9.1tt 0.15 6.13 -4.26 -0.32 < ,..., 
5. Textiles -0.22 7.25 0.10 30.21 24.94 -4.96 -9.97 34.09 3.76 r-

6. Paper and Printing lt.71t 15.56 -0. 15 -10.94 58.80 25.09 16.85 8.32 11.53 n 
::&: 

]. Leather and Rubber 6.90 30.50 -0.66 It I. 86 109.96 15.55 20.1tlt -8.27 -lt.lt6 ?,;; 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 18. 17 17. Sit -1.12 64.97 102.02 19.74 -8 .to. -7.1tlt 2.99 

.., 
"' 9. Chemicals and Petroleum 11.28 -18.35 I. 13 -31t.lt6 102.42 32.30 76.83 -7.29 -39.93 "' 

10. Cement 21.30 1.09 -1.28 117.81 -81.69 lt0.57 -9.37 t8. I 0 ' .sit z: 
11. Iron and Steel -11.57 0.09 1.63 30.86 110.46 -55.65 30.97 -18.67 lt7 .23 .... 
u. Non-ferrous Metals 84.15 -33.80 8.20 1740.00 382. 18 -964.90 -t7t.lt1 -1.97 120.72 ::&: 

"' 13. Metallic Products and Machinery -9.26 -7.63 1.07 -13.87 58.30 7.5lt 20.27 183.71 -13.25 "' 15. E lectrl cl ty 0.53 19.31 0.28 -t.lt6 53.88 -1.73 107.49 8.77 -4.26 n 
0 
z: 
0 

All 14 sectors 1.82 12.43 0.03 -0.16 '25.89 0.29 0.30 12.08 0.31 ::&: -c 
Range 95.92 64.30 9.48 t771t.lt6 463.87 1000.47 341.90 202.38 160.65 
Mean absolute deviation 8.13 tlt.lt6 0.87 34.88 ItS. 16 20.30 30.16 25.80 12.01 

(Contd .. ) 
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Table 4.5.4(b) (Contd .. ) 

Year 1951;1!!59 1953;1963 1951;1963 

Gap Year 8 . 10 12 

Sector T F I T F I T F I 
VI 

1 . Agriculture 2.56 30.02 -0.81 -11.19 34.44 2.50 -10.46 58.24 3.72 -l 

"' 2. Coke and Coal 21.87 -11.51 !.57 51.54 55.89 -20.93 96.08 56.46 -46.37 c: 
n 

3. Other Kini ng -59.63 -13.08 20.89 -54.56 48.04 -6.54 -22.76 9.64 -16.21 -l 
c: 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 3.97 -0.09 -0.28 10.38 4.86 -1. 19 8.30. 9.17 -1.12 $! 
5. Textiles -10.73 43.08 4.64 26.81 73.97 -8.72 28.23 88.02 -10.50 ..... 
6. Paper and Printing 24.69 30.38 9.18 51.28 104.13 -18.99 68.87 142.90 -27.70 n 

::1: 

7. Leather and Rubber 36.46 19.80 -8.97 61.59 122.29 4.11 94.69 210.56 -11 • 44 :» z 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 6.55 5.32 6.09 62.63 78.73 9.39 98.58 130.13 9.51 "' "' 9. Chemicals and Petroleum 75.77 -25.38 -28.48 15.42 130.49 13.66 38.73 104.92 0.413 VI 

10. Cement 9.40 23.44 0.70 129. 81 -81.38 46.40 171.32 -80.14 44.77 z 
11. I ron and Stee 1 12.33 -5.46 36.94 2.87 . 191.72 1.63 -16.22 175.34 7.91 
12. Non-ferrous Metals -75.75 -23.95 74.75 540.69 175. 1 7 -220.72 1198.51 284.34 -639.26 z 

c 
13. Metallic Products and Hachinery 6.62 146.60 -8.48 11.17 348.65 -17.99 -1.48 284.95 -11.52 :» 
15. Electricity 128.56 37.96 -11.86 148.86 120. 10 -49.50 183. 18 163.76 -63.20 z , 

n 
All 14 sectors 2.34 26.43 0.02 0.73 41.39 -0.08 4.05 59.29 -1..02 0 z 
Range 204.31 178.78 103.23 595.25 430.03 267. 12 1121.27 365.'09 648.03 0 

3: 

Hean absolute deviation 29.08 28.79 10.69 48.58 78.95 15.50 . 63.28 82.26 : 19.34 -< 

T = % change due to Technology; 

F = % change due to Final Demand; 

I = % change due to Interaction of Technology and Final Demand. 
(Cone I uded) 
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of the sectors, in some of the binary comparisons, the 
magnitude of the interaction effect is found to exceed 
either of the main effects or both indicating a large 
divergence between the Las.peyres and Paasche-type estimates 
of the said output change due to the main effects~ The 
Table 4.5.5 abstracts from the above tables the sectors 
showing such large interaction effect typologically classi
fied for the different binary comparisons. 

From the basic formulation given in equation (3) in 
section 3.1 it is found that a large interaction effect 
greater than, say, the main effect of technology emerges 
under conditions of larger final demand change relative to 
changes in technology (direct and indirect). On the othyr 
hand, a large interaction effect greater than the main 
effect of final demand occurs under conditions of larger 
technological change relative to changes in final demand. 
And an interaction effect greater than both the main 
effects is observed when both -final demand change and 
technological change are large. From the Table 4.5.5 how
ever it is observed that about two-thirds of the entries 
of the sectors, showing large interaction effect on 
Laspeyres basis are found to change their typological cate
gory on Paasche basis and only 8 entries of the following 
6 sectors show typological stability on both the bases in 
the different binary comparisons specified below .. The 
sectors on Cement (10)· (1951-53), Non-ferrous Metals (12) 
(1953-63) and Other Mining (3) (1951-63) have shown 
interaction effect greater than final demand effect because 
of a relatively larger technological change (direct and · 
indirect) in the above specified binary comparisons. The 
sectors on Paper and Printing (6) (1959-63) and Metal Pro
ducts and Machinery (13) (1959-63; 1951-59; 1953-63) have 
shown, on the other hand, interaction effect greater than 
technology effect on account of relatively larg~r final 
demand change in the binary comparisons noted above. The 
sector on Coke and Coal (2) alone has shown the interaction 
effect greater than both the main effects in the 1953-59 
comparison. It is interesting to note that the existence 
of a large interaction effect is confined only to the 
intermediate goods' sectors as indicated by almost all the 
sector entries in the above table. Further, the binary 
comparisons in which the above enumerated sectors show 
large interaction effects, involve, in most of the cases, 
the terminal year 1963. 

Another l~ok at the above Tables 4.5.4(a) and (b) 
shows that a pronounced impact of interaction effect is 
observed, whenever comparisons are instituted with the 
terminal year 1963, in 7 out of 14 sectors, as was earlier 
observed in the case of the main effects also, though not 
for the same set of them. This indicates that a large 
change in sectoral output levels either due to a larger 
change in technology or final demand or both entails a 
larger differential impact of one on the other. 



Tallie 4.5.5 

dinary 
CD~r:parisons 

1951; 1953 

1353; 1959 

TYPOLOGY OF SECTORS SHOWING LARGE INTERACTION EFFECT 

Laspegzes - Base gear weighted for.mulation 

Interaction greater 
t:han Technology 
effect 

Paper & Printing (6) 
Chemicals and 
Petroleum (9) 

Interaction greater Interaction greater 
than Final Demand than both main 
effect . effects 

Cement ( 10) 

Paasche - Termdnal year weighted formulation 

Interaction greater 
than Technology 
effect 

Interaction greater 
than Final Demand 
effect 

: Cement ( 10) 
Iron and Steel (11) 

Interaction greater 
than both main 
effects 

Paper & Printing (6) .Non-ferrous Metals (12) 
Iron and Steel (II) 
Metal Products 

Hetal Products and 
llach i nery ( 13) 

Coke and Coa I ( 2). 
Other llining (3) 
Iron and Steel(ll) 
Non-ferrous Metals (12) and Machinery (13) 

Other Hining (3) 
Chemi ea Is and 
Petroleum (9) 

Iron and Steel (II) 
Hetal Products 
and llachinery (13) 

lletal Products 
and llach i ne ry ( 13) 

Iron. and Steel (II) 
Hetal Products 
and Hachinery (13) 

Cement (10) 

Coke and Coal (2) 
Non-ferrous Metals (12) 

Non-ferrous 
Metals (12) 

Non-ferrous lletals (12) 

Coke and Coal (2) 
Other llining (3) 
Iron & Steel (11) 

Non-ferrous 
Metals (12) 

Metal Products 
and Machinery ( 13) 

Meta I Products 
and M~chlnery (13) 

Metal Products 
and Machinery (13) 

Other Mining (3) 
Paper & Printing 
Chemicals and 

Coke and Coa I (2) 
(6) Iron and Steel (11) 

Petroleum (9) 
Non-ferrous Metals (12) 

Other Mining (3) 
Food, Drinks and 
Beverages ( 4) 
Non-meta IIi c · · 

·Minerals (8) 

Iron and Steel (11) 

Non-ferrous Metals (12) 

Other Mining (3) 
Non-ferrous 
Metals (12) 

z 

z 
" 

'" .., 
0 z 

~ 
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Looked at from the index number point of view a 
large divergence between the Laspeyres and Paasche basis of 
estimates of the sectoral output change either due to tech
nological change (direct and indirect) or final demand 
change entails a wider gap between the base year and the 
terminal year and results in "homogeneity error" i-.e. with
in a binary comparison, the estimates of sectoral output 
change do not refer to the "same basket of goods" produced 
or used respectively implying c~anging product-mix and 
changing composition of final demand. Hence in case of the 
sectors and binary comparisons considered above one cannot 
rely on the estimates of sectoral output change due to 
final demand change or technological change based solely on 
Laspeyres or Paasche basis or any cross of them. 

4 • 5 • 6 Some Limitations of Impact Analysis 

We have more than once noted that our definition of 
technological change includes many factors which are not 
related to "changes in the technological requirements for 
producing a fixed basket of final goods". In fact we have 
equated changes in technical relationships as reflected 
in the input-output coefficient differences to technologi
cal change and have not adopted the "technical" definition 
of technological change in our empirical analysis. Also 
we have not attempted to further isolate the various "un
related factors" that are confounded in our estimate of 
technological change, direct as well as direct and in
direct. However in section 3.3 and also at the outset of 
this chapter we have pointed out the technical reasons as 
to why coefficients change over time within the input
output framework, but have not carried out any economic 
analysis of the same further. 

In the context our impact analysis above, leading to 
factorization of change in output levels between. changes in 
technology and final demand it is important to recall the 
data limitation that our final demand vectors are not 
autonomously determined. Thus, though our analysis suffers 
from a less rigorous definition of technological change on 
the one hand and less accurate data base regarding final 
demand on the other, ]t seems to give broad indications of 
intertemporal and intersectoral changes of outputs in the 
economy in terms of changes in technology and final demand. 

Even so, the following comments by Garry Fromm are 
well worth not~ng as further limitations. Commenting on 
Vaccara-Simon research (1968) which also applies to ours, 
he says: "the Vaccara-Simon computations give no clue as 
to why output and coefficient shifts have taken place. 
They do not reveal to what extent the changes are due to 
technical progress or to reactions to altered relative 
prices. No information is gained as to whether the tech
nical progress is capital or labour.augmenting, whether it 
is embodied or disembodied, or whether it is merely the 
consequence of younger average vintages of equipment or 
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.labour education. Nothing is learned about capital-labour 
substitutions or their consequences. These, of course, 
are all questions revolving about knowledge of production 
functions. Unfortunately, the input-output __ assumptions of 
Vaccara and Simon preclude acquiring any insights in that 
regard. Nevertheless, their paper is an-interesting, al
though simplistic, initial attempt to provide first appro
ximations of the output changes associated with shifting 
technical coefficients and final demand~'tVaccara, 1968, 
p.66.) 
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Notes 

1. Kamath, J. observes : "From the data given in the different schemes, it 
looks that in registering the output no distinction has been made between 
producer's price and purchaser's price. The schemes report any value of 
output. The inputs, of course, are in purchaser's prices. But it would not 
be out of place to assume that in the case of small industries the commodity 
is directly sold to the customer and the producer-purchaser price differences 
are not significant. Such an assumption is made in this study ••• and the 
accuracy of the values would be limited l1y the validity of this assumption." 
( 1971 • p. 7 1 • ) 

2. For an anti-view of deflation of value coefficients to study their 
stability In a time frame vide Tilanus (1966, p. 37.) 

:t· In this case the third tern' of equation (3) takes the form 
Lvs4(cs4 _ cssl _ yss<cs4 _ cssJ]. 

4. Vide section 4.2 of Chapter 4. 

5. As per Table 3.4.6(a) and in 2 cases only as per Table 3.4.6(b). 

6. On the usefulness of the Linkage concept vide Raj, K.N., (1976). 

7. Also vide Kundu (1976) for the details about the convergence theorem 
relating to technology matrix and the original references to the same. 

8. In the Chenery and Watanabe classification Hirschman (1958, p. 107) 
allots the first and last priority to the sectors that have high~backward
hiyh-forward and low-backward-low-forward linkages respectively. Second and 
third priority are assigned to the sectors that have high-backward-low-for
ward and low-backward-high-forward linkages respectively. Within each 
category, the sectors are ranked according to the combined value of backward 
and fon<ard 1 inkage. This rank ordering of the sectors in terms of potential 
linkage generati,on constitutes an important step in the empirical formulation 
of Hirschman's strategy of economic development. 

9. The rank correlation coefficients between Hirschman's ord.inal ranking 
scheme and our rankings of the sectors based on decreasing order or linkage 
coefficients for direct flows (Blj) and direct and indirect flows .(TL.) are 
very much higher and positive indicating that both the ranking system~ are 
not significantly different though they do not exhibit one to one correspond
ence. The intertemporal rank correlation coefficients based on Hirschman's 
ordinal ranks are also high and positive and show that rankings over the 
years are also not significantly different. However a comparison of the 
magnitudes of intertemporal correlation coefficients based on Hir5chman 
ranks and those based on direct backward linkage ranks and direct plus in
direct linkage ranks given in Tables 4.2.1(b) and 4.2.2(b) shows that of 
the three sets of correlation coefficients those based on Hirschman ranks 
are the smallest, igdicating that Hirschman rank ordering does not as 
closely fit out ddta a~ the natural rank ordering based on decreasing order 
of the individual linkage coefficients does. The rank correlation cocffo
cients based on Hirschman's ordinal ranking are given oelow: 

Year ln-:erte:n~cra1 With Wi ~h 

1953-54 1359 1963 Bl. TL. 
J J 

1951-57 74412 .53824 .73235 .85588 .85588 
1953-54 .50294 .71618 .72059 .70~c8 
1959 .e8235 .82osa .ssooo 
1963 .76765 .70882 
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10. To do away with the problem of minor inputs, as also to facilitate the 
handling of large coeffic;ent matrices for comparison purposes, the concept 
of "Framework coefficients" is introduced in input-output analysis. Vide 
for example Simpson, David and Tsukui, Jinkichi (1965). __ In the context of 
our 18 sector model, introduction of the concept In our ·analysis would be a 
waste of information. 

11. Obviously the only component added by Domar ·in the above formulation to 
Leontief's desiderata is the denominator of the weighting factor to facili
tate fonnulation to an index form. Quoting Leontief (1953, p. 28) he says 
that Leontief adds that "the weight is the mean value of the input, without 
specifically stating what the denominator of the weight is" (Domar, 1961, 
p. 727n). He further states that he has confinned the denominator weight 
element with Leontief. 

12. I; will measure the changes from c to b in the period b to c. 

13. Vide section 4.2·, re: measurement of forward I inkage on the basis of 
row coefficients table. 

14. The analysis and interpretation used in this section heavily draws on 
the earlier author and Armstrong also uses the same. But it is important 
to note that Vaccara factors out changes in the industry real product or 
value added rather than output. She notes : "Since the total. final demand 
is always equal to the total value added, no matter what technical ~ela
tionships, changing technical relationships can only affect the industry 
distribution of real product, not its total~' (1968, p.35.) The output 
totals resulting from matrix multiplication have been converted to estimates 
of value added by applying value added/output ratio. Hence she gets the all
industries index for change in real product due to technical coefficient 
change as 100. The final results are cast in the form of index numbers. 
Though Armstrong's data consists of outputs and their change due to the two 
factors are cast in the form of percentages changes as we have done above, 
it is surprising that his average percentage output change due to technical 
coefficients is also near zero. Perhaps technological changes in as 
developed an industrial economy as U.K., with stable relative position of 
sectors (commodities) the impact on output of technological changes during 
the period may be of that insignificant order. 

15. Since our results in Table 4.5.1 are bidirectional averages using 
technology and final demand of both the initial and terminal year as weights 
which confound the interaction element in the main effects a comparison of 
the results based on unidirection weights of the initial y~ar shows that 
only two sectors, namely Chemicals and Petroleum (9) and non-ferrous Metals 
(12) shift their classification to the one showing impact of final demand 
change ex~eeding that of technology, but also throws a large interaction 
~lement, on respect of the two comparisons under discussion. Similar shift 
on resp.ect of the unidirectional result based on terminal year weights Is 
confined to only one sector viz. Coke and Coal (2) In the case of 1953-59 
comparison. Thus the unidirectional results also ~how a greater number of 
sectors showing larger changes in output levels due to technological change. 
See Tables 4.5.4(a) and (b) In section 4.5.5. 

16. The evidence of the western Industrial economies suggests that the 
Input-output coefficients change relatively slowly over time and consequently 
little error Is Introduced If Input-output tables of older vintage are used 
to generate gross outputs from given final demand vectors. (Tilanus, 1966.) 
An unpublished discussion paper of the University of Essex finds lndlc~tors 
In the case of Sov,et Union, that over the seven pt1rlod the overall oMtt•rlal 
Input-output ratios did not chongc drastically. • 
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Table A 2.4.1 COMMODITY COVERAGE AND' WEIGHTING DIAGRAM, USED FOR 
CONSTRUCTION OF INDEX NUMBER OF WHOLESALE PRI.CES IN 
INDIA BY THE ECONOMIC ADVISER, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

-
(21) I. FOOD ARTICLES (504) 1 ,ooo II. LIQUOR AND TOBACCO 1,000 

(a) Cerea Is 382 (a) Liquors 

i) Rice 224 I) Liquors 59 
II) Wheat 106 

II i) Jowar 19 (b) Tobacco 941 
lv) Baj ra 10 
v) Barley 10 i) Tobacco, Raw 760 

vi) Maize 9 II ) Tobacco, 
vii) Ragi 4 Manufactured 181 

(b) Pulses 84 Ill. FUEL, POWER, LIGHT AND 
LUBRICANTS (30) 1,000 

I ) Gram 30 
I i ) Other pulses 54 (a) Coal 297 

(c) Fruits & Vegetables 45 (b) Hi nera 1 oils 479 

I) Potatoes 9 i) Kerosene Oi 1 86 
I i) Onions 3 II) Petrol 247 

II i) Oranges 6 II i) Aviation Spirit 24 
I v) Bananas 24 lv) Diesel Oi 1 58 v) Cashewnuts 3 v) lubricating Oils 64 

(d) Milk and Ghee 167 (c) Electricity 171 

. I) Milk 93 (d) Castor Oil 53 II) Ghee 74 
IV. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS (e) Edible Oils 93 RAW MATERIALS (155) 1,000 

I) Ground nut 38 (a) Fibres 393 I I ) Glngelly 9 
II i) Mustard 26 I) Cotton 204 I v) Coconut 9 II) Jute 150 v) Vanaspatl . 11 I i i) Hemp 14 

iv) Wood 13 (f) Fish, Eggs and Heat 34 v) SIlk 12 

I) Fish 10 (b) Oi lseeds 388 i I) Eggs 8 
I i I ) Heat 16 I) Ground nut 177 

II) Linseed 32 (g) Sugar anc! Gur 95 Ill) Castorseed 10 
iv) Gingelly seed 31 I) Sugar 35 v) Rapeseed 67 I i) Gur 60 vi) Cottonseed 35 

vi I) Copra 36 (h) Other Food Articles 100 
(c) Minerals 14 i) Tea 38 

ii) Coffee 3 Iron ore 2 I i i) Spices 43 Mica 9 lv) Betel nuts 11 i i Manganese ore 3 v) Salt 5 
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Table A 2.4.1 (Contd •• ) 

(d) Other Industrial 
Raw Materials 

i) 
i) 
i ) 
v) 
v) 

vi) 
vii) 

viii) 

Hides 
Skins 
Tanning Materials 
Sugarcane 
Rubber 
Lac 
Logs and Timber 
Bamboos 

V. MANUFACTURED ARTICLES 
( 290) 

A. Intermediate Industrial 

205 

26 
16 
2 

65 
5 

16 
72 

3 

1 ,000 

Products 141 

i) Lin!j,eed Oi I 
i i) Leather 

iii) Cotton yarn 
i v) Rayon yarn 
v) Coi r yarn 

vi) Metals 

(a) Pig iron 
(b) Semis 
(c) Aluminium 
(d) Brass 
(e) Zinc spelter 
(f) Coppe-r 
(g) Tin 
(h) Lead 
(i) German Silver. 

19 
23 
53 
20 

26 

3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
6 
1 
1 
1 

(Concluded) 

Source Economic Adviser, Government of India, "Index Number of Wholesale 
Prices in India" (Revised Series), Annual Number, April 1953-
December 1961 , 1962, Appendix II , pp. 54-55. 



Table A 2.4.3(a) INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE FOR 1951-52 

Sector l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ll l2 l3 l4 lS l6 l7 lB (u) 

1. Agriculture 155955 36 74 53250 11442 162 1047 451 342 235 7 4 252 393 669 6103 655 231077 
2. Coke and Coal 69 363 237 268 82 64 155 130 126 99 34 108 123 605 1605 89 91 4248 
3. Other HI n I ng 664 135 402 494 381 30 89 870 235 127 359 392 182 1808 147 239 3839 191 10584 
4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 5695 11 9325 77 29 92 649 7 136 44 121 16186 
s. Textlles(AII) 419 3 17411 20 512 2 70 37 42 98 18614 
6. Paper and Printing 30 13 344 163 697 48 101 62 57 7 24 114 145 8 80 1893 
7. Leather and Rubber 42 1 3 597 3 87 16 18 620 195 1582 
8. Non•metalllc filnerals 2221 88 554 17 6 6 76 91 8 49 4825 l 289 108 8339 
9. Chemicals and Petroleum 1452 137 6 254 1653 342 233 246 2574 4 63 21 280 1222 132 210 6207 15036 > 

10. Cement 2 4 57 12 3009 38 3122 ., ., 
11. Iron and Steel 138 28 27 107 8 38 203 28 2)19 130 4133 4204 152 563 12078 "" :z 
12. Non··ferrous Metals 47 1 3 15 5 58 332 431 1266 I 11 31 91 2292 ~ 
I 3· Hetolllc Products and 2866 297 252 756 3 2 I 33 3 701 3497 311 2507 3336 273 14838 X 

Hachlnery 
14. Construction 
15. Electricity 122 133 61 151 837 73 25 29 69 61 100 7 94 175 127 147 15 2226 
16, Ral lway Transport 238 52 12 1498 894 171 70 119 206 148 329 121 541 1015 21 246 589 417 6687 
17. Other Transport 682 13 998 722 62 '202. 28 235 33 52 3 90 729 8 141 70 463 4531 
18. Other Industries * 2890 78 26 627 116 161 601 614 107 37 18 97 3509 31 1085 9997 

Total 173485 1269 949 68565 34092 1849 3641 2907 4791 913 3693 1146 7993 24449 1447 6923 15236 9992 363330 
Output 600578 6327 14193 1192)6 73035 6856 9550 13224 20966 2574 11346 2013 25435 70452 4300 36478 33803 26692 

~ This sector consists of two sectors, one is unclassified of large scale and another Is other production of small scale. 

.... ... .... 
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Tai-le A 2.-L3 (b) INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE FOR 1953-54 

(Rs. in lakh at 1952-53 producers' prices) 

Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 (U) 

1. Agdc.ul.ture 189120 40 96 58332 13175 216 1537 1013 661 287 12 6 500 581 598 10129 1540 277843 
2. Coke and Coal 55 332 239 291 90 . 55 207 251 140 640 45 121 146 729 1774 110 118 5343 

"' 3. Other Hining 557 161 425 "579 459 44 95 1071 525 204 623 603 253 2021 148 238 3891 233 12130 .... 
~- F.fxt, Drinks and Beve..-ages 5793 7 7778 101. 22 78 1 767 6 89 147 14962 "' 173 c: 
5. Text i les( All) 278 4 18819. 23 556 2 64 54 76 98 19974 

n - .... 
6. Paper and Prin9ing 21 11 358 213 839 74 150 114· .76 . 10 27 .164 118 67 132 2374 

c: 
"' 1- Leather and Rubber 34 5 86i 8 152 29 25 1071 353 2538 
)> - .... 

8. Non-metallic Minerals 2686 - 107 510 19 6 4 119 163 7 12 58 7419 3 226 166 11505 .... 
:>. Chemicals & Petroleum 1326 106 9 228 1454 321 245 290 3722 4 . 70 21 278 1467 115 288 8574 18518 "' )> 

z 10. Cement 5 69 13 3763 59 3909 "' 11. I ron and Steel 62 20 23 67 6 24 177 36 . .23 2090 104 3261 4188 705 67 I 10854 "' - "' 12. Non-ferr.ous Ketals 82 9 4 9 133 593 683 2100 1 20 39 133 3806 z 13. Heta11ic Products and 2102 197 192. 326 2 2 42 549 3668 380 2110 3436 335 13341 
Ptachinery z 

1~. Construction - ~ 
15. Electricity. 121 122 46 184 735 75 55 8 96 196 18 2356 

)> 31 109 70 123 275 92 z 
16. Railway Transport 392 10 6 1431 818 174 77 107 358 178 251 97 496 1646 23 247 796 509 7616 "' .... 17. Other Transport 505 15 3 842 627 63 214 21 375 57 32 20 77 683 5 148 82 509 4278 0 
18. Other Industries* 3078 64 759 150 869 754 208 8 8 4456 45 1750 12474 z 31 133 37 113 11 0 

:.: 
-c 

Total 206130 1065 935 71675 36920 2038 4722 3991 7464 1152 4464 1595 8164 30203 1612 6648 20567 14476 423821 Output 723530 6995 11537 121615 78241 8239 13059· 17837 19719 3117 10228 3191 21412 76203 516~ 31075 37932 31886 

* This sector consists of two sectors, one is unclassified among large seale and another is other production of small scale. 



Table A 2.4.3 (c) INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE FOR 1959 

(Rs. in lakh at 1952-SJ producers' prices) 

St~ct:or 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ll l2 l3 l4* lS l6 l7 lB (u) 

1. Agriculture 20818~ - 38536 23268 7~5 165~ 13~5 68 - 8 15~8 (~829) 8 10152 1015 291360 
2. Coke and Coal ~5 209 - 201 306 127 15 25~ 135 22~ 1231 15 291 866 2261 7 6187 
3· Other Hlnlng 79 306 660 99 ~9 20 106~ ~73 79 12~6 335 108 30 138 4686 
~. Food, DrInk!' & Beverages 8621 - 11872 17 68 77 1668 - 17 223~0 
5. Textlles(AII) 3~ - 57 528 16189 378 358 65 68 860 23 146 268 188 185 193~7 
6. Paper ond Printing 10~ ~8~ 1763 26 17 250 9 ~33 9 2~2 61~ 3951 
7. Leather and Rubber 156 9 1310 18 9 - 448 778 2665 27 5~20 
8. Non-metal lie Minerals 66 - 3~ 735 207 91 91 793 6~~ 7~ ~5~ (6273) 421 ~· 215 10139 ~ 
9. Chemicals & Petroleum ·5118 165 - 775 ~786 708 678 526 6~22 18 392 9 2778 (725) 10~ 6D5 3829 639 28277 ., 

"' 10. Cement 8 132 (33~3) 3~83 z 
11. I ron and 5 tee I 28 3~ 1848 7 3896 ( 1 ~~68) 21 20302 ~ 

)C 12. Non-ferrous Hetals 260 ~8 16 8 - 236 268 1357 ~31 1~6 2770 
13. Hetolllc Products ~5~ 170 165~ 1068 57 208 28 28 9 2609 28 71~6 (21~8) 416 3818 38 19879 

and Machinery 
1~. Construction 
15. Electricity 581 255 - 7~7 1766 228 62 510 290 220 729 26 580 1933 ~66 70 8~63 
16. Ral lway Transport 1381 161 133 1050 1~28 189 142 587 1220 27~ 1419. 123 1~29 ~35 161 151 10283 
17. Other Transport 56~ 89 295 937 1000 13~ 179 250 322 ~5 125 98 3~8 357 71~ 437 5894 
18. Other Industry .4~51 - 260 17 805 450 17 658 6658 

Total 2290~5 1~12 995 58319 50782 ~611 5653 6089 11605 1812 9858 917 20979 (31786) 3368 6198 216~9 ~361 469439 
Output 791382 7082 6839 123506 100055 11262 1~066 15599 25559 3~37 16317 1511 62250 (72~62) 10949 40350 48536 8719 

' 
• In the original 1-0 table the construction column and row Is not available. But for the purpose, the column and the output was estimated 

externally. 

... ... 
"' 
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Table A 2.4.3 (d) INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE FOR 1960-61 

(Rs. in lakh at 1952-53 producers' prices) 

Sector 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 .• 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 . 18 (u) 

1. Agriculture 58214 - 68641 31226 507 3715 4731 1219 8 1724 5525 - 175510 
2. Coke and Coal 75 545 - 216 515 240 22 478 321 433 851 30 224 1022 2366 7338 "' 3. Otr-:.r Hining 31 591 5104 562 1227 532 30 8077 .... 

::0 

~- Food. Drinks£. Beverages 4681 - 4119 477 170 928 10375 c: .., 
5. Texti Jes 373 - 631 2419 192 688 38 278 746 57 115 5537 .... 

c: 
6. Paper and Printing 70 - 436 494 2517 258 75 380 8 3 13 196 4450 ~ 
7. leather and Rubber 19 370 4339 1032 2007 7767 r-
9. Noo~taJJic Minerals 273 - 33 74 528 49 694 562 306 26011 28530 

.., 
:>: 

9. Chemicals and Petroleum 6610 6 - 912 3675 . 811 1471 2879 6143 18 670 53 1313 829 178 1413 6394 33375 l> z 
10. Cement 248 3824 4072 "' - "' 11. I ron and Stee 1 - 2966 6690 16552 26208 "' 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 6 252 975 674 4630 6537 z 
13. Metallic Products & 359 123 624 47 88 28 113 889 406 2316 2458 - 7451 

Machinery z 
~ 1~. Construction 
~ 15. Electricity 703 281 79 510 2241 365 184 615 782 272 527 53 i47 299 7658 

16. Railway Transport 26301 "' .., 
17. Other Transport 14732 0 z 
18. Other Industries 2537 407 199 7792 6753 909 3377 3696 320 1238 9 8182 1100 1532 2494 40545 0 

X 
< 

Total 73536 1598 453 83955 48745 4806 11784 13839 20554 2359 8920 1372 27505 55199 2300 5610 10895 - 414463 
Output 665567 8134 5672 112596 88910 13234 25549 32865 41462 4071 18552 2600 63374 125837 9051 .42952 29018, 40545* 

·' . 
' 

* The values of this row and column are not directly available from the table; but they are estimated from another table which has the 
same input names in different year. 



T•~le A 2.4.3 (e) INPUT-
1
0UTPUT TABLE FOR 1963 

(Rs. in lakh at 1952-53 producers' prices) 

Sector l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ll l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 lB (u) 

·1. Agriculture 186737 735 259 62427 17234 781 3775 6748 1180 - 69 3 sao 1206 281734 
2. Coke and Coa I 665 605 220. 42 2438 1047 697 2149 33 1000 1459 552 449 11356 
3. Other Hlnlng 28 88 68 30 17 1215 2433 754 2655 268 31 828 8415 
4. Food, Drinks' Beverages 7434 18961 473 101 657 12 3230 - 5 621 31494 
5. Te•t lies 1168 623 47101 202 3371 78 401 754 23 3 141 71 449 54385 > 

1511 653 3890 180 111 780 4 55 217 11 60 400 7873 
... 

6. Paper and Printing 1 ... 
'" 1· Leather and Rubber 162 3 5894 3 - 845 17 5187 132 12243 z 

8. Non-metallic Hlnerals 1274 96 110 68 5706 739 - 450 27 537 11441 159 1076 21683 ~ 
>< 9. Chemicals and .Petroleum 5278 772 932 2029 8177 783 1128 1226 7410 59 326 142 1136 98 59 3184 3394 36133 

10. Cement 9 812 5684 17 128 6650 
II. Iron and Steel 73 27 176 2 127 330 1 6 5850 25 12673 3164 141 2154 24749 
12. Non·ferrous Metals 61 398 7 16 36 • 109 - 327 2339 7543 196 6076 17108 
13. Hetalllc Products and 750 817 293 1807 584 13 226 633 438 - 49 7 5814 652 3571 541 16195 

Hachlnery 
14. Construction 92 92 
15. Electricity 487 654 377 982 1764 268 277 286 674 281 665 173 622 2649 238 990 11387 
16. Railway Transport 860 3 10 345 305 104 35 512 1271 560 1899 15 43 3 1425 233 2 404 8029 
17. Other Transport 559 2 r 154 56 7 12 23 56 24 65 1 4 2 31 12 3 19 1031 
18. Other Industries 1102 2770 4002 757 2610 1155 3760 288 2391 239 8053 760 13 11942 39842 

Toto I 204467 2983 1973 93724 81863 7278 184)5 21321 23532 3427 16919 3330 39244 20294 6422 2371 12007 30809 590399 Output 910157 13059 9708 138813 150354 19426 37630 44834 51372 6090 30585 6953 94660 ~9541 16288 15644 24256 79051 1698421 

.... 
"' .... 



152 STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN INDIAN ECONOMY 

Table A 2.4.4(a) GROSS OUTPUT, I NTERI.NDUSTRY DEMAND AND .fINAL DEMAND 
VECTORS (AT 1952-53 PRICES) 1951-52 

(Rs. in lakh) 

Sector · Gross Output Interindustry Final· 
Demand Demand 

1 Agri cui ture· 600578 231077 369501 
2 Coke and Coa I 6327 4248 2079 

3 Other Mining 14193 10584 3609 
4 Food, Drinks and Beverages 119216 16186 103030 
5 Textiles 73035 18614 54421 
6 Paper and Printing 6856 1893 4963 
7 Leather and Rubber 9550 1582 7968 
8 Non-metallic Minerals 13224 8339 4885 

9 Chemical and Petroleum 20966 15036 5930 
1.0 Cement 2574 3122 -548 
11 I ron and Steel 11346 12078 -732 
12 Non-ferrous Metals 2013 2292 -279 
13 Metallic Products and 

Machinery 
25435 14838 10597 

14 Construction 70452 70452 
15 Electricity 4300 2226 2074 
16 Railway Transport 36478 6687 29791 
17 Other Transport 33803 4531 29272 
18 Other Industries 26692 9997 16695 

Total 1077038 363330 713708 
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Table A 2.4.4 (b) GROSS OUTPUT INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND AND FINAL DEMAND 
VECTORS (AT 1952-53 PRICES) 1953-54 

Sector 

1. Agriculture 
2, Coke and Coal 

3. Other Mining 

4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 

5. Textiles 

6, Paper & Printing 

1. Leather and Rubber 

8. Non-metallic Minerals 

9. Chemical & Petroleum 

10. Cement 

11. I ron and S tee I 

12. Non-ferrous Metals 

13. Metallic Products and 
Machinery 

14. Construction 

15. Electricity 

16. Railway Transport 

17. Other Transport 
18, Other Industries 

Total 

Gross Output 

723530 

699'5 

11537 
121615 

78241 

8239 

13059 

17837 

19719 

3117 
10228 

3191 
21412 

76203 

5165 

31075 

37932 
31886 

1220981 

(Rs. in lakh) 

Interindustry 
Demand 

277843 

5343 

12130 

14962 

19974 

2374 

2538 

11505 

18518 

3909 
10854 

3806 

13341 

• 2356 

7616 

4278 

12474 

423821 

- Final 
Demand 

445687 

1652 

-593 

106653 

58267 

5865 

10521 

6332 
1201 

-792 
-626 

-615 

8071 

76203 

2809 

23459 

33654 
19412 

797160 



154 STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN INDIAN ECONOMY 

Table A 2.4.4(c): GROSS OUTPUT, INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND AND FINAL DEMAND 
VECTORS (AT 1952-53 PRICES) 1959 

(Rs :-in lakh) 

" 
Sector Gross OUtput Interindustry Final 

Demand Demand 

1. Agriculture 791382 291360 500022 
2. Coke and Coa I 7082 6187 895 

3- Other Mining 6839 4686 2153 
4. Food, Drinks & Beverages 123506 22340 101166 
5. TeJ!tiles 100055 19347 80708 
6. Paper & Printing 11262 3951 7311 
7. Leather & Rubber 14066 5420 8646 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 15599 10139 5460 
9. Chemical & Petroleum 25559 28277 -2718 

. 10. Cement 3437 3483 -46 
11 • I ron and Steel 16317 20302 -3985 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 1511 2770 -1259 
13. Metallic Products and 

Machinery 
62250 19879 42371 

14. Construction 72462 72462 
15. Electricity 10949" • 8463 2486 
16. Railway Transport 40350 10283 30067 
17. Other Transport 48536 5894 42642 
18. Other Industries 8719 6658 2061 

Total 1359881 469439 890442 
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Table A 2.4.4 (d). GROSS OUTPUT, INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND AND Fl NAL DEMAND 
VECTORS (AT 1952-53 PRICES) 1960-61 

(Rs. in lakh) 

Sector Gross Output Interindustry Final 
Demand Demand. 

I . Agrl cui ture 665567 175510 4990057 
2. Coke and Coal 8134 7338 796 
3. Other Mining 5672 8077 -2405 

"· Food, DrInks & Beverages 112596 10375 102221 

5. Text lies 88910 5537 83373 
6. Paper & Printing 13234 ltlt50 878lt 

7. Leather & Rubber 25549 7767 17782 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 32865 28530 4335 
9. Chemical & Petroleum lt1lt62 33375 8087 

10. Cement lt071 lt072 -1 
11. l'ron and S tee 1 18552 26208 -7656 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 2600 6537 -3937 
13. ~etalllc rroducts and 63374 7lt51 55923 

Machinery 
lit. Construction 125837 125837 
15. Elehri city 9051 7658 1393 
16. Railway Transport 42952 26301 16651 
17. Other Transport 29018 14732 14286 
18. Other Industries lt05lt5 lt05lt5 

Total 1329989 lt1ltlt63 915526 
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Table A 2.4.4 (e) GROSS OUTPUT, INTERINDUSTRY DEMAND-AND FINAL DEMAND 
VECTORS (AT 1952-53 PRICES) -. 1963 

(Rs ••. in lakh) 

Sector Gross Output 'Interindustry Final 
Demand Demand 

1. Agriculture 910157 281734 628423 
2. Coke and Coal 13059 11356 1703 
3. Other Mining 9708 8415 1293 
4. Food, Drinks and Beverages 138813 31494 107319 
5. Textiles 150354 54385 95969 
6. Paper and Printing 19426 7873 11553 
7. Leather and Rubber 37630 12243 25387 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 44834 21683 23151 
9. Chemical & Petroleum 51372 36133 15239 

10. Cement 6090 6650 -560 
11. Iron and Steel 30585 24749 5836 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 6953 17108 -10155 
13. Metallic Products and 

Machinery 
94660 16195 78465 

14. Construction 49541 92 49449 
15. Electricity 16288 11387 . 4901 
16. Railway Transport 15644 8029 7615 
17. Other Transport 24256 1031 23225 
18. Other Industries 79051 39842 39209 

Total 1698421 590399 1108022 



Table B 3.3.1 (a) COLUMN COEfFICIENT MATRIX OF 1951·52 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES) a~J(1) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. .259674 .005690 .005214 .446668 .156665 .023629 .109633 .034105 .016312 .091298 .000617 .001987 .009908 .005578 .018340 .180546 .024539 
2 .. 000115 .057373 - ,001988 .003669 ,011960 ,006702 .011721 .006201 ,048951 .008726 .016890 ,004246 .001746 .140698 .043999 .002633 ,003409 
3 •• 001106 .021337 .028324 ,004144 .005217 .004376 .009319 .065789 .011209 .049340 .031641 .094734 .007155 .025663 .034186 .006552 .113570 .007156 
4. ,'009483 .001739 .078219 .001054 .004230 .009634 .030955 .000275 .003728 .001302 .004533 
5, ,000698 .OC0025 .238393 .002917 .053613 ,000151 .002752 .001014 .001242 .003672 
6 •• 000050 .002055 .002886 .002232 .101663 .005026 .007638 .002957 .022145 .000617 .000944 .001618 .003975 .000237 .002997 
7- .000070 .000158 .000438 .062513 .000227 .003420 .003721 .000493 .018342 .007306 
8. .003696 .006200 .004647 .000233 .000875 .000628 ,005747 .004340 .000705 .001926 .068487 .000233 .007923 .003195 
9 .. 002418 ,021653 .000423 .002131 .022633 .049883 .024398 .018603 .122770 .001554 ,005553 .010432 .011008 .017345 .003619 .006212 .232542 

10 .. 000002 .000302 .022145 .0004:]2 .042710 .001042 
11. .000230 .001973 .000226 .001465 .001167 .003979 .015351 .010878 .204389 .064580 .162493 .059672 .035349 .015434 
12. . .000394 .000014 .000438 .001571 .000378 ,002766 .029261 .214108 .049774 .000014 .002558 .000850 .003409 
13. .004772 .046942 .017755 .006341 .000041 .000209 ,000076 .001574 .001490 .027560 .049637 .072326 .068726 .098690 .010228 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

.000203 .021021 .004298 .001267 .011460 .010648 .002618 

.000396 .008219 .000845 .012565 .012241 .024942 .007330 

.001136 .002055 .008371 .009886 .009043 ,021152 

.004812 .012328 .001832 .005259 .001588 .023483 .062932 

.002193 .003291 .023699 .008814 

.008999 .009825 .057498 ,028997 

.002117 .011209 .012821 .004583 

.046431 .005104 .014375 .001586 

.003477 .003696 .040698 ,003482 

.060109 .021270 .014407 .004884 .006744 

.001490 .003538 .010347 .001860 .003865 
.003814 .049807 

,004349 
.017425 
.0020]1 
.000917 

.000562 

.015623 

.017346 

.040649 

Totol.288863 .200570 .066864 .575131 .466791 .269692 .381257 .219828 ,228513 .354704 .325489 .569297 .314251 .347031 .336513 .189786 .450731 .373971 

1. Agrl~ul turo 
2, Coke & Cool 
3. Other Mining 

4. Food, Drinks & Beverages 
5. Textiles (All) 
6. Paper and Printing 

7. Leather and Rubber 10. 
8. Non-metalll~ Minerals 11. 
9. Cheml~als & Petroleum 12. 

Cement 13. 
tron & Steel 
Non-ferrous Metals ·14. 

15. 

Metalli~ Produ~ts 
& Ma~hinery 
Construction 
Ele~trlcity 

16. 
17. 
18. 

Railway Transport 
Other, Transport 
Other Industries 

:10 ., ... 
z 
2 
>< 

.... 
"' .... 



Table B 3.3.1 (b) COLUHN COEFFICIENT HATRIX OF 1953-54 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES) a~j(2) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 •. 261385.005718.008321 .479645.168390.026217 .117697 
2. .000076 .047462 .001965 .003719 .010924 .004212 
3- .000770 .023016 .036838 .004761 .005866 .005340 .007275 
4. .008o07 .00j,p01 .063956 .001291 .002670 .005973 
5. .000384 .000033 .240526 .002792 .042576 
6 . • 000029 .001573 .002944 .b02]22 .101833 .005667 
7. .000047 .000607 .065932 
8 .. 003712 .009275 .004!94 .000243 .000]28 .000306 
s. .001833 .015154 .000780 .001875 .018584 .038961 .018761 

IJ. 

8 

.056792 

.011605 

.060044 

.000056 

.000112 

.008409 

.000449 

.006672 

. 016258 

.000280 
II. .000086 .001734 .000189 .000856 .000728 .001838 .009923 
12. .000674 .000115 .000485 
13. .002505 .028!63 .016642 .002681 
14. 

.000505 
.000153 .000112 

9 10 ll 12 

.033521 .092076 .001173 .001880 

.012729 .044915 .062573 .014102 

.026624 .065447 .060911 .188969 

.038896 

.005781 .024382 .000978 

.008266 

. 188752 

.001826 

.006745 

.002130 

.002246 .001173 

.001283 .006844 .006581 

.022137 

.007379 .204341 .032592 
.057978 .214039 

13 

.023351 

.005651 

.011816 

.000280 

.002989 

.001261 

.007099 

.002709 

.012983 

.000607 

. 152298 

.098076 

.025640 

14 15 

.007624 

.001916 .141142 

.026521 .028654 

.002152 
.005615 

.097358 .000581 

.019251 

.049381 

.054958 

.000013 .003872 

.048134 .073572 

16 

.019244 

.057088 

.007659 

.002864 

.001738 

.003797 

.000805 

.007273 

.003701 

.001899 

.022687 

.001255 

.067900 

17 18 

.267031 .048297 

.002900 .003701 

.102578 .007307 

.003875 .005426 

.002004 .003073 

.001766 .004140 

.028235 .011071 

.004376 

.007593 .268895 

.001766 .000031 
.004171 

.090583 . 010506 

15 .• 000167 .017441 .003987 .001513 .009394 .009103 .002374 .003083 .005528 .022457 .012026 .002507 .004483 .053243 .002961 .005167 .000565 
1~ •• OOC542 .001430 .000520 .011767 .010455 .021119 .005896 .005999 .018155 .057106 .024540 .030398 .023165 .021600 .004453 .007949 .020985 ·.015963 
17 .. 000658 .002144 .000260 .006923 .008014 .007647 .016387 .001177 .019017 .018287 .003129 .006268 .003596 .Q08963 .000968 .004763 .002162 .. 015963 
18. .co4254 .009149 .002687 .ooe241 .001700 .018206 .066544 .042272 .010548 .011810 .ooo782 .oo2507 .oo5277 .058475 .ooo354 .oon86 .054883 

Tcra1.2aJ;es5 .152251 .o8Jo44 .589361 .471875 .247360 .361591 .223748 .378518 .369585 .436448 .499843 ,381281 .396346 .312100 .213937 .542207 453992 

1. N;ricuJture 
2. tr...<ce £ Coal 

-;. Ct~r Mining 

li. Food, Drinks & Beverages 
5. Textiles (All) 
6. Paper and Printing 

7. Leather and Rubber 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 
9. Chemicals & Petroleum 

10. Cement 13. Metallic Products 
11. Iron & Stee"l & Machinery 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 14. Construction 

15. Electricity 

16. Railway Transport 
17. Ot~er Transport 
18. Other Industries 

.... 
"' "' 

"' -i 

"' c: 
n 
-i 
c: 
!:! ... 
n 

~· 
"' "' "' 

z 

"' ,. 
z 

"' n 
0 
z 
0 

~ 



Table 8 3.3.1 (c) COLUMN COEFFICIENT HATRIX OF 1959 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES) c 
"IJ (3) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ll l2 l3 l4* lS l6 l7 lB 

I. . 263065 .312017 .232552 .066152 .117588 .086224 .002661 .005295 .024868 ( .066642) .000198 .209165 .116412 
2. .000057 .029511 .001627 .003058 .011277 .001066 .016283 .005282 .065173 .075443 .009927 .004675 .079094 .056035 .000803 
3. .011155 .044743 .005344 .000989 .004351 .001422 ,068210 .018506 .022985 .006362 .221707 .001735 .002740 .015827 
4. .010894 .096125 .000170 .006038 .005474 .065261 .000273 
s. .000043 .008335 .004275 .161801 .033564 .025451 .004167 .002661 .250218 .001410 .002345 .006642 .003873 .021218 
6. .000842 ,004837 . 156544 .001848 .001090 .009781 .002619 .006956 .000223 .004986 .070421 
7. .001559 .000799 .093132 .001154 .000352 .007197 .019281 .054908 .003097 
8. .000083 .004971 .005951 .002069 .008080 .006469 .050837 .025197 .021530 .007293 (. 086569) .010434 .000845 ,024659 
9. .006467 .023298 • 0062 75 .047834 .062866 .048201 .033720 .251262 .005237 .024024 .005956 .044627(.010005).009499 .014994 .078890 .073288 

10. • 000080 .008462 (.046134) • 
II. .001991 .002180 • 113256 .004633 .062587 (. 199663) .002409 > 12. .002105 .004262 .001026 .000313 .014463 .177366 .021799 .010682 .016745 ... ... 
13. .064106 ,024857 .013392 .010674 ,005061 .014787 .001795 ,001096 .002619 .159895 ,018531 • 114795 ( ,029643) ,010310 .078663 ,004358 ... 

z 14. ~ 
IS. .000734 .036007 .006048 .017650 .020245 .004408 .032694 .011346 .064009 .044677 .017207 .009317 .176546 .011549 .008028 >< 
16. .001745 .022734 .019447 .008502 .014272 .016782 .010095 .037631 .047733 • 079721 .086965 .081403 .022956 .039730 .003990 .017318 
17. . 000713 .012567 .043135 .007587 .009995 .011898 .012726 .016027 .012598 .013093 .007661 .064858 .005590 .008848 .014711 .050120 
18. .005624 .002105 .001510 .057230 .028848 .000421 .075467 

Total.289425 .199378 • 145488 .472195 .507540 .409429 .401888 .390348 .454049 .527204 .604156 .606883 -337013(.438656).307609 . 153607 .446041 .500170 

I. Agriculture 4. Food. Drinks & Eeverages 7. Leather and Rubber 10. Cement 13. Metallic Products 16. Railway Transport 
2. Coke & Coal 5. Textiles (All) 8. No-metallic Minerals 11. Iron & Steel & Machinery 17. Other Transport 
3- Other Hlning 6. Peper and Printing 9. Chemicals & Petroleum 12. Non-ferrous Metals 14. Construction 18. Other Industries 

15. Electricity 

• Tho coefficients are externally inserted. 
~ 

"' 10 



"' 0 

Table l! 3.3.1 (d) : COLUMN COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF 1960-61 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES} a~.(4} 
IJ 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. .087465 .609622 -351208 .038320 .145407 . 143953 .029400 .003077 .027204 .043906 
2. .000113 .067003 .001918 .005792 .018132 .000861 .014544 .007742 . 106362 .045871 .011538 .003535 .112916 .055085 
J. .002337 .017983 .123101 . 138050 .066138 .204615 .000473 
4. .00703;* .036582 .005365 .006654 .022382 V> 

-< 
5. .000560 .005604 .027207 .014487 .026929 .001156 .006705 .183247 .003072 .001815 "' c: 

*6. .000105 .003876 .005552 .190196 .010095 .002296 .009154 .001959 .000174 .005117 .003096 n 
-< 

7. .003350 .004162 .169831 .016284 .069164 c: 

"' 8. .000410 .005818 .000657 .005939 .003738 .021117 .013555 .004828 .206704 
,. ,... 

9- .009931 .000738 .008100 .041334 .061311 .057576 .087601 .148160 .·004422 .036115 .020385 .020718 .006588 .019666 .032897 .220346 n 
10. .007546 .030389 :>: ,. 
I I. . 159875 . 105564 .131535 ;z 

~ "' 12. .000467 .006078 .052555 . 259231 .073058 "' V> 

13. .044136 .021686 .005542 .000529 .006636 .001096 .003438 .021441 .021884 .036545 .019533 z 14. 
15. .001056 .034546 .013928 .004529 .025205 .027571 .007202 .018713 .018861 .066814 .028407 .020385 .011787 .006961 ;z 

16. 0 

17. 
,. 
;z 

18. .003812 .050037 .035085 .069203 .075953 .035579 .102754 .089142 .078605 .066731 .003462 .129106 .121534 .035668 .085947 • 490635 "' n 
0 

Tot a I. 110485 .196460 .079867 .745633 .548246 .363195 .461230 .421101 .495721 .579459 .480822 .527810 .434013 .438655 .254116 . 130611 -375484 . 490635 
;z 
0 
:>: 
-< 

1. J..gricu1ture 4. Food, Drinks & teverages 7. Leather and Rubber 10. Cement 13. Meta 11 i c Products 16. Railway Transport 
2. Col<e & Coal 5. Textiles (All} 8. Non-metallic Minerals II . Iron & Steel & Machinery 17. Other Transport 

3- Other Hining 6. Paper and Printing 9. Chemicals & Petroleum 12. Non-ferrous Metals 14. Construction 18. Other:; Industries 
15. Electricity 

*The Coefficients of of this row and column are estimated from the 144x144 Input-output Table made by H.R. 
Series B, Vol. 34 (Which has the Input norms equal to that of 1960-61 input-out~ut Table} 

Saluja pub) i~hed in Sankhya, 



Jablc B 3. 3. 1 (e) : COLUMN COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF 1963 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES) a~. (5) 
IJ 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ll l2 l3 l4 lS l6 l7 18 

I. ,205170 .056283 .026677 .449720 .114623 .040204 .100319 .150511 .022970 .002256 .000431 .006127 .015256 
2. .004791 .004024 .011325 .001116 .054378 .020381 .114450 .070263 .004746 .010564 .089575 .035285 .005680 
3. .002884 .000634 .000452 .001544 .000452 .027100 .047361 .123810 .086807 .038545 .000327 .010474 
4 .. 008168 . 136594 .003146 .005199 .017459 .000268 .062875 .000053 .v07856 
5 .. 001283 .004488 .313267 .010398 .089583 . 001740 . 007806 .123810 .000752 .000431 .001490 .004538 .005680 
~. .010885 .004343 .200247 .004783 .002476 .015183 .000657 .000033 .007910 .002292 .000703 .002474 .OOSC.bu 
., . .001077 .000154 .156630 .000058 .008927 .001087 .213844 . C.0167v 
a. .009178 .000638 .005663 .001807 .127269 .014385 .014713 .003883 .005673 .230940 .010164 .o13o12 
~ .. 005799 .059116 .095997 .014617 .054385 .040307 .029976 .027345 . 144242 .009688 .010659 .020423 .012001 .006017 .003771 .131266 .042;3Lo 

10. .000060 .018111 .114733 .001087 .001bb 
II. .007519 .000195 .001171 .000103 .003375 .007360 .000019 .000985 .191270 .003596 .133879 .063866 .009013 .v<7248 > 
12. .000439 .002647 .000360 .000425 .000803 .002122 .010692 .336402 .079685 .012529 .203363 ... ... 
13 .. 000824 .062S62 . 030179 .01)018 .00)884 .000669 .006006 .014119 .008526 .001602 .001007 .061420 .041677 • 147221 .006844 "' z 
1Lo .. 000101 ~ 
15. ,000535 .050080 .038831 .007074 .011732 .013796 .007361 .006379 .01)120 .046141 .021743 .024881 .006571 .162635 .015214 .012524 >< 

16 .. 0009Lo5 .000230 .001030 .002Lo85 .002029 .005354 .000930 .011420 .024741 .091954 .062089 .002157 .000454 .000061 .087488 .014894 .0000&2 .005111 
17 .. 00061Lo .000153 .000103 .001109 .000372 .000)60 .000319 .000513 .001090 .003941 .002125 .000144 .000042 .000040 .001903 .000767 .000124 .000240 
18 .. 001211 .019955 .026~17 .038968 .069359 .025762 .073192 .047291 .078176 .034374 .085073 .046660 .000831 .024566 

Total .22lo650 .228Lo25 .20)221 .675182 .544468 .)74653 .489901 .475554 .458072 .562727 .553180 .478931 .414578 .409640 .394278 .151560 . 495011 .389737 

I. Agr I cuI ture 4. F"I'Jd, Orlnks&Beverages 7. leather and Rubber 10. Cement 13. Hetallic Products 16. Ra i h>~ay Transport 
2. Coke & Cool 5. Text lies (All) 8. Non-metallic Minerals 11. lr~n&Steel & Hachinery 17. Othen Tro.1sport 
3. Other Mining 6. Paper and Printing 9. Chemicals & Petroleum 12. Non-ferrous Metals 14. Construction 18. Other llodustries 

15. Electricity 

.... 
~ 



.... 
a-
N 

Table II 3.3.2 (a) ROW COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF 1951-52 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCER PRICES) R •u <, l 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1 • .259674 .ooou6o .000123 .088664 .019052 ;000270 .001743 .000751 .000569 .000391 .000012 .000007 .000420 .000654 .001114 .010162 .001091 
2. .010906 .057373 .037459 .042358 .012960 .010115 .024498 .020547 .019915 .015647 .005374 .017070 .019441 .095622 .253675 .014067 .014383 
3. .046784 .0(¥1512 .028324 .034806 .026844 .002114 .006271 .061298 .016557 .008948 .025294 .027619 .012823 • 127387 .010357 .016839 .270486 .013457 
~- .047770 .000092 .078219 .000646 .000243 .000772 .005444 .000059 .001141 .000369 .001015 "' 5. .005737 .000041 .238393 • 000274 .007010 . 000027 .000958 .000507 .000575 .001342 

.... 
"' 6. .004376 . 001896 .050175 .023775 .101663 .007001 .014732 .009043 .008314 .001021 .003501 .016628 .021149 .001167 .001669 
c 
n .... 7. .004398 .000105 .000314 .062513 .000314 .009110 .001675 .001885 .064921 . 020419 c 

8. .167952 .006655 .041984 .001286 .000454 .000454 .005747 .006881 .000605 .003705 • 364867 .000076 .021854 .008167 ~ 
9. .069255 .006534 .000286 .012115 .078842 .016312 .011113 .011733 .122770 . 000191 .003005 .001002 . 013355 • 058285 .006296 .010016 • 296051 

.... 
n 1Q. .000777 .004554 .022145 .004662 1.168997 .014763 "' )> 11. .012163 .002468 .002380 .009431 .000705 .003349 .017892 .002468 .204389 .011458 .364269 -370527 .013397 .049621 z 
"' 12. .023348 .000497 .001490 .007452 .002484 .028813 .164928 .214108 .628912 .000497 ,005464 .015400 .045206 "' "' 13. .112679 .011677 .009908 .029723 .000118 .000079 .000039 .001297 .000118 .027560 .137488 .012227 .018565 .131158 .010733 

1~. z 
. 15. .0<8372 .030930 .014186 .035116 .194651 .016977 .005814 . 006744 . 016047 .014186 .023256 .001628 .021860 .040698 .029535 .034186 .003488 z 16. .OGi>525 .001426 .000329 .041066 .024508 .0046~8 .001919 .003262 • 005647 .004057 .009019 .003317 .014831 .027825 .000576 .006744 .016147 .011432 ~ 17. .020176 .000385 .029524 .021359 .00183'• .005976 .000828 .006952 .000976 .001538 ,000089 .002662 .021566 .000237 .004171 .002071 .013697 ?;: 18. .108272 .002922 .000974 .023490 .004346 .006032 .022516 ,023003 .004009 .001386 .000674 .003634 .131463 .001161 .040649 

"' n 
0 z 
0 

~ 

1. A-;ric.ulture 4. Food, Dri nk.s £ Beverages 7. Leather and Rubber 10. Cement 13. Metallic Products 16. Ral lway Transport 
2. C.O..e £ Coal 5. Textiles (All) 3. Non-metallic Minerals 11. Iron & Steel & Machinery 17. Other Tr;ansport 
3. Gtne,. "ining 6. Paper and Printing ~- Chemicals & Petroleum 12. Non-ferrous Metals 14. Construction 18. Other Industries 

15. Electricity 



PRODUCERS 1 R 
Table B 3.3.2 (b) ROW COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF 1953·54 TABLE (AT 1952··53 PRICES) alj (2) 

2 J 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 l3 l4 15 16 17 18 

1. .261385 .000055 .000133 .080621 .018209 .000299 .002124 .001400 .000914 .000397 .000017 .000008 .000691 .000803 .000827 .013999 .002128 
2. .007863 .047462 ,034167 ,041601 .012866 .007863 .029593 .035883 .020014 .091494 .006433 .017298 .020872 .104217 .253609 .015725 .01~869 

3. .048279 .013955 .026838 .050186 .039785 .003814 .008234 .092832 .045506 .017682 .054000 .052267 .021929 .1]5175 .012828 .020629 -337263 .020196 
4. .047634 .000058 .063956 ,000830 .000181 .000641 .000008 .006307 .000049 .000732 .001209 .001423 
5. .003553 .000051 .240526 .000294 .007106 .000026 .000818 .000690 .. 0009]1 .001253 
6. . 002549 .001335 .043452 .025853 .101833 .008982 .018206 .013837 .009224 .001214 .003277 .019905 .014322 .0081)2 .016021 
7. .002604 .000383 .065932 ,000613 .011639 .002221 .001914 .082012 .027031 
8. . 150586 .005999 .028592 .001065 .000336 .000224 .006672 .009138 ,000392 .000673 .003252 .415933 .000168 .012670 .009)06 
9. .067245 .005376 .000456 .011562 .073736 .016279 .012425 .014707 • 188752 .000203 .003550 _.001065 • 014098 • 074395 .005832 .014605 .434809 

10. .001604 .022137 .0041711.207249 .018928 
11. .006062 .001955 .002249 .006552 .000587 .002346 .017305 .003520 .002249 • 204341 .010168 -318831 ~ .o689i8 .006551 .000098 > 
12. • 025697 .002920 .001254 • 002820 . 041680 .185835 .214039 .658100 .000313 .006268 .012222 .041680 ., ., 
13. .98169 .009200 .0089_67 .015225 .000093 .000093 .001962 • 025640 • 171306 .017747 .098543 .1604]1 .015645 "' z 
14. ~ 
15. .023427 .023621 ,008906 .035624 .142304 .014521 .006002 .010649 .021104 .013553 .023814 .001549 .018587 .053243 .01]812 .037948 .003485 >< 
16. .012615 .000322 .000193 .046050 .026323 .005599 • 002478 .003443 .011521 .005728 .008077 .003121 .015961 .052969 .000740 .007949 .025615 .016380 
17. .013313 .000395 .000079 .022198 .016530 .001661 .005642 .000554 .009886 .001503 .000844 .000527 .002030 .018006 .000132 .003902 .002162 .013419 
18. .096531 .002007 .000972 .023804 .004171 .004704 .027253 .023647 .006523 .001160 .000251 .000251 .003544 .1)9748 .000345 .001411 .054883 

1. Agrl cuI ture 
2. Coke & Coal 
3. Other Hlnlng 

It, Food. Drinks & Beverages 
5. Textiles (All) 
6. Peper and Printing 

1. leather and Rubber 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 
9. Chemicals & Petroleum 

10. Cement 
11. I ron & Steel 
12. Non-ferrous Metals 

13. Metallic Products 16. Railway Transport 
& Machinery 17. Other Transport 

14. Construction 18. Other Industries 
15. Electricity 



>-" 

"' ... 
!:~[\lc B 3.3.2 (c) ROW COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF 1959 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES) R 

aij (3) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. .263065 .048695 .029402 .000941 .002090 .001700 .000086 .000010 .001956 .000010 .012828 .001283 
2. .006354 .029511 .028382 .043208 .017933 .002118 .035866 .019062 .031629 .1]3821 .002118 .041090 • 122282 .319260 .000988 
3- .011551 .044743 • 096505 . 01447 6 .007165 .002924 .155578 .069162 .011551 .182190 .048984 .015792 .004387 .020178 
4. .069go2 .. .096125 .000138 .000551 .000623 .013505 .000138 "' .... 
5. .000340 .000570 .005277 .161801 .003778 .003578 .000650 .000680 .008595 .000230 .001459 .002679 . 001879 .001849 "' c: 
6. .009235 .042976 .156544 ,002309 .001510 .022199 .000799 .038448 .000799 .021488 . OS4520 <"> .... 
7. .011091 .000640 .093132 .001280 .000640 .031850 .055311 . 189464 .001920 c: 

"' a. .004231 .002180 .047118 .013270 .005834 .005834 .050837 .041285 .004744 .029104 .026989 .002628 .013783 )> 
r 

3- .200243 .006456 .030322 .187253 .027701 .026527 .020580 .251262 .000704 .015337 .000352 . 108690 .004069 .023671 .149810 .025001 <"> 
1~- .002328 .038406 :I: 

)> 
lL .001]16 .002084 .113256 .000429 .238769 .001287 :z 

"' 12. .172071 .031767 .010589 .005295 .156188 • 177366 .898080 .285241 .096625 "' "' '3- .007293 .002731 .026570 .017157 .000916 .003341 .000450 .000450 .000145 .041912 .000450 .114795 .006682 .061333 .000610 
14. :z 
15. . C53064 .023290 .068225 .161293 .020824 .005663 .046580 .026486 .020093 .066581 .002375 .052973 . 176546 .042561 .00~393 :z 
1£. .031,225 .003990 .003296 .026022 .035390 .004684 .003519 .014548 .030235 .006791 .035167 ",003048 .035415 .010781 .003990 .003742 ~ 
17- . C11620 .001834 .006078 .019305 .020603 .002761 .003688 .005151 .006634 .000927 .002575 .002019 .007170 .007355 .014711 .009004 )> 

:z 
1 e. .510494 .029820 .001950 .092327 .051611 .001950 .075467 

"' <"> 
0 
:z 
0 
3: 
-< 

1. kriculture 4. Food, Drinks & Beverages 7- Leather and Rubber 10. Cement 13. Metallic Products 16. Railway Transport 
2. ~. & Coal 5. Textiles (All) 8. Non-metallic Minerals 11. Iron & Steel & Mach I nery 17. Other Transport 
3- Other 11ining 6. Paper and Printing 9. Chemicals £ Petroleum 12. Non~ferrous Metals 14. Construction 18. Other lodustries 

15. Electricity 



Table H 3.3.2 (d) : ROW COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF 1960-61 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES) a~.(4) 
I OJ 

2 J 4 s 6 7 8 9 lO ll l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 

1. .087465 .103132 .046916 .000762 .005582 .00]108 .001832 • 000012 • 002590 .008301 
2 .. 009221 . 067003 .026555 .063315 .029506 .002705 .058766 .039464 .053233 .104623 .003688 .027539 .125646 .290878 
3. .005765 .104196 .899861 .099083 .216326 .093794 .005289 
4 .. 041573 .036582 .004236 .001510 .008242 -
5 .. 004195 .0070~7 . 027207 .002159 .007738 .000427 .003127 .008390 .000641 .001293 
lo •• 005289 .032945 .037328 .190196 .019495 .005667 .028714 .000605 .000227 .000982 .014810 
7. .000744 .014482 .169831 .040393 
8 .• 008307 .001004 .002252 .016066 .001491 .021117 .017100 .009311 -791450 
9 .. 159423 .000145 .021996 .088635 .019560 .035478 .069437 • 148160 .000434 .016159 .001278 .031668 .019994 .004293 .034079 

10. .060919 -939327 
11. .159875 .360608 .892194 
12. .002308 .096923 -375000 .259231 1. 780767 
13. • 005665 • 001941 .009846 .000742 .001389 .000442 
14. 

.001783 .014028 .006406 :o)b5li5 .038786 

15 .. 077671 .031046 .008728 .056347 .247597 .040327 .020329 .067948 .086399 .030052 .058226 .005856 .082532 .033035 
16. 
17. 
18. 

I. 
2. 
J, 

Agr I cuI ture 
Coke & Coal 
Other Mining 

it. Food. Drinks &Beverages 
5. Textiles (All) 

7. Leather and Rubber 
8. Non-metallic Minerals 

10. 
II. 
12. 

Cement 13. Hetall ic Products 16. 

6. Paper and Printing 9. Chemicals & Petroleum 
lrori & Steel 
Non-ferrous Metals 14. 

15. 

& Machinery 
Construction 
E1,ectriclty 

17. 
18. 

l7 lB 

.. 078555 

.154214 

Railway Transport 
Other Transport 
Other Industries 

> ., ., 
"' z 
~ 
>< 



.... 
"' a. 

Table 8 3.3.2 (e) : ROW COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF 1963 TABLE (AT 1952-53 PRODUCERS' PRICES) R 
aij (5) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13. 14 15 16 17 18 

I .• 205170 .000808 .000285 .068589 .018935 .000858 .004148 .007414 .001296 .000076 .000003 .000637 .001325 
2. .050923 .046328 .016847 .003216 .186691 .080175 .053373 .164561 .002527 .076576 . 111724 .042270 .034382 
3- .002884 .009064 .007004 .003090 .001751 .125146 .250601 .077:663 .273468 .027604 .003193 .085285 
4 .. 053554 .136594 .003407 .000728 .004733 .000086 .023269 .000036 .004474 "' 5 . . 007768. - . 004144 -313267 .001343 .022420 .000519 .002667 .005015 .000153 .000020 .000938 .00047 2 .002986 ... 

"' 6. .077782 .033615 .200247 .009266 .005714 .040152 .000206 .000051 .002831 .011171 .000566 .003089 .020591 c: 
n 

7. . 004305 .000080 .156630 .000080 .022455 • 000452 . 137842 .003508 ... 
c: 

8. .028416 .002141 .002453 .001517 .127269 .016483 .010037 .000602 .011978 .255186 .003546 .024000 "' >. 
9 .• 102741 .015028 .018142 .039496 .159173 .015242 .021958 .023865 .144242 .001148 .006346 .002764 .022113 .001908 .001148 .061979 .o&&o67 

,.... 

10. .001478 .133334 -933336 .002791 .021018 n 
:0: 

II. .002387 .000883 .005754 .000065 .004152 .010790 .000033 .000196 .191270 .000817 .414354 .103450 .004610 .070427 )> 
z 

12. .008773 .057242 .001007 .002301 .005178 .015677 .047030 .336402 I .084857 .028189 .8]3869 
.., 
'" 13 .. 007923 .006631 .003095 .019089 .006169 .000137 .002387 .006687 .004627 .000518 .000074 ~ .006888 .037724 .005715 "' 

14 .. 001857 z 
15 .• 029899 .040152 .023146 .060290 .108301 .016454 .017006 .017559 .041380 .017252 .040828 .010621 .038188 . 162635 .014612 .060781 
16 .. 05.973 .000192 .000639 .022053 .019496 .006648 .002237 .032728 .081245 .035796 .121388" .000959 .002749 .000192 .091089 .014894 .000128 .025825 z 

~ 17 .. L23046 .000082 .000041 .006349 .002309 .000289 .000495 .000948 .002309 .000989 .002680 .000041 .000165 .000082 .001278 .000495 .000124 .000783 )> 

18 .• 013940 .035041 .050626 .009576 .033017 .014611 .047564 .003643 .030246 .003023 .101871 .009614 .000164 .151067 z 

'" n 
0 z 
0 
:>: 
-< 

1. Agriculture 4. Food, Drinks£ Beverages 7. Leather and Ruhber 10. Cement 13. Metallic Products 16. Railway Transport 
2. Coke ' Coal 5. Textiles (all) 8. Non-metallic Minerals II. Iron & Steel & Machinery 17. Other Transport 
3. Other Mining 6. Paper and Printing 9. Chemicals & Petroleum 12. Non-ferrous Metals 14. Construction 18. Other Industries 

15. Electricity 



APPEND I X 167 

Table B 3.4.1 FINAL DEMAND VECTORS (fk~ FOR DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS 

Sector/Year l95l-52 l953-54 l959 l960-6l l963 

369501 445687 500022 490057 628423 

2 2079 1652 895 796 1703 

3 3609 :.593 2153 -2405 1293 

It 103030 106653 101166 102221 107319 

5 54421 58267 80708 83373 95969 

6 4963 5~65 7311 8784 11553 

7 7968 10521 8646 17782 25387 

8 4885 6332 5460 4335 23151 

9 5930 1201 -2718 8087 15239 

10 -548 -792 -46 -1 -560 

11 -732 -626 -3985 -7656 5836 

12 -279 -615 -1259 -39.37 -10155 

13 10597 8071 42371 55923 78465 

14 70452 76203 72462 125837 49449 

15 2074 2809 2486 1393 4901 

16 29791 23459 30067 16651 7615 

17 29272 33654 42642 14286 23225 

18 16695 19412 2061 39209 



...... 
~ 
00 

Table B 3.4.2 (a) LEONTI EF INVERSE OF THE 18 X 18 TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS MATRIX FOR 1951-52, (1-A1)-1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. 1.36091969 .01370145 .00819600 .66331530 .28677263 .04826317 

2. .00053095 1.06576078 .00108752 .00378770 .00888341 .01831456 

3- ·.00260016 .02694427 1.03055031 .00815389 .01090928 .00927637 "' .... 
4. .01425448 .00335980 .00016922 1.09210731 .00583193 .00835597 "' c: 

("") 

5. .00133161 .00035899 .00010218 .00082055 1.31340941 . 00460429 .... 
c: 

"' 6. .00023097 .00272975 .00010689 .00377183 .00356306 1.11375106 :» 
r 

7. .00022642 .00066017 .00011664 • 00039861 .00043004 .00107114 . ("") 
:t: 
:» 

8. .00520346 .00059786 .00652349 .00784419 .00183789 .00186853 
z 
1:> 

"' 9. .00601838 .03126960 ."00166155 .00798448 .03657995 .07198932 "' -
10. .00000924 .00003910 .00001328 .00002632 .00002292 .00003571 

z 

-
11. .00208268 .01299453 .00702882 .00387588 .00496149 .00427737 

z 
~ 

12. .00060253 .00424568 .00153081 .00162308 .00082236 .00162547 :» z 

.00725116 .05516581 .01944?02 .oo-612803 .00608645 "' 13. .01310757 ("") 

0 

14. z .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 0 
:X 

.00044883 .02404003 .00482047 .01637569 .01338470 
-c 15. .00200119 

16. .00126348 .01150354 .00175242 .01521878 .01764978 .03012127 
17. .00193676 .00323474 .00021195 .01038431 .01407950 .01181551 
18. .00725698 .01438449 .00244831 .00998891 .00422480 .02839778 

(Contd •• ) 



Table B 3.4.2 (a) (Contd •• ) 

7 8 9 10 ll 12 

1. .19426190 .05257589 .05338672 • 13562941 .00516902 .00989867 
2. .01016795 .01440984 .00919909 .06097994 .01648848 .02914388 
3. .01670446 .07114444 .01692669 .05811008 .05281184 .26197101 
4. .01549688 .00212350 .03908079 .00235714 .00061934 .00110532 
5. . 07580297 .00061311 .00018801 .00050780 .00012639 .00020112 
6. .00674940 .00897226 .00405498 .02578429 .00115417 .00061245 
7. 1 .06781672 .00075289 .00037500 .00064617 .00024258 .00020734 > 
8. .00202483 1.006]2404 .00564004 .00153546 "" .00165068 .00252297 "" ,., 
9. .05240631 .03593559 1. 14298043 .01064256 .01011464 

z 
.01778410 ~ .. >< 10. .00001715 .00032557 .00001842 1.02271978 • 00004670 .00009501 

II. .00773097 .02107488 .00219486 .01944940 1.26356860 • 10939441 
12. .00338931 .00192173 .00455816 .00182704 .04758236 1.27]64293 
I). .006 75380 .00439873 .00582180 .01283445 .00634581 .01492207 
14. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
I~. .00475092 .00349636 .00449456 .02776528 .01263791 .00789957 
1~. .01207711 .01165470 .01290773 .06224451 .04045946 .08165397 
I·. .02578233 .00378742 .01352474 • 01455445 .00630226 . .00311742 
I$, .07200113 .04984220 .00715062 .01781473 .00264102 .00142071 

(Contd .. ) 
~ 
a-
\0 



..... 
~ 

Table B 3.4.2 (a) (Contd •• ) 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. .01974247 .02555710 .00543118 .03208435 .25508307 .05910666 

2.• .0108830_1 .00833755 .15816133 .04915371 .00597310 .00744589 

3. .03138055 .04112102 .04607056 .01266937 . 12203058 .01589397 
"' 4, .00134340 .00201559 .00072048 . 00484583 .00481080 .01536210 .... 
"' c: 

5. .00411653 .00065194 .00068218 .00175113 .00373272 .00584542 n .... 
c: 

6. .00156104 .00405376 .00062055 .00484925 .00075909 .00467339 $: 
r-

7. .00396652 .00095764 .00459549 .00095130 .02012544 ·.00866391 n 
::t: 

8. .00280004 .06982184 .00090500 .00850382 .00542493 .00189228 )> 
z 
"' 9. .01751739 .03857811 .00666086 .00780469 .01178051 .27872602 "' "' 

10. .00053548 .04375129 .00005453 .00111619 .00007754 .00003105 -z 

11. .21813470 .08975684 .06572003 .03604233 .02393882 .00456607 -z 

12. .07371277 .00738130 .01146083 .00726219 .00786757 .00678164 ~ 
)> 

·.01638585, 
z 

13. 1.03318829 .05627356 .08757318 .07518551 . 10775751 "' n 
14. .00000000 1.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 0 z 

0 

15. .00694396 .00305151 1 .04719255 .00563736 .00619685 .00229186 :X 
-c 

16. .03365753 .02372663 .01123463 1.01089324 .02189523 .02105440 
17. .00541538 .01335029 .00320219 .00478087 1.00371561 .02197386 
18. .00532147 .05703037 .00300930 .00186022 .00471437 1 .04523912 

(Cone 1 uded) 



lahlc H 3.4.2 (bJ : LEONTI EF INVERSE OF THE 18 X 18 TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS MATRIX FOR 1953-54, (1 - A2)-1 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

1. 1. 36362316 .01443224 .01393809 .70382131 .31137372 .05435919 

2. .oop55930 1.05413969 .00150493 .00400597 .00897077 .01735163 

3. .00213563 .02881276 1.04039166 .00853786 .01193540 .01108742 

4. .01194787 .00236415 .00027580 1.07486057 .00600673 .00651350 

s. .00075493 .00024080 .00011413 .00057419 1.31700986 .00440384 

6. .00021887 .00214752 .00017344 .00382283 .00439363 1.11411981 

7. .00022599 .00060418 .00023387 .00050878 .00056051 .00144527 > 
"" "" 8. .00524198 .00068623 .009864?3 .00748634 .• 00209133 .00192894 "' z 
0 

9. .00554471 .02420257 .002.86362. ,00844011 .03314099 .062.,08095 x 
1"0. .00000686 .00002763 .00001703 ,00003412 .00003358 .oooo;;4o3 

11. .00116313 .00680692 .00607974 .002.39459 .00301820 .00302.601 

12. .00074492 .00502281 .00282066 .00219222 .00141711 .00228580 

13. .00447753 .03323179 .01840259 .00739342 .00473884 .00492089 

14. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 

15. .00039180 .02000754 .00464597 .00223787 .01377224 .01173557 
16. .00132736 .00350264 .00143503 .01410025 .01547046 .02596326 
17. .00129834 .00317402. .00053139 .00846543 .01173261 .01045024 
18. .00657607 .01096215 .00364686 .01093366 .00457203 .02289708 

(Contd .. ) . .... .... .... 



..... ..... 
N 

Table B 3.4.2 (b) (Contd •• ) 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. .20827267 .08701969 .10360539 .14261022 .00910849 .01297232 
2.• . 00779415 .01526327 .02048098 .05753716 .08963126 ·.02631218 

3. .01422689 .06674215 .04206216 .07685866 .10277818 .25709508 
4. .01152494 .00270418 .05274324 .00216917 .00094264 .00091080 

(/) ..... 
"' 5. .06065688 .00052749 .00037337 .00054201 .00017589 .00021100 c: 
n 
-< 

6. .00782415 .01000911 .00856076 .02839475 :00184860 .00046217 c: 
"' )> 

7. 1.07222408 .00120075 .00109566 .00111970 .00040940 .00047431 .-
n 

8. .00194425 1.oo8o;m:.o .01166011 .00428318 .00292991 .00300701 
:X: 
)> 
z 

.05336525 .03698131 1.24003594 .01046554 .01470915 
C> 9. .01375505 , 
(/) 

10. .00002405 .00030750 .00005820 1 .02276597 .00007455 .00008739 -:z 
11. .00417528 .01391048 .0061937~ .01394164 1.26369251 .05599248 ...; 

:z 
12. .00189142 .00275114 .01248860 .00291770 .09461062 1.27788081 ~ 

~ 13. .005218~1 .00375512 .00934319 .01175434 .00879870 ;00945423 , 
14. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 n .00000000 .00000000 0 z 
15. .00421784 .00446486 .00840503 .02657997 .01868977 .00599248 0 

~ 
16. .01042761 .00850183 .02526404 .06143569 .03514253 .04153728 
17. .02076120 .00299449 .02474178 .02011609 .00536121 .00893843 
18. .07763306 .04657756 .01586781 .01534524 .00293355 .00489740 

(Contd .. ) 



Table B 3.4.Z (b) (Contd •• ) 

13 14 15. 16 17 18 

I. .04305740 .04191254 .00782405 .03671089 .38178517 .11466452 

2. l 02564979 .01517378 .15966911 .06544250 .00858003 .01196453 

3· . 05690185 .05003195 .04158321 :01787823 . 11466779 .02456977 

4. .00192187 .00310715 .00061107 .00394317 .00845824 .02221708 

5. .00468136 .., • 00075703 .00078227 .00276407 .00508482 .00534795 
6. .00219613 .00573005 .00057580 .00478881 .00272392 .00761849 

)> 

7. .00821958 .00173286 ,00713758 . 00168290 .03128073 . .01355294 "" "" "' 8. .00424505 .09973584 ,00141907 .00809741 .00759334 .00407167 z 
~ 

9. .02341978 .05131899 .00596872 .00898090 .01595974 .35500218 >< 

10. .00070908 .05062332 .00007001 .00201363 .00011372 .00006222 
11. . 20471140 . 08314068 .01759860 .04378656 .02304185" .00568441 
12. . 14422650 .01400871 .01736247 .01419313 .01434212 .01142027 
13. 1.03198339 .05540419 ,08622679 .07386511 .09918809 .01778802 
14 . .00000000 1.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
15. .00899486 .00396112 1 .06014587 .00564025 .00736285 .00)66448 
16. .03463759 .03165522 .00828079 1.01208532 .02573397 .02575083 
17. .00633680 .01298343 .00219755 .00587081 1.00419069 .02466917 
18. .00804106 . 06871554 .00289704 .00245176 .00684724 1 .06434898 

(Concluded) ...... ....., 

"" 



..... .._, ... 
Table B 3.4.2 (c) : LEONTI EF INVERSE OF THE 18 X 18 TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS MATRIX FOR 1959, (I - A ) -1 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

1. 1.36665~06 • 00958602 .01992~05 . ~7939818 .38908~20 .13817793 
2. .00057516 1.03718378 .00202781 .00~01330 . 008~ 1162 .01955555 
3.• .0006~621 .01~~1~06 1 .0~809629 .0083~373 .00397311 -.01079620 

"' .... 
~. .017~3813 . 00308827 .0009~212 1.113~4510 .01113097 .01755236 "' c 

n . 
5. .00050767 • 00097167 .01115889 .006376~7 1.19~31792 .0~875366 .... 

c. 

"' 6. .00089399 .00125688 .00080355 .00207375 .00833229 1.18769627 )>' ,... 
7. .00022807 .00222866 .00362750 .00112275 .00365250 .00305009 n 

::t: 

.00636929 
)> 

8. .00085851 .00215964 .00803359 .00557030 .01385840 z 
"' "' 9. .01327986 .0405388~ .00916972 .01789268 .0849_5~91 .10971770 "' -10. .00000731 .00001835 .00005479 .00006849 .00014268 .00012117 z 

-11 • .00007085 .00556272 .00248276 .00139608 .00126000 .00092693 z 
~ 

12. .00028979 .00261141 .00128718 .00365389 .000967~8 .0070~798 )> 
z 

13. .00062194 .078~6323 .03472211 .018968~6 .01736172 '01189840 "' n 
0 

14. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 . 00000000 : z 
0 
::0: 

15. .00177136 . 04776805 .00165271 .01015521 .02867760 .03~22573 -< 

16. .00352393 .03049989 .02264578 .01326961 .02441267 .02993828 
17. .00184358 .01544696 .04685630 .01057667 .01462~97 .0184465~ 

18. .00839713 ,00028663 ,00055826 .00578093 .002816BO .003~5518 

(Contd .• ) 



Table B 3.4.2 (c) (Contd •• ) 

7 8 9 10 ll 12 

1. .21495401 . 14381372 .06162218 . 10772075 .01899238 .04214047 
• 

2. .00474288 .02581331 .01438318 .08192388 .10343562 .02253023 

3. .00663525 .07895234 .03021650 .o2881909 .10122627 .28489452 

4. .01572494 .00609090 .098041i5 .00417274 .00468707 .00258677 

5. .03657907 .01068248 .00683650 .30044299 .00512411 .00476933 

6. . 00986081 .00525697 .01618314 -.00575209 .00277793 .00143396 

7. 1.10492775 .00413793 .00344106 .00398149 .00550328 .00850352 
~ 

8. .01242808 1.05743404 .03758734 .02584768 .00525734 .00401520 "V 
"V ,.., 

9. .08812659 .05944884 1.34576177 .03809208 .06009017 .02773801 z 
c 

10. .00010809 .00894886 .00031861 1.00024276 .00004490 .00003436 >< 

11. .00434722 .00344308 .00069785 .00127414 1.14348530 .00970945 

12. .00251857 .00305514 .00206937 .00181565 .02755726 1.21850~32 

13. .02312297 .01027706 .00823681 .01682269 .22092417 .04691779 

14. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 

15. .01068781 .04657453 .02319673 .09125063 .07259636 .02984875 

16. .02010392 .04947443 .06958953 .09427928 .11776209 .11055916 

17. .02079929 .02471021 .02135491 .02094607 .01986275 .09499968 
18. .07015314 .03417084 .00204203 .00177008 .00068907 .00096659 

(Contd •• ) ..... ...., 
<n 



,_. ...., 
0> 

Table B 3.4.2 (c) (Contd .• ) 

l3 14 15 16 17 18 

1. .05153283 .11443215 .00236963 .01392262 .31350334 .21965821 
2 • • 

.01]19227. .02735824 .102]2110 .06063182 .00306479 .00748755 

3- .il1887944 .02928053 .00549160 .00561796 .00457157 .02938644 V> .... 
4. .00669421 .00399707 .00154344 .00233616 .01310043 .01265179 "' c 

(") 

5 • • .00509500 .01606177 .00065079 . 00914998 .00805093 .03306551 .... 
c 
"' 6. .01064967 .00181229 .00036462 .00113039 .00893283 .09283269 
)> 
r-

7. .01084082 .00201168 .00134734 .02241559 .06279798 .00854871 
(") 
z· 
)> 

8. .01172136 .09456389 .00125522 .01229054 .00581908 .03332559 
z 
"' "' 9. .07739930 .03554524 .02079677 .02794588 • 12260206 .12910514 
V> 

-
10. .00009959 .04693548 .00001067 .00010473 .00004989 .00028465 z 

-
11. .08132124 . 23109086 .00062144 .00146780 .00681826 .00425870 

z 
~ 

12. .03257847. .00685600 .00094094 .01371995 .00301024 .02359690 
)> 
z 

13. 1.14895576 .07995851 .00864206 .01854981 .09394714 •. 01540688 
,., 
(") 
0 

14. .00000000 
z 

1.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 ' 0 

~ 
15. .02151874 .02372448 1.22015912 .01867280 .0048]283 .01871491 
16. .04255738 .03433778 .05254757 1.01019555 .01112789 .03309384 
1]. .01238513 .00777497 .00247514 .01221159 1.01935178 .06255116 
18. .00140229 .00379898 .00016?02 .00232292 .00602541 1.08472788 

(Concluded) 



fllhlc II 3.4.2 (d) : LEANTI EF INVERSE OF THE 18 X 18 TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS MATRIX FOR 1960-61, (I - Alj )-1 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

I. 1.10228887 .001961f60 .00258560 .70102123 .lf0697707 .06553703 
2. .000if71f27 1.0]701fll!O .002151fOI .0031fl799 .OI0685J6 .02978796 

3. .OOI6621f0 .00197871f I.OOI071f50 .00265829 .00737766 .01511675 
4. .00835591 .000101f89 .00009889 1.M357592 .01006598 .00271f159 
s. .00078132 .00017071 .00021091 .0066521f3 1.02891f226 .01915703 
6. .00031f117 .00028025 .00020212 .0053871f8 .00790312 1.23615632 
7. .00001858 .00098195 .OO~flf8738 .00017579 .00521f020 .00039962 > ., 

.00030881 .00609393 .00137158 .00630053 
., 

8. .00066682 .00729913 "' z 
9. .013111f19 .003561f76 .00205962 .01933157 .05720366 .09'2.70551f ~ 

>< 
10. .00000503 .00000233 .OOOO~f598 .00001035 .00005508 .OOOO~f751f 

II. .00005091f .00623360 .00286126 .ooo81f370 .0003321fl .00155392 
12. .0001511fl .005361flfl .0021f6582 .ooo881fo8 .00075882 .00286986 
13. .OOO~f0539 .Oif960971 • 02277119 .006711f51 .00261f51f3 .01236675 
11f. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
1 s. .oo 151f011 .03820103 .011f61967 .0061f5132 .0281f1265 .03800703 
16. • 00000000 .00000000 . .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
17. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
18. .01257176 .12929012 .08079157 • 15557017 • 17875635 .03761f329 

(Contd •• ) .... 
...... 
...... 



,_. 
....., 
00 

Table B 3.4.2 (d) (Contd •• ) 

7 8 10 11 12 

1. .21722953 .16933669 .06453286 .07565660 . 00613535 .'00759307 . 

2• .00399589 .02080847 .01416612 . 12507687 .06547247 .021.32259 

3. .01111725 .03327780 .14856419 . 14065743 .10396812 ;28083350 "' . -i 

4. .01213268 .00378226 .02794396 .00203582 .00135949 .00086703 "' c: 
n 

5. .03440863 .00362860 .00868718 . 18868650 .00428611 .00044078 -i 
c: 

6. .01635889 .00425830 .01380715 .00400887 .00162435 .oo89B889 $! 
r- . 

7. 1.20486926 .00030641 .00124460 .00169951 .00110265 . 00129561 n 
:I: 
> 

8. .00166819 1. 02342508 .01752678 .00232686 .00158485 .00222712 z ,., 
"' 9. . 08753760 . 10863380 1.18009854 .01812339 .05523535 . .03444379 . "' 

10. .00001259 .00772277 .0001}226 1.00001756 .00001196 .00001681 z 
-

11. .00049892 .00098608 .00385343 .00119110 1.19453730 . 00102587 z 
~ 

12. .00115556 .00173795 .01298933 .00117063 .08852911 1.35111476 > z 

13. .00397064 .00784766 .03066726 .00947932 .03372979 .• 00816434 "' n 
0 

14. .00000000 ·.oooooooo .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .oooooooo' z 
0 

15. .01234063 .02346159 .02669227 .07861768 .04109098 .03328857 ~ 

16. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 

17. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 

18. .11340509 .24106640 .24210194 .23036059 . 19997726 .04757848 

(Contd •• ) 



Table B 3.4.Z (d} (Contd .• ) 

lJ l4 l5 l6 l7 lB 

I. .03928393 .08769828 .00149094 .00224154 .02924402 .00000000 

2. .01484033 .01711810 .12189380 .06064335 .0033978% .00000000 

3. .03688295 .02660071 .00314509 .00501821 .0335044/t .00000000 

lt. .00131063 .00159906 .00056139 .00092896 .006996lt8 .00000000 

5. .00331lt6lt .00720lt10 .00019012 .00029651 .00429lt02 .00000000 

6. .005lt5600 .001lt2B21 .00030318 .OOOit7176 .00417380 .00000000 

]. .02063081 .00067202 .• 00013535 .00009598 .08360782 .00000000 > ., 
8. .00593773 .21208596 .00037955 .00059623 .00397733 .00000000 

., ,.., 
z 

9. .0371lt336 .03934698 .02361034 .039182lt2 .266081tltlt .00000000 . "' 
X 

10. .ooooltlt81 .03198940 .00000286 .00000450 .00003001 .00000000 

11 • .13109817 • 15995185 .00077965 .00047557 .00088359 .00000000 

12. .11250781 .01432933 .00086118 .00072880 .0029lt207 .00000000 

13. 1.04333719 .02694620 .00620it83 .00378480 .00703203 .00000000 

lit. .00000000 1 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 

15. .02058642 .01328920 1.00it838lt4 .00997708 .00673506 .00000000 

16. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 1 • 00'000000 .00000000 .00000000 

17. .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .• 00000000 1.00000000 .00000000 

lB. .30141131 .09116824 .25795914 .086906lt7 .22992336 1.96322873 

(Cone 1 uded) 
.... ..., 
10 



..... 
~ 

Table B 3.4.2 (e) LEONTIEF INVERSE OF THE 18 X 18 TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS MATRIX FOR 1963,(1 -1 .. - A5) 

1 2 4 5 6 

1. 1.26623538 .07917420 .04478973 .66781698 .22580099 .08105738 
2. .00054108 1.00947012 .00917141 .00941089 .01187790 .01974118. 

3. .00058883 .00540462 1.01051562 . 00387096 .00757174 .00717332 "' -i .,., 
4. .01271129 .00633865 .00913278 1.16715609 .01536582 .01385436 c 

·n 
-i 

5. .00263952 .00156654 .00190818 .01001929 1. 45888713 .02072859 c 
$: 

6. .00040877 .00196533 .00268357 .01695152 .01066802 .00061587 r 
n 

7. .00023497 .00089757 .00053346 .00074677 .00231493 .01063618 :c 
)> 
z 

8. .00041711 .00238407 .00295773 .01373258 .00414417 .06751465 "' rn 

"' 9. .00945565 .07412751 .11703254 .03006289 . 10062665 .00030301 -z 
10. .00002896 .00008062 .00009143 .00031489 .00025905 .00333758 -z 
11. .00042740 .01221728 .01594205 .00478317 .00575677 .01991.473 ~ 

)> 

12. .00119166 .01397748 .01007966 .01304391 .02349359 .00464886 z: 

"' 13. .00167208 .06896131 .03504772 .01888078 .00943257 .00000819 n 
0 
z: 

14. .00012789 .00000800 .00000452 .00006745 .00002281 .02557992 ~ 
-< 

1:,. .00130865 .06365595 .05086348 .01329401 .02545479 .01165721 

1". .00166228 .00881673 .00977138 .00633104 .00887970 .00069000 

1 7 .. .00080928 .00045737 .00041949 .00180815 .00090225 .05900403 
12. .00294516 .01658082 .01643474 .03147472 .05200433 1.25260191 

(Contd .. ) 



Table B 3.4.2 (e) (Contd •• ) 

7 8 9 10 ll 12 

1. .19669418 .23166571 .09897571 .04706486 .02612626 .01223429 

2. .00727125 .07021195 .03160530 . 12842268 .09851729 .01521221 

3. .00704799 .03888449 .06046771 .12941559 . 11477635 .06332180 

4. .03188388 .00679275 . 08868825 .00562759 .00459507 .00443526 

5. .15718906 .0084655i .01607334 • 18266397 .00390685 .00255748 

6. .01057076 .00523571 .02503428 .00374450 .00248400 .01658398 

7. 1. 18644326 .00064509 .00096051 .00182757 .00128223 .00032985 ?;; 
8. .00601467 I. 14820963 .02307474 .00371612 .02490876 .00999682 ., 

'" 
.04986008 

z 
9. .06172773 .05207336 1.18947511 .05303517 .04502876 0 -

. 00028723 .02088694 .00061662 1.00029641 .00027784 
X 

10. .00072321 

11. .01074245 .01675600 .0078~792 .00948896 1.24579060 .01075716 

12. .03351875 .01794795 .03718445 .02536883 .05793190 1.52745119 

13. .01139992 .02540759 .01916300 .01993859 .01840094 .00638898 

14. .00001987 .00002340 .00001000 .00000475 .00000264 .00000124 

15. .01794608 .01927974 .02855535 .07637994 .04972815 .05191214 
16. .00628785 .01994488 .03439195 .10315448 .08533389 .01053265 
17. .00076111 . . 00099915 .00162373 .00440519 .00295887 .00045344 
18. .09867575 .04128830 .09834529 .06514651 .11043661 .06259514 

(Contd •• ) ..... 
00 ..... 



..... 
00 
N 

Table B 3.4.2 (e) (Contd .• ) 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. .02274475 .06057222 .01241468 .00859963 .05861103 .03952311 
2. .03000103 .03724390 . 11348425 .04136033 .01017389 .01663932 

3- • .02611250 .03115931 .00319989 .00406306 .01330856 .03109153 V> .... 
4. .00417638 .00250869 .oo2313n .00109716 .01911151 .01508009 "' c: 

n 
5. .00593540 .02316406 .00177870 . 00769990 .03665409 .01090837 .... 

c: 
"' 6. .00637302 .00179788 .00123457 .00171862 .00958515 .01154118 :» ,.... 

7- .01176559 .00045090 .00103632 .00209550 .25560539 .00239721 n 
:I: :» 

8. .01352966 .26718576 .00291732 .01304092 .00633515 .02009186 :z 
C'> ,., 

9. .03441160 .02099419 . 02188724 .01141788 . 17459347 .06856812 V> 

10. .00045691 .11963692 .00027166 .00136183 .00021052 .00207890 :z 
-

11. • 18270880 .08452443 .00573166 .02010204 .03024485 .03946474 :z 
0 

12. . 16866702 .01 0?5865 .02291942 .02876447 .02693637 .32424596 :» :z 

13. 1.0]116507 .00933992 .01365853 .04880230 . 16268692 .01211860 
,., 
n 
0 

14. .00000230 1.00000612 .00000125 .00000087 .00000592 ;00000399 :z 
0 
:>: 

15. .02425994 .01639359 1. 205457 56 .02362147 .01122419 .03099482 -< 

16. .01634173 .02195374 . 10846595 1.01924176 .00837841 .01374904 
17. .00062538 .00096522 .00246420 .00092018 1.00059382 .00060148 

HL .. 11951198 .02406544 .06218071 .01060738 .05175855 1.04938841 

(Concluded) 



Table B 3.4.3 (a) : HATRIX PRODUCT (I - A1)- 1* fk 

Sector/Years 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

I. 600517,45910£06 709229.84898£06 787570,27236806 771598,54959£06 972674,15241E06 

2. 6327.00019034 5824.46411920 5698.53811754 5253.14222171 6965.05816032 

3. 14193.29823489 10787.10667072 15301.31277911 8896.19726417 13261.30338237 

4. 119216 ,24048E06 124184 ,56395£06 118769 ,48550£06 120254,60256E06 128812,64462£06 

5. 73035 ,26362243 78402 .9777 4782 107890 •373 58E06 112025 •837 84E06 129653,08639E06 

6. 6856.10911471 7913.87139187 9568.94498714 11451.21420899 14754.54652630 

7. 9550.04758387 12400.41195365 10584.62972463 19840.83196466 28566.21362700 > .., 
B. 13223.98682222 15434.3087017-6 14732.28241578 17092.57134154 31688.10386964 

.., 
"' z 

9. 20966.27019221 17354.14975872 9672.45544945 23793.75679366 43065.74254035 c ->< 
10. 2573.19834821 2568.56007713 3194.04278678 5564. 79867 880 1663.42294821 

11. 11346.09102162 11541.52329309 14917.78326200 16530.64773949 32137.44841068 

12. 2012.96371696 1497.91282967 3034.44478337 - 555.18103685 -5129.08845872 

13. 25434.93295358 23766.05721609 60566.01016591 73307.38466022 94979.98307103 
14. 70452.00000000 76203.00000000 72462.00000000 125837 ,OOOOOE06 49449.00000000 

15. 4299.97741403 5141.18101428 5421.77320262 4336.47797248 8622.97706483 
16. 36477.79605707 3~+72. 15383234 38241.11577475 25683.01617060 17537'. 37940049 
17. 33803.18661805 38547.47636448 47616.43033915 20219.99119279 30080.36188227 
18. 26691.93282583 30689.56325440 12844.70905245 14289.67972743 53834.24421991 

.... 
co 

"' 



..... 
00 ... 

Table B 3.4.3 (b) : MATRIX PRODUCT ( 1 -1 
- A2) * fk 

Sector/Years 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

1. 613889,66606E06 723530,04698E06 803051,22302E06 78517D,05820E06 990872,58265E06 
2. 7616.82040053 6994.95989654 7126.05279527 6778.43189226 . 9439.13238185 
3. 15201.19376941 11537.03769558 16495.62380582 11087.69072308 16324.74067226 "' .... 

"' 4. 116914,94994E06 121615,.33987E06 116047,83711E06 11 7605, 89296E06 126076,36668E06 c 
n .... 
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10. 3088.2 766 7829 3116.98413188 3728.32816663 6455.58866940 2026.96977937 -z 
11. 10218.60264901 10228.14324607 13149.91680134 14366.16879822 30004.52814503 ~ 

)> 
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0 z 

14. 70452.00000000 76203.00000000 72462.00000000 125837,00000E06 •49449 .00000000 0 
3: 
-c 

15. 4334.64908313 5164.83111960 5397.07813792 4349.81370412 8810.67920855 
16. 37078.52934862 31075.20986613 38770.35702637 26 754.82395885 18373-36033350 
17. 33327.97815809 37932.00597680 46890.79764559 19513.67039620 29364.17356786 
18. 27858.19353944 31885.83682080. 13698.68943444 . 15830.83332363 55235.23083082 



'r:obl' D 3.4.3 (CJ : MATRIX PRODUCT (1 - A3) 1 * fk 

Sector/Year 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

1. 600&92,22601E06 711121 ,36078E06 791383 ,43305E06 778983,370116E06 984325,36993E06 

2. 7810.41702566 7271.47758229 7082.02012582 7 418.3486 7049 8892.18280214 

3. 8695.25568699 4474.78605057 6838.93159913 2801.30385152 7582.90320705 

4. 12~614,37690E06 128698,42643E06 123506,38057E06 125603,89745E06 135311,43025E06 

5. 68586.45443776 73387.55842537 100054,96827E06 104144,76002E06 1200li3,85880E06 
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Table B 3.4.3 (d) : MATRIX PRODUCT (1 - A4)-1 *fk 

Sector/Year 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 

1. 512423,24805E06 601548,92373E06 667348,24292E06 665076,91839E06 826215,03563E06 
2. 7120.91644655 6492.47254626 6588.32429796 6489.07683748 7915.04636603 

9283.93323437 4688.34786136 8140.57473850 5046.44142529 9544.31416559 "' 3. -1 
::0 

4. 111807 ,81672E06 116200 ,75336E06 111127,36662E06 112468,42121E06 119418,20459E06 c: 
(") 
-1 

57980.69717620 62094.37477436 85370.55866344 88838.37002006 101897,41014E06 c: 5. ::0 
)> 
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::t: 7. )> 
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1 o. 1752.12765184 1703.14486709 2325.63976965 4070.50228125 1217.29046432 -:z 
11. 12010.96320604 12706.52219136 12597.50513310 18526.113335019 25465.21708304 ::! 

)> 
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(") 13. 0 
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14. 70452.00000000 76203.00000000 72462.00000000 1258 37 ,OOOOE06 49449.00000000 
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16. 29791.00000000 23459.00000000 30067.00000000 16651.00000000 7615.00000000 
17. 29272.00000000 33654.00000000 42642.00000000 14286.ooooooo'o 23225.00000000 
1 a. 86627.45671649 93661.95584696 74270.03067298 73926.30412165 -167615 ,53929E06 



Table B 3.4.3 (e) ; MATRIX PRODUCT (1 - A )-1 * 
5 fk 

Sector/Year 1951-52 1953-54 1959 1960-61 1963 
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,. 
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1 4. 70508.57017270 76269.72822012 72535.77925424 125910,04638E06 49540.89828991 
15. 9457.01451633 1029~.64620929 10788.25969119 9976.44761825 16497.00691413 
16. 34874.58025217 28671 .54353596 35598.23202667 22988.18686864 1561,1.95170678 
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